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CHAPTER 8

THF RATIONAL NUMBER SYSTEM II

8-1. Ratios and Proportion

Sometimes we can discover interesting things by comparing

different numbers. For example, consider the following situation.

One sunny day a boy measured the length of the shadow cast by

each member of his family'. He also measured the length of the

shadow cast by a big tree !..n their yard. He found that his faihdr,

who is 72 inches tall, cast a shadow 48 inches.long. His mother,

who is 63 inches tall, cast a'shadow 42 inches long. His little

brother, who is only 30 inches high, cast a shadow 20 inches long.

He didn't know how tall the tree was, but its shadow was 40 feet

long.

Let us arrange this information in a table.

Shadow length jHeigh

Father 48 inches 72 inches

Mother 42 inches 63 inches.

Brother 20 inches 30 inches

Tree 40 feet

'We see that the taller people have longer shadows. But let

us examine this More closely. Suppose we' divide the shadow length'
20 2

of the little brother by his height. We get-- or Suppose we30 3

try the same thing for the father. It will be easier to measure

the 'father's height and shadow in feet. The father is 6 feet tall

and his shadow iS 4 feet long. If we divi'de shadow leilgth by
4 2

height we get -- or .

6 3
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Now do this for the mother-divide her shadow length by her

2
height: Do you again .get ?

3
4

Let us assume that this principle holds for all objects (we

must measure the shadows at the same time; the shadow changes during

the'day as the position of the sun changes). Then th tree must

be 60 feet tall in order that its shadow length divide by its

2
height be-i. Thus wt.. can discover how tall the tree 36 without

'actually measuring it!

Definition. The ratio of a number a to a number b (b

is the quotienti. Sometimes this is written a:b.

Thus we have formed the stio of shadow length to height, and

we discovered that this ratio was the same for all the people whom

we measured. Using this we were able to discover that the tree was

60 feet tall.

SupPose that the boyis uncle is 66 inches tall (5 feet 6 inches).

, How long would his shadow be if it were measured at the same time

and place as the other people?

To answer this'qucstion, we let s be his shadow length measured

in inches. Then we must have:

2Since and are the same number we find that:
66 3

66 (4) = 66*
'2

x 66
3

= 2 x 22

. 44.

So his shadow would be 44 inches long.

tt.
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Exercises 8-la

1. What is your height in inches? What would be the length of

your shadow if it were measured at the same time and place as

the people in our story?

2. Some other objects were measured at anotper time and place,

and the data are recorded below. Fill our the table coMpletely.

ShadoW. length Height
Ratio of shadow len

to height

parage 12 feet 27 feet

Clothes pole 36 inches
4
1g

Tree .10 feet
12g.

-d feet

Fla sole 144 inches

Fence 30 inches

In a class there are 36 children of whom 12.are girls.

(a) How many boys are in the class?

(b) What is the ratio of the number of girls to the total

number of children in the class?

(c) What is\\the ratio of the number of boys to the total

number of children in the cl'ass?
A.

(d) What is the ratio of the number of girls to the number

of boys?

4. In another class, the ratio of the number of girls to the

numberl of lois is the same as:in the,previous class. Thi,s

class has 36 VHS. How many boys does it have?

5. In a third class, in which the ratio of the number of girls

to the number of boys is the same, there,are 100 students. Is

such a class possible?- Why? How many boys would there have

,to be?.

th
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6. In ChaPter 6 you learned that a m-s when ad ,bc. State

which of the fo;lowing ratios are equal.

(a) 1.2
5 1 0

(0) .4,

480 4 2

(c) 176.- 17_

Adj

Ce)

In each of 'the fcllpwing, determine x. so that the equality,

-between the ratios is v.

14

30 90

(d). .4.3;

x 44,

When triangles are the same shape, but not the sgme,size, they

are called similar triangles. The measures of the lengths of

corresponding sides of similar triangles form equal ratios.

Triangles ABC and DEF are similar.

.(a) Find the length of siderr.

(b) Kind the length of-siderg.

q. A cookie recipe calls for the following items.
1
I cups flour
21 cup butter

2 cup sugar
3

2 eggs

1 teaspoon vanilla
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Thi4; recipe will make 65'bookies. Rewrite the recipe by, -

crilarsing it in the ratio 3:1. How man; cookies will it make

iou wante0.to make,only 30 cookieshow mucli would'

you need of each.of the itemS listed above?

10. Joyce has a piCture negative 4 inches wide ancl 5 inches long.

She wants an enlargement that 'will be 8 inches wide. How long

will the enlarged print be?

11. If a water tower casts a shadow 275 feet long and a 6 foot

man casts a shadow 15 feet long, how tall is the water tower?

12. Mr. Landry was paid $135 for a job 'which requixed 40 hours of

,lork. At this_rate, how much would

required 60 hours?

he. be paid rfor a job tkiat

Taking another look at our example and at the definition of

ratio, we see.that a ratio compares just two numbers. In our

example we had two sets of numbers, the lengths of the shadows,

and the heights. In each case welTormed t.he ratio of the first.

number (the shadow length) to the second nuMbei, (the heiiht). In

our example these ratios were all equal to one another. In such

a sivation we say,that the physical quaritities measured by the

,numbers are proportiónal to.one another.
1

Definition. Two physical quantities are said to be .proportion7

al to one another if the ratio of their measureS is always the
.

same. The va e of this ratio is called the-constant of propor.tion-
.

ality. A proportion is a statement of equality of two ratios.

Thus ln our example, the shadow length is proportional to the

height, and the constant of proportionality is 4. If the shadow
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.length of a water'tower is 150 in; long and' w is the number of

inches in the height of the tower then the statement

= 2 -

w

is a proportion. Another way to define proportional physical

quantities is to.say that the ratios of any-two corresponding values

may be used to form a proportion.

Another common example is the phybical laW which states that )

.
the dist/once traveled at a constant speed-4-s- o ortional to the

time. Let us consider this.law in the case of an inaccurate s

ometer.

Flichard and his parents are setting out for a drive in the

.desert'.. While.his father drives, Aichard watches the instrument

,panel of the car. He pays special attention to the speedwieter,

whift tells heW fast the car is going, to the odometer, which tells

hoW far the car has gone, andlio the clock. The speedometer shows

i Steady speed of 60 miles an hour, with no slowin:g down or speed-

ing up. He writes down Ome data as th.avdrive continges.
:0

.0dometer

34,700

34,720

34,725

34,733.3

Richard builds a new table.from these data by subtracting each

Table I

.Clock

8:00

8:24

8:30

entry from t
1

one hefow it.
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., Table II
Distance 4rave1ed Time elapsed

(minutell_.

20

5 .

_ 8.

24

6

10

The first two ratios are both ' and the last one is almost6 . 05
equal tor. Indeed, Richard recalls that when he made-that reading

P4tio or distance
to time

6

6

389

the tenth's Aeel op the odometer hadjUst passed the "3" mark

tenths, which

SBchard
3 .

the entry
1

is 8 +7,

concludes

in Table II really should have been'8 and

-Therefore jthe ratio should again be.5.
6

that all these ratioT are equal, and thus that the car

is traveling at a constant speed:' What is trhat conitant speed?

-To figure this out, let uA.imagine that the next reading's mere

taken at 9:00, when the e14R6ed'time was 60 minutes or 1 hour. ,

.\
Make this entry in Tableg) and II: 'Assuming a constant speed, the,

J

:ratio of the .distanágt4veled.to'the time elapsed would bei.

What should the "dista6e traveled" entry be in Table II? What

should the odoMeter reading. be in Tabie I?

If yourarithmetta is correct, you'Aave found that the"distancc.

traveled" entry in Table II should be 50 miles.

that the car's speed is 50 miles per hour, not 60

But this means

as the seedometer

not agree with

t
reads.." Richard tlls his father that his data do

the speedOmeter.

When Richard' points out to'his father that, there is an error

somewhere, his fathex. says, "Yes, the speedometer is wrong. In

fact, the error in pie speedometer reading is proportional to. the

2
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speed it actually reads. Thus, the error at low speeds is small,

while it is great at high speeds. The ratio of.5 should enable you
6

to determine 'the actual speethat any reading of the speedomete."

Richard thinks a minute and says, "Yes, when the speedometer reads

30, the car is really going 25." ,Is Richard correct?

You have seen that a ratio ts a comparison of two numbers by

division. The nUmbers may be measures of physical quantities. The

word$ per, nd1cates division. It expresses the ratio of the

measures of two physical quantities, such as miles and hours.

Store prices provide additionaf,examples. Prices relate value to

amount such as $1.00 per pound, or $.59 per dozen. In each case,

the per indicates a ratio, generally between two different kinds

of quantities. This is sometimes called a rate. NOtice further

that the second quantity in each case represents the standard of

comparison. A store charges "10X per comb";, one comb is the standard

of comparison, and they want 10' in the cash register for each comb

sold. Of course, this standard does not always represent a quantity

of one. For example, cerits per dozen, dollars per pair (for shoes), it

dollars per 1000 (for bricXs).
.%

Exercises 8-lb

Change each of the time intervals to hours, in Table II,, and

4ind the ratio of miaes.to hours in each. Are all the ratios.

e'qual? Do you see nowLhat speed is measured by the ratio of
.44

the distance traveled to the corresponding time elapsed? YoUr

car-speedometer computes this ratio constantly while the car

ib moving. The units used in its computation are miles and

hours, so we co," the ratio miles al: hour, or m.p.h.
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See if you can use the above ideas to complete the following

table:

Distance Time Speed

(a) 25'miles hours 50 mph

(b) miles 45 minutes 30 mph

(c) 1 mile 45 seconds mph

3. In the case of the car whose speedometer registers 60 m.p.h.

1.1hen the car actually is going 50,m.p.h., find the actual

speed of the car when the speedometer reads

(a) 15 m.p.h. (b) 45 m.p.h. (c) 0 m.p.h. (d) 80 m.p.

(a) What is the cost of 3 dozen doughnuts at $,55 per dozen?

(b) What is the eos of 12 candy bars at 4 for 15/? (How

could you state 'this price using the word "per"?)

(c) What is the cost of 8500 bricks at $14 per tholsand?

(d) A. road has a grade of 6%, which means that it rises 6

feet per 100 feet nf road. How much does it rise in a

mile? Find the answer to the nearest foot.

* 5 . Another common unit to &press speed is "feethper second".

A "go-cart" can go 30 m.p.h. How many feet Per second is

this? (The degree of hazard of speed uniier various conditions

often can be realized better when the speed ip given in feet

per second).

*6. (Pesearch) The speed of jet aircraft is often given in "Aach"'

numbers. What do they mean? Do they indicate a ratio? If

5o, what is the kandard of comparison?

The following table listi the measures, A and B, of4two

quantities which are proportional to each other. The first

I \

14
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.77

871

entry can be used to determine the constant of pr portionality.

CoMplete the table:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)

4

12

30

100

14

21

100

Ratio

12

Ratio in simplest form

6

714

The area of a triangle is proportional to the product of the

base and the height. Find the constant of proportionality.

*Multiple ratios

Sometimes it is natural and desirable to compare more than just

two quantities. For example, a mixture of nuts calls for 5 pounds

of peanuts, 2 pounds of cashews, and 1 pound of pecans. Here the

ratio of the number of pounds.of peanuts to the number of pounds

of cashews is 5:2, and the ratio of 4::e number of pounds of cashews

to the number of pounds of pecans is 2:1. This may be stated

briefly as 5:2:1. Suppose a grocer wants to put up 24 pounds of
>

this. mixture. How many pounds of peanuts, Cashews and pecans

should he use? To determine your answer, first answer these,questions:

'(1) If 5 pounds of penuis, 2 pounds of cashews, and 1 pound

or. pecans are mixed rgether, how many pounds of nuts are

there?

, (2) What is the ratio,of the number of pounds of peanuts to

the total number of pounds?
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Since this ratio will be the same in the mixture whose

total weight is 24 pounda, how many pounds of peanuts

are required?

(4) Answer questions (2) and (3) when "peanuts" are replaced

by "cashews".

(5) Answer questions (2) and (3) when "peanuts" are replaced

cy "pecans".

*Exercises 8-le

1. If a nut mixture, with the same ingredientS in the same ratio

as above, in to total-56 pounds, how many pounds of each kind

of nuts will the grocer need?

If a nut mixture with the same ingredients, but in the ratio

5:3=2 is to total 100 pounds, how many pounds of each Itind of

nuts will the grocer need?

/f a nut mixture with the same ingredients, in ratio 3:2:1,

has 30 pound of peanuts, how many pounds of cashews and pecans

will be needed? What will the total weight be?

,4. A triangle has sides of length 11 inches, 8 inches, and 6

inches. If another triangles the measures of whose sides have

the same ratio, is to be draWn with a perimeter pf 100 inches,

how long will the shortest side be?

8-2. Percent

Many of you are familiar with the word "percent" and you may

know something about its meaning. If your,teacher, says "90 percent

of the answers on this paper are correct", would you know what he

means? The word "percent" comes psom the Latin phrase "per centum",

I /
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which means "by.the hundred". If the paper with 34% of the answers

correct has 100 answers, then 90 answers out of the 100 are correct.

20
The ratio 100

could be used instead of the phrase "90 percent" to

describe the proportion of the answers which are correct. The word

PERCENT is used when a ratio is expressed with a denominator of

100.

90 percent = 00
100 = 90 x 100

For convenience a symbol, %, is used for the word _percent". This

1
symbol is a short way of saying 100°

0 1
90 x 73%)

TOD 100

.16

775 16 x -11545" = 16%

3 37%

1
7 x -1757 rzr.

1 13%= 13 x
100

In the case of the paper with 100 problems, 90% of which are

ans,4ered correctly, what do we know about the other' 10 answers?

Are you sure that one of the following statements must be true?

Ten problems have incorrect answers.

No solutions are given for any of the ten problems.

Some of the ten problems have solutions with incorrect answers

and the remainder have no solutions given.

10
The ten problems are or 10% or the 100 problems.

100

Suppose the the paper has 90 correct answers out of the 100;

6.incorrect answers out of the 100; 4 answers omitted out.of the

1 7
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100. Since we know the total number ot problems we can express
4the number of each type of answer in terms of percent.

Tgg (correct answers for 9095of problems)0 x m 90%

= 6 x 75.15. a, 6 % (incorrect answers for 6 % of problems)100

74. % (4% of problems-omitted)1oo

45) 745 774 .1.Frgs (all possible answers)

90% + 6% + = 100% (all possible answers)

100 is another name for the number one.

3 13 100 -100%1
-24 -ie. -1-z5

The number 2 can be written

T
= 4gg2

1 200In other words 200 %rne.ans 200 x' 100 ITZ5 2
The ratio a:b is another way of expressing the numbert. You

a
know that the number 7 can be written in many different ways. The

1 2, 8, 4,number 7 can be written as 7 1-6

= 50 x = 56%

0 T8g. Thus

1
1Hence 50 %is one way to name the number How can the number2

be written with the symbol,g?

1 20 = 20 X 1 . 20%3 1755

A class of 25 pulaIls is made up of 11 girls and 14 boys. The

ratio of the number of girls to the number of pupils in the class

cansbe expressed many ways. For instance:

11 m 22' = 33 .25 50 75
44 55 . 66

100 125 710
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If we wish to indicate the percent of the class thato:is girls,

which fraction gives the information most easily? Why? The ratio

of the number of boys to the total number in the class may be

written

. c . ci . 45g . .
What numerators are represented by the letters c-, d e , f?.

14
Notice the two ratios g (girls) and 17; (boys). What is the sum

44
of 'the two ratios? Find the sum of the two ratios and 4.100

Express the two ratios and their sum as percents using'the symbol,

I, The number of students in the entire class may be expressed as

100
the ratio or the ratio.= or 100 .

Property
a

1. Any fraction TD can be expressed as a percent by

a 1
finding the number c such that 13 100 e 7.(7 c

Exercises 8-2a

1. Using squared paper draw a large square whose interior is

divided infol100 small squares. Write the letter A in 10

small squares. Write the letter B in 20% of the squares. Write

the letter C in 35% of the squares. Write the letter D in 30

of the squares. Write the letter X in the remainder of the

squares.

(a) In what fraction of the squares is the letter A?

(b) In that percent of tne squares is the letter A?

(c). In how many squares is the letter B?

(d) In what fraction (simplest forM) of the squares is the

letter B?

(e) In how many squares is the letter C?
1 9
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(f) In what fradtion (simplest form ) of the squares is the

letter C?

(g) In what fraction of the squares is the letter D?

(h) In what percent of the squares is the lettv D?

(i) In what fraction of the squares is the letter.X?
0

(j) LI what percent of the squares is tbe letter X?'

Whc.t is the sum of the fractions in parts (a), (d), (f), g),

(i), of problem 1?

3. What is the sum of the percents of the squares containing the

letters A, B, C, DI X?

.4. Write each of the following numbers as percent.

(a) (b) (c) (a) A (e) (f)

Jean has a weekly allowance of 50 cents. One week she spends

12 cents for a pencil, 10 cents for an lce cream cone, 15

cents for Sunday school collection, and puts the rest in her

piggy bank.

(a) Express each amount as a ratio of the whole, and also as

percent.

(b) Find the sum of the ratios.

(c) Find the sum of the percents.

(d) What check on the separate answers above do you obsere?

0. The monthly income for a family is $400. The family budget-

for the month is shown.

Payment on the mortgage for the home

Taxes

20

$80

20
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Payment on the car

Food

Clothing

Operating expenses

Health, Recreation, etc.

Savings, and Insurance

(a) What percent of the income is

the budget?

(b) Uhat is one check on the accuracy

assigned,

-8-2

36

120

48

32

40

to each item of

of the 8 answers?

Percent is a convenient tool for giving information involving

ratios. Athletic standings usually are given in percent. Two

seventh grade pupils discovered the reasoni ,for this uae of percent.

The boys were discussing the scores of their baseball teams. In

1

.-the Little League one team won 15 games oup of 20 games played.

Another team won 18 out of 25 games. Whi, team had a better record?

The: second team won 3 more games, but the first team played.fewer

games won to the number
15 '18played for each team. The ratios 7.,T and cannot be

at a glance. Let us use percent for the comparison.

15
The first team won of the games p

20

games. Look at the ratios of the number o

of games

compared

They wor;j775% of

20 100
18

The si6ond team won i23 of the games p

m 72% They mon 72% of th

yed.
1

rie games played.

ayed.

games played.

The first team which won 75% of its games had a higher standing

than the second team which won 72% of its games. We could say that

72%' < 75%, or 75% > 72%;/
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Data about business, 'dchool, Boy Scouts-.4re often given in

percent. It is more convenieni to refer to the data at some later

time if it is given in percent than if it is given otherwise.

A few years ago the director of a boy scout camp kept some

records for future use. Some information was given in percent,

and some was not. Thc records gave the following items of infor-.

mation.

(1)

(2)

(3)

There were 200 boys in camp.

One hundred percent of the boys were hungry for the

first dinner in camp.

Fifteen percept of the boys forgot to pack a toothbrush,

and needed to buy one at camp.

(4) On the second day in camp 44 boys caught 'fish.

(5) One boy wanted to go home the first night.

(6) A neighboring camp director said "Forty percent of the ,

boys in my camp will learn to swim this summer.. We

shall teach 32 boys to swim."

From items 1 and 20 how many hungry boys came to dinner the
f

first day?

100100 . 7-55 x 200 = 200

Of course we should know without computation that 100% Of

200-is On.

From item 3, how many extra toothbrushes were needed?
1

15% means 15 X "a76

X 200
100 100

3000
= 30.

Another way to do it is to find the number x such that
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30
Ire5

go x = 30, and 30 toothbrushes,are needed..

From item 4 we can compute the percent of the number of boys

who caught fish on the second day. We wish to find x 'such that

44 em 17)6
M .17:3

a
44 022 , N

-275 TOZ5
1 '

c

...

22 1
22 x

TZ5Z5
= 22%

Therefore 22% of the boys caught fish on the second day.

Prom item 5, we can compute the-percent of the total number .
a

6f boys who were 'homesick. We wish to find x such that

775

1

200
1

2

100

2
7.57

1

lx %nu
Another way to say ".14P is to say of 1%..!'.

1 -

2 2

1
1% of 200 means x 200 = 2

100
1

. So 2 boys are 1% of the total number of boys, and 1 boy is-- of 1%
2

of the number of boyd. Sometimes it is.convenient to use 1% of a

number and 10% of the number in solving problems. In the case of

.the 200 boy scouts, 1% of the 200 is 2 as shown Abgve, _Tem-poreent-
fhb

of them would be

1° X 200 = 20
1755
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4 In determining how many boys are 15% of the group (iholE.ie Who for-

got toothbrushes), we might say that 15% is 15 x1%, so the answer
is 15.. x 2 or 30. In the case of the 44 out of 59rwho caught fish,

* we might reason that 44' 22 x 2 (and 2 is 1 %of the 200). So

44 is 22% of 200,.

From the information ir item 6. the total number of boys in

the second camp can 'be found.

AO
40% means =0 of the group, and also refers to 32 boys.

40We wish to find x such that
100

Some of you can determine x by inspection, thus

40 = 32

40
755

32 So there are 80 boys in the second camp.=

Another way to solvt the problem is

40 32
175

x

40 .

40x . 3200

3200X-- =

Sc = 80

40

A third way to solve the problem is to compare 40% with 10%.
1If 40% of the group is 32, then 10% would be 74: of 32' or 8. If 10%

of" the group is 80 then 100% would be 10 x 8 or 80. other words,

we wish to find x, such that

10 8'
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Exercises 8-2b

..' A titt League team won 3 out of the first 5 games playa.

8-2

(a) W at percent of the first 5 games did the team win?

(b) What percent of the first 5 games did the team lose?

(c).1What percent of the gres played did the team Win or lose?

Later in the season the team had won 8 out of 16 games played.

\\(a) What was the percent-of games wOn at this time?

(b) Has the percent of games won increased or decreased?

At\the end of the season, the team had won 26 gres out of 49.

(a)\\hat percent of the games played did the team win by the

of the season?

(b) How dotes this percent compare with the other two?.
N.\\

Excvcises 4-1C all ,refer to the same junior high school.

4. There are 600 seventh grade pupils in a Junior high schoo

The Principal hopes to divide .the pupils'into 20 sections of

equal size.

(a) .How many pupils would be in each section?

(b) What percent of the pupils would be in each section?

.(c) .How many pupils is 1% of the number'of pupils in the

seventh grade?

(d) How many pupils is 10% of the number of pupils in the

seventh grade? ,

Answers to (c) and (d) may help you with other answers.

5. Suppose one section contains 36 puiAls. What percent of t

seventh grade pupils are in that section?

One hundred fi,fty seventh grade pupils come to school on

- school bus.



(a) What percent of the seventh grade pupils come by school

bus?

(b) What percent of the seventh grade pupils come to school

by some other means?,

7. In a'class of 30 pupils, 3 were tardy one day.

(a) What fraction.of that class were tardy?.

(b) What percent of that class were tardy?,

In this junior high school there were 750 eighth grade pupils.

The number of eighth grade pupils is what'percent of the number

of seventh grade pupils?

9. One.day 3 seventh grade pupils came to soh ol on crutches (they

hgtd been skiing.) What perceAt of the numbc!r of seventh grade

puOils were pn crutches?

10, One day a seventh grade pupil heard the Principal say "Four
.

percent of the ninth graders are absent today."- A list of

,absentees for that day had 22 names of ninth grade pupil& on.

it. From these two pieCes of information, the seventh grade

pupil discoveficed the numberof ninth grade puPils in the

scho9l. Can'you find this ilumber?
a

8-3. Decimal, 4Ocation

A numeral such as 3284.can be written as 3(103) + (102-)_ +

8(10) + 4: This is called expanded form. (Sep Chapter 2.)

Written ai 3284 the numeral is said to be written in positional

notation. If the base is'ten, as in the illustration above, this

form is also called decimal notation. Each digit assumes a

certain value according to its place in the numeral; that is, the

3 is in the thousands place, the 2 is\in the hundreds place, and so

6.
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on. The'pattern for place value in base ten .shows that each place

immediately to the left of a given place is ten times the value of

the given place (or each place immediately to the right of a given

place is one-tenth of the value of the'given place). Another way

to look at this pattern is to recognize that reading from the left

to the right, the exponents of 10 decrease.

Here is another example: 3(103) + 2(102) + 8(101) + 4 +

5(?) + 6(?) + 9(?). The 4 is in the units (or one) place. The

value of this place is of the value of the place before it. If10

we extend our numeral to the iight and still keep the pattern, what

should be the value of the next place to the right? Of the next

place after that one? The numeral in positional notation for this

example is in two parts--3284 and 569. It is an example which

illustrates expanded form to the right of the unit's place:

3(103) + 2(102) 8(101) + 4 + 5 (--11') 9("120)

The followiLg chart shows the place values both to the left

of and to the right of the units place.

Place Value Chart
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When the above number cxpreision is written in positional

notation we might copy the digits in order and write each in its

proper place. Thus we might write 3284569. However, this is not

what we mean since there is no way to tell the whole number places

from the fractional places. The punctuation mark used to locate'

the one's i'lace is the decimal point. Thus the numeral is written

3284-.569. This is read, "Three thousand two hundred eighty-four

and five hundred sixty-nine thousandths" or "Three two eight four-

point-five six nine."

Example 1. Write 5(102) + 7(10) + 3(4) in decimal notation

(that is, positional notation). 570.3.

Example 2. Write 42.306 in expanded form. 4(10)-+ 2(1) +

1
3(7-0.) + 6(7.20-'3). Notice that the (T2) Tdace was not written. Why?

Could it be included?

Exercises 8-3a

1. Write each of the following in decimal notation:

(a) 6(10) + 5(1) 84) + 7(-?6-2)

(b) 4(102) + 3(10) + 6(1) + 1(.) + (47 )

(c) 5(10 24.+ 47152)

(d) 4(Tt) + 1842. + 3(Ii3)

(e) 2(3) + 6(74)

2. Write each of the following in exPanded form:
0

.(a) '52.55

(b) 1.213

(c) 0.4

7



(d), 3.01

(e) 0.0102

3. Write each of the,fol1owing in words:

(0 7,236

(b) 0.004

\\

4. '4Write in de'cimal numeral form:

(c) 360.101

(d) 1.0101

,(a) Three hundred and fifty-two hundredths

(b) Five hundred-seven ten thousandths

(c) Fourteen thousandths

(d) Sixty and 7 .hundredths

*5. Write 0.,ltwo in base'ten.

1
*62_ Write .2 in the duodecimal zystem.

*7. Write-5 in the duodecimal system.
6

-*8. Change 10.011two to lase ten.

42

In Chapter 6, a rational number was defined as the quotient of

a whole number by a counting number, and this quotient was interpret-

ed on the number line.

PFor examible, the rational number was interpreted as follows:
7-

Divide a linesegment 2 units long into 7 equal parts. 'The measure

Oi ihe length ofimone of the parts is The procedure is illustrated

below.

, A
Lse_i

A-C

1

2

Z9
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Suppose we want to express gin decimal form. We know that
7

k is less than 1, so.each of the digits to the left-of the decimal7
point is zero. We'need to find a digit for each place to the right

of the decimal point. That is, we need to find the digits indicated

by question marks in the yollowing number sentence:

= ?(.14) *142) *43).4" ...

Let us'take them in order. -First, we will find the digit in

the tenths place. We want to find the length, in tenths, of the

segment labeled .0 in the figure.

A B

t--"---4 i I

0
1 I s 2
1

1

I
1 J 4 i 1 1 1. 1 I 1 _1 1 I I

Since a length of 2 units is 20 tenths of a unit, and we have

divided the length of 2 unitsinto 7 equal parts., each part must

be ') tenths of a unit in length. But 2° 2°.§. so the length ,7 7 7
of-XS, in tenths of a unit, is between 2 and 3. It is 2 tenths

of a unit and some left over; the tenth's digit is "2".

Now let us find th`e hundredth's digit. The reasoning is

easier if we start from the beginning. A length Lf 2 units is

200 hundredths of a unit andp-since we have divided the length of
200

2 units into 7 equal parts, each part must be 7 hundredths of
4

,

a unit in length. But
200

= 28 so that the length of in7 7

hundredths of a unit lies between 28 and 29. It is 2 tenths of

a unit plus 8 hundredths of a unit and some left over; the

hundredths's digit is "8".
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Do you see the pattern? To find the thousandth's digit,
4

8-3

notice that 2 units is 2000 thousandths of a unit, so the length

of TS is
2000

thousandthf, of a unit. But 2000 2852
,

so the
7 --7 7

lengtkrof 7g, in thousandths of a unit is between 285 and 286. It

is 2 tenths of a unit plus 8 hundredths of a unit plus 5

thousandths of a unit and some left over; the thousandth's digit

The steps above can be done by division as follows:
0's

7 )7 The whole number part of the quotient is zero.
0 Each digit to the left of the decimal point is

a zero.

0,2
7 y2.e5

, is 2 tenths and some left over.
4

0.28
7 7753 is 28 hundredths and some left over.

1 4 7

0.28
7 )2.-000 k is 285 thousandths and some left over.

1 4 7

40

Continuing the division: 7 )(01ggg)1
1 4

Enough steps have been
shown to conclude that a 40
could never be writ- 7
ten as an exact deci
mal.

10
Why? . 7

70
28

,

r
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Y.ou should do this type of problem by short division.,,

0.15714
7 )2.0 00

When rational numbers are changed to decimals it is often

necessary to round the number,

2Example 1. Find a decimal for--
7

to the nearest tenth. (Round

to the nearest tenth.)

Look at 2 - 7 above.

In order for us tb decide to the nearest tenth we look at

the hundredth place. If the digit in the hundredth place is greater

than 5 and the decimal has not terminated increase the numeral in

2the tenth place by one. Thus, 7 rounded to the nearest tenth is

0.3.

If the question is being answered by performing the division,

it is convenient to look at the remainder from the tenths place.
1

If it is more.than. of the divisor, increase the last digit in

the quotient by one. Otherwise, drop the remainder.

2Example 2. Find a decimal for .7 to the nearest ten-thousandth.
4

(Round to the nearest ten-thousandth.)

Examine the digit in the hundred-thousandth.place. In this

case the digit is I and since this is less than 5, the preceding

place is left as 7. Thus,
7

to the nearest ten-thousandth is

0.2857.

If you were doing the division make this decision by looking

at the remainder.

In rounding numbers, if necessary we always examine the re-

mainder from the last subtraction ih the division process or we

look at the next digit in the decimal. If the digit is exactly 5
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in a terminating decimal; a common agreement (especially among .

scientists) is: round to an even digit. Examples: Round 3.65

and 3.75 to tenths. The 3.65 becomes 3.6 and the 3.75 becomes 3.8.
T
/

InfeaCh case we have rounded so that the last digit is even. Why

1Woul6 this rule be good for scientific calculations?

Exercises 8-3b

Write each of the.following as a decimal.

2. Write each of the following. as a decimal to the nearest

hundredth place.

(d)

,

( e j

16

(a)
7

(b)
3

(c)
9

3. Round each of the following to the nearest tenth place.

(a) 16.38

(b) 48.72

(c) 108.05

(d) 0.03%

(e) 0.051

(0 1.16

Round each.of the following to the nearest thousandth.

(a) 4.0486

(b) 17.1074

(c) 0.0006

(d) 0.00049
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5. (a) Round--
7

to the nearest tenth; hundredth; thousandth.

(b) Make a sketch on a lumber line of each of the rounded

numbers.

3(c) Which is closest to the actual number
7
?
3(d) Which ie. least like the actual number
7
?

6. Change each number'of the pair to a decimal and rank them,

place the larger first.

C 11al 1. ..

% / 7' 42

(.) 26
161 83

411

*-7 When we discussed writing 4 as a decimal it was compared tof.

the problem of naming a point on a line. 'The explanation of

changing a fraction like
7

to a decimal'could have been made

by using expanded notation form. The problem would be:

?(10) + ?(l) + ?(-TA) + *1-162) + ?(-7113) ... Since each place to

ttvright is one tenth of the preceding place we always asked

the question: mHow many one-tenths are there in the small

amount that was left over from the previous calculation?"

We were finding numerals for.the question marks. Use this

idea to answer the following:

(a), Write in base two using a (.).

(b) Write fir in base two using a (.).

(c) Write 4- in base two using al.).

(d) Write in the duodecimal wiem.

(e) From (6) and (d) does the fact t at

exaceor not depend upon the nuIber

the number is written or both',

a decimal "comes out

or, the base in which
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Give one base other than 12 which would make lj come out

exact.

1 1 1 1
Find the sum of the following.series:

4 16 ZIT- 256

8-4. Arithmetic Operations'with Decimals

Supl.ose we wish to add two decimals, for example, 0.73.4- 0.84.

We know how to add these numbers without the decimal pla.ces:

73 4. 84 . 157. gow do we handle the decimal places? We may

proceed as follows.

1
0.73 = 73 x 7871 and, 0.84 = 84 x iO

. Therefore,

0.73 .1k 0.84 = (73 x 140 4- (84 x-r4)

' (73 84) x

157 x . 1.57.

Notice that we have used the distributive property here.

Suppose now we wish to add a. two decimal place number and a

three decimal place number, for example, 0.73 + 0.125. Just as

before we first rewrite our numbers as fractions:
1 1 1

0.73 . 73 x . 730,x Tuun and 0.125 = 125 x 1000'

1
We use the last form of .73, since then the factor will appear1000

in both numbers.

0.73 0.125 = (730 x -TA) + (125 x 1)
1000

. (730 + 125) x-
1000

. 855 x 174 . 0.855.
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These examples can be handled more conveniently by writing

one number below the other as follows.

+
0.73

f.57

10-3

Notice that we write the decimal points directly under one another

1This is because we want to, add the digit in the 775 place in the
1

first number to'the digit in the 75 place in the second, and the

1digit in the place in the first number to the digit in the .100
1
place in the second, etc. Thus,

100
8

0.73 = --1 + 3 d 0an .84 = Irit;

and therefore

7 + 8 3 + 40.73 + 0.84 . -Tr
100

.212

10 100

= 1.57

Subtraction can be handled in the same way. For example;

0,84 0.83
(_2221._

-709

Exercises 8-4a'
A

1. Add the follaw-ing numbers.

(a) 0.76 + 0.84

(b) 0.719 + 0.382

(c) 1.002 + 0.00102

(d) 1.05 + 0.75 + 21.5
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Subtratt the following numbers.

(a) 0.84 - 0.76

(b). ,0.625.- 0.550

(c) .0.500 - 0.125

(d) 1.005 - 0.0005

Perform the operations indicated.

(a) 1:051 0.702 + 0.066

(b) 0.4075 - 0.32 + 0.076

4. Four men enter a hardware sto e, 'and the first wants to buy ,

10.1 feet 'of copper wire,,the second wants,15.1,feet, the

third wants 8.6 feet, and the fourth wants 16.6 feet. The

storekeeper has 50 feet of wire in his store. Can he give

each min what he wants?

5. A storekeeper has-11.5 Rounds of sugar. A woman buys 5.6

pounds. Another woman buys 4.8 pounds,. Then a delivery truck

brings 25 pounds to the store. Finally, mice eat 0.05 pounds.

How much sugar is left?

There are 16 ounces in 1 pound. Which is heavier, 7 ounces or

0.45 lb?

Add 140.01 + 1.01 and then express the-answer in the basetwo two

ten.

1 I 4:?

Note. In' the base two: 0.1two = 7 and 0.01two . /r
4°

Suppose we wish to multiply two decimals. For example,

0.3 X 0.25. We knoW.how to multiply these numbers without the

decimal places: 3 x 29 = 15. 'Just as before we write
..

1 1 es N.10.3. x 0.65 = 3 x -Tu x 25 x .773

- 3 7
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N,..

1.

'\

3AN5 x.lt .45

75

= 0.075

(1) How ny digitS are tirre to the rIght of the decimal

point in0.3?

415

(2) How many digits are tliere to the right of i'fle---decimal
, .

,point in 0.25?

(3) What is the sum of the answers to (1). and (2)?

.(4). How many digits are there to the rlght of the dec

point.ih 0.075?

(5) qompare the answers to:(3) and (4).

Now multiply 0.4 x 5. 1001t is your answer? Answer the

'five questions dbove, (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) foi# tHese.numbers.

Do the answerg to (3) and (4) still agree?
/Property 2: To find the number of decimal places whe'n tWo

Inumbers.are multiplied, add the mumber.of declmal.places in the'

twa numper.

For example, suppose we wish t8 multiply .732 by .25. TheI.

first number ha; three decimal places and the second has two, so

there will be five decimal places in the.answer. We,multiply out

732x 25, and then mark off five decimal places in the answer,

counting from right to left.

.732

1464
.18300k

.4;

We consider now the problem of dividing one deciMal number by

another, for examplq, .125 .5.
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.12

'.25

8:4

Let ui try another example, .5 .04. From Example 1 in Section

we know that 5 = 2.25. Therefore we have

,7

12.5

Finally,,let us try an example with a repeating decimal. From

ple 2 of Section 9-3 we know that 2 7 m 0.285714285714...

wh re 285714 is/repeated over and over again, without end.

Let us try the problem: .02 ir .7.

.02
77

2

2 10Tou x
10

f x 100

.285714...,

. .0285714'

a
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1
In thapteV 6 me had ihe following properiy

417

If.the numerator and denominator of a fraction are both

mu1til31ied,lby the same nUmber, _the number which the

fricth-represents is unchanged.

Thus -1 = ., We shall uqe- this property .for fractions with2 4

decimals. For example,

. 125 1.250
. and.5 5

Here we have multiplied the numerator And the denominator by 10..

Another example is

I

By what number werelnumerator and denominator multiplied in this

example?
_

In dividing one de imal by anotherwe first shift all digits

,
in the divisor to the left of the decimil p.oint by mUltiplying

dividend and divisor by a suitable miser pf ten. Thus: '.

. 125 ;: .5 = 1.25 5, .5':- .04 . 50 4, and
,

. 02 -Tr .7 = .2 +

After.all digits in the divisor -have.(ieen 'shifted to the left of
4 .

the decimal point the division is performed.

Yr* 4 Ag.g
.0286

7 ).2000 '

1 0 4 14
. 75 175 To

24
8

e. 6-To To
. 20

75 Ili
0

These three examples should all be done by short division:

4 )41S-4
Aigg

as,

I -

a
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Notice that the decimal point in the answer is directly above the

iecimal point in the dIvid;nd.

Exercises 8-4i(

(Assume that the decimals are exact.)

1. Fihd the following products.

(a) .009 x .09

(b) .0b25 x 2.5

(c) 1.2 x 120

(d) .135 x .202

2. Find the:following quotients.
0

(a) .009 30

(b) .015 i .05 .

(c) .5f5- .4

Id) 2.04 i .908

Express the fol: 4 fractions as decimals,.

3000 (0). lag () 30 (d) 3 (e) 3

8 8 7 80 800

.015 x .0025 X 2.5 m
.05 x .03

John's father has a garden 25.3 feet long and 15.7 feet wide.

How many square feet are there in the garden?

Find the following product of two base seven numbers:

1.14
seven

x.24
A 4

Remember, 1.14 1 +..7 +.72 and 2.4 = 2seven .

7
?

Sometimes in dealing with decimal numbers we dc not need all

of the decimal places. For example, some machineS,will'cut metal

'rods with length accurate to two aecimal places but no more. Thus

C. 4 1



-you could take a long tpd and cut okf 3.41nches. But

10,6u-tried to out off exactly 3.452 inches you could_ not be sure,
f.

of -getting it right. Even a good cutter will slip a little and

419

make a small error.

If we are only interestt!d In two decimal places and we have a

number with more than two placs, we."round it" to the nearest

two places. For 6xample, .238 is closer to .24 than to .23,' and

so we round it off., to' .24. In general, if the third place is more

--tban 5 we agree to add one to the second place when we round it.

If the third place is less than 5, we do not change the second

place when we round: Here are some further examples,

Numb'er Rounded to two pdaces

.234 .23'

.237 .24

.241 .24

.244
.24

.1949 .19
. .

If the third digit is 5 we agree to round in such a way

thaethe second digit of the rounded number is even.

Thus' .235 is rounded to .24, and .245 is also rounded to .24.

The reason for this is explained after the following examples.

Number Rounded to two places

. 325 .32

335 .34

345 .34

.36. 35
When we round a number we deliberately make an error.

4 2
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Thus mhen we round .325 to get .32 our answer is smaller than'the

original number. When we round .335 to get .34 our answer is

bigger than the original number. _This error may Ve increased when

we add or multiply numbers. For example,

.16 + .10 m

However, if we had first, rounded these numbers to one place we

would have

.2 + .2 .4.

The error will sometimes cancel out. Thus

.245 + .245 = .500

If we had first rounded to two places we would havb

.24 + .26 = .50.

The rule about rounding when the third digit is 5 was made

tO increase the chances of .the errors cancelling out. If you are

rounding a lot of numbers, then abput half the time.the rounded

number will be bigger than the original number, and half the time

it will be smaller. Thus when we add or multiply rounded numbers
;

same of the errors will cancel out.

Sometimes a number is rounded to just one decimal place. Thus

.15, .21, .24

all round to .2.

We bay also round to three places. Thus .2345 to .234, while

.2355 rounds to .236.

If we want to get two decimal places correctly in an answer,

we compute three places and then round. Thus 0.285714...

4 3, .
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if we round it to one place we get .3

Correct to two places WE have .29.

Correct to three places we hive .286

Correct to four places we have .2857.

Exercises 8-4b

Round the following numbers to two places.

(a) .0351

(b) .0449

(c) .0051

(d) .0193

Round the following numbers to three places.

(a) 0.1599

(b) .0009

(c) .00009

(d) .3249

3. Express the followin6 fractions as dLeimals. correct to three

421

places.

(a)
3

1
(b)

4

(c)
2

3

4. Express the following fractions as decimals correct to'one

place. .

(a)

rh)
%wit 263

44
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5.

8-5

A piece of land is measured and the measurements are

rounded to the nearest tenth of a foot (in other

w_ords, to the first place). The length, after rounding

is 11.1 rods and the width is 3.9,rode. Compute the

area.

(b) Suppose that the correct length is 11.14, and the correct

width is 34 feet. Compute the correct area. What.is

the difference between this answer and the previous one?

8-5. Percent

You have learned that 50% is another name for the number 11,

because 50 = 100 . Also, we can write
2 100 as the decimal

.50. Sometimes it is convenient to use each of these four numerals.

You have changed fractions to hundredths and then to-perceht.

Suppose that you wish to change a percent such as 65% to a decimal

or to a fraction in simplest form.

65%

72% g3

,Suppose that you wish to change a decimal such as .28 to a

percent or to a fraction in simplest-Form

28 728 28% =

.15 .
If bne of the four names of a number is shown, you can deter-

mine the other three names.

1 25 = .25 = 25
100

1 =

5

These are all names for one number.
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11, = 10

?' m .75 m ?

In somecases the first two numerals as shown above are the
3same. For instance 17m, or .03, 3% are the only number names

423

that will fit in the table for the number three hundredths. So
3

755 belongs in each of the first two positions.

Exercises E3-i

I. Fill in the missing names of numbers in the chart below. The

completed chart will be helpful to you in future lessons.

Fraction
Simplest form

Hundred
as denominator Decimal Percent

1
(a) --

50
1775 .50 50%

(b) it

(6) 100

(d) .20
(e) 40%

0

100

(h)
.

.33...

(±)
70

.

100

(.1) .66...

(i) _..1.0

(m) q %

(n) i

f 64

a
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,

' Fraction
Simplest form

. Hundred
as denominator Decimal Percent

(o)
300

.100

(p) .375

(q) 150%

(r)
62.5
100

(5)
.01

(t) IQ' .
,

(u)
,

100%

(v.)

e
163

100

(w) i.

I.

2. Draw a number line and locate the percents in problem 1 on it.

Using squared paper, draw a large square containing 109 small

sqUares. By proper shading locate the percents in parts (b),

(d), (1), (p), (s).

14. What fraction in simpleftforM is another name for

(a) 32% (b) 90% (c) 120%

Give the percent names for the following numbers

3
(a) 712i (b) (c) (d) Tc5

Percent is used to express ratios of numerical quantities in

everyday experience. It is important for you to understand the

notation of percent, and, also, to be accurate in the computational

use of percent.

4 7
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Suppose that a.family has. Ain ahnual income of $4860 (after-
F

withholding tax). The family blidget includes an item for food

of 32%. How much money is alloTed for food for the year? This

means that we.wish to rind x uchsthat

=
or

324b60m .

Before solving the equation we'should estimate an approximate

answer using Some infort;Ition *bout percents and fractions from

the chart in Exercise 8-5a. N tide that 32% is a bit smaller than

34% (another name for4). On ! third of $4500 is $1500. So our

answer should'be close to $1500. We will show two ways of writing

the steps ot solution. Property 9 from Chapter 6 4s used in the

solution.

32x = -rm.4860

.32

= 4860-.32

x 1555.20 ($1555. . 1555.20

This answer seems reasonable m en c5mpared our estimate of

$1500.

Suppose that this same f ily rents a house for $77.00 per

month. 1.4114- r7ercent of the f ily inqOme wil be spent for rent?

First, we fino that the rent f r the 'year is $924.00. If x is

the percent that q24 is of-486s, then we w sh to find x such
924

1that -r-my To estimat the answ notice that 900 is mi-4415b0 100°
5

or 20 %of 4500. Two ways of ting th steps in the solution

-are shown.
-emoa.
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24 / x
roz
i00.4c

'9.01

924
456o 8

-4860 x . 92400

x 19.01

In this problem the answer will be rounded to'19%. Is this

reasonable?

An advertisement said that a bicycle could be purchased "on

tithe" by making a down payment of $14670. The merchant stated

/iurther, that this payment was 26% of the price. What was the

// iirice of the bicycle? If the price of the bicycle is x .dollars,

we wis'h to find x such that

142179 26

26X =
A

1470

56.538... ($56.54

How might you have estimated the

to the nearest 10 cents would be

would be shown on`the price tag?

Commissions and Discounts

would be the price. Why?)

answer? The answer $56.54 rounded

$56.50. Whicht:price do you think

People who %Irk as salesmen often are paid a commission instead

6f a salary. A bcok salesman is paid a commission of 25%of the

selling 4:Tice of the set of books. If he sells a set of books for

$60.00, his commission would be 25% of $60.00 or $15.00. How did

we find this answer? Sometimes the percent of the selling price

which gives the commission is -called the rate of the commission.

Definition. Commission is the payment, often based on a percent

of selling price, that is paid to a salesman forNhis services.
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Merchants sometimes sell articles-at a discount. During h

sale, an advertisement stated "All coats will be sold at a discount

of 30%." A coat marked $70.00 then has a discount of 30% of $70.00

or $21.00. The sale price (sometimes called the net ,price) is.

$70.00 - $21.00 or $49.00.

Definition. Discount is the amount subtracted form the marked

.price.

Definition. Sale price or net ,price is.the marked price less

the diScount.

N

Exercises 8-5b

In the following problems it may be necessary to round some answers.

Round money answers to the nearest cehttand rOund percent answers

to the nearest whole percent.

1. On an examination there was a total of 40 problems. The

teacher considered all of the problems of equal value, and

assigned grades by percent. How many correct answers are in-

dicated by the following grades?

(a) 100% (b) 80% (c) 50% (d) 65%

2. In grading the papers what percent would the teacher assign for

the Collowing papers?

(a) All problems worked, but 10 answers are wrong.

(b) 36 problems worked, all answers correct.

(c) 20 problems worked, 2 wrong answers.

(d) Ont-problem_not answered, andA. wrong answer.

3. If the sales tax in a certain state is 4% of the purchase price,

-4hat tax would be colaectfd on the following purchases?
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, (a) A dress selling for $17.50

(b) .A bicycle selling for $49.50

4. A real estate agent receives a commission of 5% fcir any sale

that he makes. What would be his commission on the sale of

a house for $17,500?

5. This real estate agent wishes to earn an annual income from

commissions of at least $9000. 'To earn this income, what would

his yearly sales need to total?

A.salesman who iells vacuum cleaners earns a commission of

$25.50 on each one sold. If the selling,price of the cleaner

is $85 00 what is the rate of commisbion for the salesman?

7; SOTetimes the rate of commission is very small. Salesmen for

heavy machinery often receive a commission of 46.' Ifs in one
)

year, such a salesman sells a machine to an industrial plant

for $658,000 and another machine for $482,000, has he earned

a good income for the year?

8. A sports store advertised a sale of football equipment. The

/ discount was to be 27%.

(a) What would be the sale price of a football whose marked

price is $5.98?

'(b) What,would be/he sale price of a helmet whose marked

/ price is $3.40?

9. In a :unior high school there are 380 seventt grade pupil

38reighth grade pupils, and 352 ninth grade pupils.

(a) What is the total enrollment of.the school?

(b). What percent of the enrollment is 1., the seventh grade?'
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(c) What percent of theienrollment its in the eigith grade?

(d) What percent of the enrollment is in the ninth grade? -

What is the sum of the answers-to (b), '(c), and (d)?

101 Mr. Martin keeps a record of the amounts of money his family
so

pays in tales tax. At the end of ohe year-he found that the-

total was $96.00 for the year. If the sales tax rate is 405,

what was the total\amount of taxable purchases made by the

Martin family during the year?

Percents used for comparison

t

In pi,oblem 1 pf Exercises 8-5a, some of the percents mere not
1 1..whole percents. The fraction'g changed to percent is 122-A You

1.. 1have learned that v can be read/7 df 1%. Decimal percents are

often used, such qs

/ .7 % (.7 of 1%) = 7 ^ 7-65 10.0 10070 /
These are all names for the same number. If we wish to.rind .7%
of $300, wish to find x such that

100x = 210

0

or
7r5 =

007

.x = 300 .007

x = 2.10 ($2.10) x = 2.10 ($2'.10)

.7 % is less than 1%. Since, 1% of $300 is $3.00,\ the: answer $2,10

is reasonable.
Suppose that we wish to find 2.3% of $500..

2.3% = 23 = .023. Find the number such that

2.3 or .023.5745(

100x . 1150 x 500 .023

x 11.50 ($11.50) x . 11.50 ($11.50)
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Baseball batting averages .7e found for each player by

dividing the number of hits he makes by the number of times he has

been at bat. The division is carroed to the nearest thousandth.

So the batting average can be considered as a percent expressed to

the nearest tenth of a percent. If a player has 23 hits out of 71

23
times at bat, his batting average is or .324.

Sometimes ans.e;ers are called for to the nearest tenth of a

prcent". A-teacher might be asked what percent of his grades are

B.. The teacher issues 163 grades, 35 of-them B. He wishes to find

35
x such that 7761 = 7770.

T633 Tus

1
3
3-. 100

21.47...

or 35 7571

163x =. 3500

x = 21.47,..

;.section 8-3 you learned how to round decimals. If the

,F-percent is called fol., to the, nearest tenth of a percent, 21.47...

would round to 21

Percents of increase and decrease

Percent is Lised to indicate,an increase or a decrease in some

quantity. Suppose that Central City had a population of 32,000

(rounded to the nearest thousand) in 1950. If the population

*creases to 40,000.by 1960, what will be the percent of increase?

,40,000

321WO

,,,000 (actual increase)

Notice that the

8,000 x
32,600

e 000
x = . 100

32,000

x = 25 (increase of 25%)

rCent of increase is computed by comparing the

actual-increase to the earlier poPulation figure.

3



32,000

t too

t-13,000,
25%

40,000

The 40,000 is made up of the 32,600 (10Q%) plus th'e increase

of 8,000 (20). Sa the.population of 40,000 in 1960 is 1294 of

the population of 32,000 in 1950;

Suppose that-Hill City had .a pPpulition pc 15,000 in 1956.

If the population in 1960,As 12 000, what.will:be the percent of

decrease? If i represents the percent of decrease, then

15,000

. 12000

3,000 actual decrease

431

4

3,000 . atm
16, (Soo "TZ5Z5

3,060
x .. 100

15,000

= 20 (decrease of ao%)
Notice that the,populationddecrease also is coMPuted by comparing'

the actual decrease to the earlier populationfigure.

12,000

The 12,000 is the difference between'15,000 (100%) and the

decrease of 3,000 (20%). So the poPulation in 1960 of 12 006 is

80% of the population of 15,opo in 1250.

If the rents'in an apartment house af,e,inereased IC each
:tenant can compute his new rent. Suppose that a. tenant is paying

fP0 foryPnt, WhAt he pay in rent after the increase? If x

-ivtiresents the increase in rent,.then
4

I
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x m 4. (increase of $4.00)

The new rent will be $80 4- $4 = $84.

.Exercises 8-5E

A junior high school mathematics teacher had 176 pupils in his

5 classes. The aemester grades of the teacher were A 20;.

B 37; C 65; D 40; E 14.

.1a) What percent of the grades were A? (to.nearest tenth percent)

/0)) What percent of the grades were B1

(c) What percent of the grades were C?

(d) What per'cent of the grades were D?

(e) What percent of the grades were E?

(f) What is the sum oftthe answers in parts (a), (b)

(e)? Does this sum help check the answers?

2. Bob's weight increased during the school year from 65 pounds

to 78 pounds. What was the percent ok increase?

During the same year, Bob's mother reduced her weight from 160

pounds to.144 pounds. What was the percent of decrease?

The enrollment in a junior high school was 1240 ip 1954. In

1959 the enrollment had increased 25%. What was the enrollment

in 1959r.

5. Jean earned $14.00 during August. In September she earned only.

.What was the percent of decreape in her earnings?

;5 5
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6. A salesman of heavy machinery earned a commission of $4850 on

the sale of a machine for $970 000.

(a) At what rate is his commiSsion paid?
4..

(b) What wil1 be ills commissfon for the sale of another

machine for $847,500?

7. James was 5 ft. tall in September. In June his height is 5 ft.

5 in. Both heights were measured to the nearest inch. What

is the percent of increase in height?

8. Dp you know your height at the beginning of the school year?

Now? Do you know your weight at the beginning of the school

year? Now?

(a) What is the percent of increase in your height since last

September?

(b) What is the percent of increase in your weight since last

September?

9. A baseball player named Jones made 25 hits out of 83 times at

bat. Another:playir named Smith made 42 hits out of 143 times

at bat.

(a) What is the batting average of each player?

(b). Which player has. 'the better record?

10. An elementary school had an enrollment of r90 pupils_ in

September, 1955. In September, 1959, the enrollment was 1012.

What was the 'percent of increase in enrollment?

TWo methods for solving problems of percent of increase and decrease

In the solution of problems involving percent'of increase or

percent of decrease, two approaches can be used.
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If the cost of butter increases froin 80X a pound to 92' a '

pourid, what is the percent of increase? Thi method you have been

using is

92' - 84 m 12X (increase) If 12 41 x percent of 80)

then

12
130 la lei

X og 100 12,
80

x 15 or 15% increase

A second method finds what percent 92,g is of 80X. Since 92 is

larger than 80, then 92 is more than 100%of tit% If 92 is x per-

cent of tO, then

x 100

x = 115 or 115%

This means that 22X is 115% of 80. If 100% is subtracted from

115%, the percent of increase (15%) results.

In a certain city the flre department.extinguished 160 fires

during 1958. During 1959, the nUmber of fires extinguished

dropped to, 120. What was the percent of decrease? We will show

two ways to solve this problem. In one method we find what percent

the difference (160 - 120) is of 160. In the other method we find

what percent the number of fires in the later year is of the number

of Tires in the earlier year. This percent is then compared with

100%. If 120 is y percent of 160, then



160

-

40 (fewer fires)

120 756
.wime

120
y . 100 7615

its 75 az. 75

100% - 75% as 25%

435

The later number of fires wasIf 40 is x percent of 160, then
75% of the earlier number.

40
TUC =, TUZI There was a decrease of 25%;for

40
x = 100 the number of fires in 1959lo0

when compared with the number
x . 25 or 25%

in 1958.
There was a decrease of 2511in .&

the number of fires in 1959

when compared with the number in

Of course, the answers should be the same for the two methods of

solution.

Exercises 8-5d

In each problem, 1 through.5 compute the percent of incre4se or

decrease by both methods. If necessary, round percents to the

nearest tenth of a percent.

1. In a junior high school the lists of sevebth grade absentees

for a week numbered 29, 31, 32, 28, 30. The next week the

five lists numbered 22, 26, 24, 25.0 23.

(a) What was the,total number of pupil days of absence for the

first week?

138
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(b) What was the_total for the second week?

(c) Compute the percent of increase or decrease in the number

of pupil days of absence.

'On the first day of school a junior high school had an enroll-

ment of 1050 pupils. One month later the enrollment was 1200.

What,was the percent of increase?

One week the school lunchroom took in $450. The following

week the amount was $425. What was the percent,of decrease?

4. From the weight at births a baby's weight usually increases

100%in six months.

(a) What should a baby weigh at six months, if its weight.at

birth id 7 lb. 5 oz.?

Suppose that the baby in (a) weighs 17 lb. at the age of

six months. What is the percent of increase?

During 1958 a family spent $1490 on food. In 1959 the same

family spent $1950-on food. What was the percent of increase

in the money spent for food?

46. -During 1958 the owner of a business found that sales were below

rormal. The owner announced to his employees that all wages

for 1959 would be cut 20% By the.end of 1959 the owne'r noted

that sales had returned to the 1957 levels. The owner then

announced to the employees that the 1960 wages would be

increased 2096over those of 1959.

(a) Which of the following statements is true?

(1) The 1960 wages are the same as the 1958 wages:

(2) The 1960 wages are lesithan the 1958 wages.

(3) The 1960 wages are more than the 1958 wages.
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(b) If your answer to.part (a) is (1), justifV your an'wer.

If your answer to part (a) is (2) or (3) express the 1960

yages as a percent of 1958 wages.

*7. In an automobile faCtory the number of cars coming 6ff the.

assemblyline An one day is supposed to be 500. One week the

plant operated normally on Monday. On Tuesilay there was a

breakdown which decreased the number of completed cars to 425

for the day,. On Wednesday operations were back to normal.

(a.) What was the percent of decrease in production on Tuesday

cc*Ipared with Monday?

(b) What was the percent of increase in production on Wednesday

compared to Tuesday?

8-6. Decimal Expansion

We have learned how to name a rational number by a decimal

numere (or decimal). Two questions which present themselves now

are these:

"May every rational number be named by a decimal numeral?

Does every decimal numeral name smile rational number?"

Let's think about the first question. We may begin by choosing

some fractione which name rational numbers and see if we can find

a decimal numeral which names the same rational number.

is the quotient of 1 dividAd by 8.
8

0.125
8 )1".000

1
So and 0.125 are names of the same rational number.8
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'We say that a decimal numeral ends or terminates if it is

.obtained by a division which is exact or in which- there occurs a

zero remainder at some stage in the divisipn process. In this

1
sense the decimal numeral 0.125 which names the rational number-s

is a terminating decimal.

Consider the rational number .3. We all know the decimal

1
'numeral which .names-5. It is obtained by dividing 1 by 3.

0.3333...
3 )1.0005

Can you tell without perfc.)rming the diAdsion, the digits that

should appear in each of the next six places?

1:oes this decimal finally end (terminate)? That.is, at some

stage in the division do we obtain a zero remainder?

Let 4A1 use the Cots to indicate that the decimal numeral

never ends, but goes on and on without end. .

Let's try to find 'a.decimal numeral to name the rational

1
number17.

7 )4L1)8g8;e08g8;. 0

1.0

Claste Discussion

1. Can you tell, without performing the division, the digits that

should appe r in each of the next six places?

2. Does this d cimal numeral finally end? .(That is, at s'ome stage

ih the di4ision do we obtain a zero remainder?) N.

3. Is the e a block of digits which continues to repeat endlessly?

Let ç1s place a horizontal line over this block of d'igits which

rep ats. Thus 0.142857777c... The dots indicate that the

block of digits never ends, but is repeated endlessly.

6
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14, Name by a decimal numer
11

5. How soon can you recognize

1.

a pattern?

1439

6. Does this decimal numeral frici How Should you indicate this?

7. Is there a,set of digits which repeats peri,odically? How

should you indicate this?

Exercises 8..6a

11. Write a decimal numeral for
13.

(a) -How soon can you recognize a pattern?

(b) Does this decimal numeral end?

(c) -flow-should you indicate that it does not end?

(d) Is/there a set of digits which repeats periodically?

(e) Hpu should you indicate this?

2. write decimal numerals for:

(II) 4. c)
0 9

SeF how soon you can recognize a pattern in each case. In perform-

ing the division -iatch the remainders. They may give a clue about

when to expect the decimal numeral to begin to repeat.

Exercises b-6b

Write decimal numerals for:

(a) 7.1 (b) ( d ) _.2i
2. Study these decimal numerals and see if you can find a

relationship

(a) betw..-n the decimal numeral naming -TT and the decimal
2numeral naming=

62

23
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1
(b ) between the decimal-numeral 11,amirtg in. and the decimal

3 44 \
numeral naming-1p 17., etc.\

3. Can you find a decimal numeral for -14\v\ithout dividing?

4; .Can you find a decimal foil withoUt-dividing?

5. Is it true that the decimal numeral for -n3- is three times that

of-19/r
11/

8-6

Exercises 8-6c

1. F nd decimal numerals for the following numbers.

,2..

3
(c)

(d)

(e) 160

Which decimal numerals in problem I end?

(i)

3. Which decimal numerals in problem I repeat but do not.end?

\,4. Find decimal numerals for the first number in each group

and ca culate the others without dividing.

) 1

(el 20'

(f) 1

50

(g)

3 11

20' 20

42 1.
50 50

1 112 927
1660' 1000

We have found a decimal numeral for 4.

terminating decimal nutiie\ral Ipcause at some

(53

We said

stage in

0.125 was a

the division
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process we obtained a zero remaindpr,

1let.us reconsider a decimal numeral for 7g. Recall it was

obtained by dividing 1 by 8.

After the first subtraction the remainder is 2:

the second remainder is 4.

the third remainder'is 0.

We stopped or terminated our division proc.ess at the stage when we

obtained a zero remainder. However we could just as well have

continued dividing getting at each new stage a remainder of zero

(and a quotient of zero).

It is clear tflat once.we get a remainder of zero every re-

mainder thereafter will be zero.

Let us pause for a moment and consider whLt we mean when we

say that a decimal numeral is a repeating decimal. At some decimal

place a digit or block of digits begins to repeat and continues to

repeat in a cycle over and over again without end. We see that the

decimal numeral 0.125000... for-7 fits these conditions. Prim the

fourth decimal place on, the digit zero repeats over and over again_

without end. Therefore 0.125000... is a repeating decimal just as

0.333... is a repeating decimal. In 0.333... the digit 3 repeats

over and over again.

We have referred to thc two examples 0.125000... and 0.333...

They are usually called the decimal expansions cf4 and .1
3
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xespectively% By decimal expansion we mean that there is a digit
1

for every decimal place. Note that the decimal expansion of

1
is repeating and also terminating. The decimal expansion of.- is

3

repeatink, but not terminating.

You have seen, that every rational number may be named by a

a
fraction -

'

where a is a whole number and b is a counting number.
b

You have also seen tnat we have a procedure for finding a decimal

a
numeral to name the rational number-E.

We now have the answer to our first question: "May every

,rational number be named by some decimal numeral?" Not, only do we

know that -2e may find some decimal numeral to name the rational

number, but e also see that in all the exercises we have worked,

the decimal numerals naming' rational numbers either end ) 7(-1 1 32,
4, etc.) or repeat (-A, 4, 49\74, etc.) after some place to the

right or to the left of the decimal point.

Here are some more, samples:

(a)
200

100.000...

(h) L2-491 - 222.222...

( ) 4 .14285714257,..

743 000 000 oll
(d) J 9 = .743743744744755755755..1

qH9000v000100090oo

(e) = 451.125mo...

Do.the decimal expansions fcr rational numbers all either end

or repeat? Let's look back at the prooedure by which we found a .

decimal numeral for..7.
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7 )

0 ,
28

1 1450
40

"40

28
"go

14

3
0

0

After the first subtraction the remainder is. 3

Thr second remainder is 2

The third remainder is. 6

l'he fourth remainder is 4

/The fifth remainder is 5

The sixth remainder is 1

The seventh remainder is 3 again

The eighth remainder is 2 again

Class Discussion Questions

1. List the,(a) 4ths (b) liihs (c) llths and (d) 12th remainderS.

Observe that the decimal numeral repeats as the remainder

repeats.

Can you tell why this must' happen?

%.!
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Why is It that the remaindercan never be 7 or more? What

error would we have madp in the-division ifi at some stage

our remainder was equal or greater than 7?

The only remainders we could have are 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.

If the remainder qt some stage were zero the-decimal numeral

would ell or the digi zero repeats. If the remainder is

never zero as in the example above, it can only be 1, or 4,

or 3, or 4, or 5, or 6.

Therefore, after no more than 6 steps, a remainder will have

to appear which has appeared before at some earlier stage.

The next step in the process, then; is to repeat a division

which has been done earlier, so the whole process begins to

repeat. Remainders and digiis in the quotient begin repeating

at this stage. .Notice that the repetition may begin after

fewer than 6 steps since it will begin whenevex6i number

appeers as a remainder for the secondtime.

1
In finding the decimal numeral for-3, ycou know that.the

remainders can be 0, 1, 2. The remainder is never zero, so

the decimal numeral doesn't end. As a'matter of fact the

remainder.is never two either. The first remainder is ong

\
and the repeating begins in the very next step'./

4. How many remainders could we have if we were di idi 3 by 17

3to find a decimal numeral naming ?
1

5. If a remainder is zero how do we describe the decimal numeral?

If the decimal numeral does not end, how can we be sure it

will repeat?



What is tilt. maximum number of_remainders we would have to

write before the'decimal n.umeral would have to rePeat?

May the decimal numeral-repeat before we have written the

first 16 remainders?

Hence every rational number may be named by a decimal

numeral which either ends or repeats.

Exercises 8.6d

1. Write decimal numerals for the following numbers;

(d)
12

Write decimal numerals for the following numbeira:

4(a) 1
. (

d
)

9
(0. i

.2 , . 8(b) li (c) 9 t h , 3

(c) 9 (f) 7 (0 fti-

What conclusion can,be drawn about the answer.to (1)?

3. Write decimal numerals for' the following nuMiciera;

(g)

445
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Show that: The rational numbera may be named by a decimal

numeral which ends, if b has only 21s or 51s or both as prime

factors. Hint:

(a) Is a rational number,whose fraction name has a

Idenominator which is a power of 2 named by a terminating

decimal numeral?

(b) Is a rational number whose fraction name has a 6enominator

. which is a power of 5 named by a terminating decimal

numeral?

(c) Is a rational number whose fraction name has a denominator

which is a product cf powers of 2 and 5 named by a

terminating decimal numeral?

(d) Is a rational nu er whose fraction name has a denominator

which is not Viower of 2, or a p r of 5, or a product

of powers of 2 and 5, named by a erm...nating decimal'
,1

numeral?

BRAINBUSTER4 Show; The rational number .§ May be named by a

decimal numeral which either ends or repeats after (b - 1)

remainders at most. ((Hint: Can you re-write such a fraction

as one whose dencrainator is a power of 10?)

Now let us consider the second question: "Does evcry decimal

expansion name a rational number?" Can y-ou think of a decimal

expansion that doe6 not end and does not repeat no matter how

many digits you write?

Consider the following decimal expansion:

.01001000100001000001000000...

ppm you discover a law of formation':



Does it end?

Does it repeat?

We now can guess the answer to our second question: Not

every decimal expansion names a rational number.

If it were convenient'for purposes of calculation to use a

fraction rather than a repeating decimal numeral, could' we find

one?

Name: '(a) 0.333... by a fraction

(b) 3.333... by a fraction.

Is 3.333... ten times as large as 0.333...?

What is the difference between 3.333... and 0.333.. 9

0.333...
3

a-
3 3.333...

3- -
1

.1 = 3.333:.. - 0.333...
3 3

3 3

1
Let us suppose we did not know that -5 = 0.333...

Let us call the rations.] number it names x.

Then x .

lOx 3.333.. .

1Lx - x = 3.333.. . - 0.333...

9x = 3

3

9

1

3

7
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Let us develop a similar procedure for finding the rational

number named by 0.666.:.

6 0.66§..,

101 m 6.666../.

10x x a 6.666.. - 0.666...

Example&

(a) Name? 0.1212T... by a fraction.

(b) NaMe 1.212T... by E. fraction.

Solution: The above examples illustrate a possible

procedure which we may follow.

, (a) x = 0.1212T...

100x = 12.1212T... Why did we multiply by 100
this time?

100x . x 0 12

99x a 12

12 4
x

99 33

(b)

Idby 121.212'T...

100y y a 120
A

99y = 120

120 40
99 73

1 1=Pertain. SR, division to check that the decimal expansion cf

111

11Y.
le 0

,

f

!
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Exercises 8-_6e

Name the following numbers by fractions.

(a) 0.i313I. 09 (f) 9.665...

(b) O.454543. .. (g) 4.121g2.

(c) 0.8311... (h) 24242gr
(d) o.8484E71. 1,5160710. ..

(e) 7.337... *(j) 4.714284714265.

Check the answer you obtain in each case by performing the

division.

8-7. The Metric System

In Chapter 2 you studied systems of numeration. Ybu will

recall that human beings, after many ;;ears of struggle,with various

systems, finally developed the Hindu-Arabic numerals and the

base 10 or decimal system of notation.

In the year 1585 a Flemish mathematician named Simon Stevin

made one of the simplest yet cleverest contributions of all time.

He took an ordinary dot (.), placed it to the right of a whole

number and made a symbol to indicate that the positton to the

immediate left of the point is the ones place while the position

to the Immediate right is the tenths place. The decimal point

extended the "tens" system to the right as well as to the left.

It made it possible to use positional notation for fractions as

well as' whole numbers.

-In the year 1789 a group of French mthematicians and

scientists were called tclgether to develop a simplified system of

weightS and measures. Thls system was to be used throughout the

new France created by the French,revolution. They decided to take

gor
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advantage of the Hindu-Arabic.numerals, he decimal system

'of notation, and Simon Stevin's decimal point. They planned and

measured and calculated. Finally, they decided upon the meter

*as the unit of length. It was intended to be
20,000,

rte

66b u"'

meridian through Faris. (A meridian is/a half-circle on the

earth's surface joining the north And south poles.) In'other

words, the distance from the north pole to the south pole when

measured on the earth's surface was taken to be 20,000,000 meters.

Ala June 22, 1799, a platinum meter was adopted as the true

meter, and was depOsited in the Archives of the State, where it

has become known as the Meter gf the Archives..

We now know that errors crept into the calculations. The

computations were revised in 1927, and the standard meter was

then defined so that:
,

The Hindu-Arabic numerals, the base 10, and the decimal

point were used in the following way:

They subdivided the meter Into 10 equal parts calling the
1

length of each pekrt a decimeter of T5 of a meter. Each decimeter

was divided into 0 equal parts. The length of these parts, they

, 1 1 I
called a ceptimet r vril x im or= of a meter). Each centimeter

was divided into 10 equal parts. The length of these parts they

cal1e0 a millimeter (-4 x 14, x 74 or -Rip of a meter. For longer
,

.

,

dieances they used 1,0 meters called a dekameter (10x I meter),
-.

a.17ectpmeteT: (ln x 10 or-400 meters), and a kilometer (10 x 10 x

10 r 1000 meters).
NNN.

The following table shows theirplan in an orderly form (the

starred entries represent those units whloh are most frequently

used).
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Exe ises
\

1. Write in\,expanded form each of the following:

Sample: 104.567 meters--mr--1,Ullometer + 2 hectometers +.

3 dekameters + 4 meters + 5 decimeters + 6 centimeters

8-7

+ 7 millimeters or 1 km + 2 hm + 3 dkm + 4m + 5 dm

+ 6 am + 7 mm

(a) 3030.303 meters

(b) 245.36 m I

(c1 5.342 m

(d.) 0.564 m /

(e) 0.043 mi

2. Complete eaci of the follov4ing:

(a) 1 kilo eter

(b) 1 kilo eter

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

1 kilreter

1 kn./meter

1 killometer

1 k4ometer

3. Complete each of the following:

I
(a) 1-- km . m

2

(b) 1 1 m cm4
(c) 2.54 cm . mm

(d) 200 m m
.............. cm

(e) 500 m . km

hectometers

dekameters

meters

decimeters

centimeters

millimeters



, \
l \ \

,

,

/
,

\4. Measure the boundary line of' theSe closect*rves. 'Ilihe mearum-
' I ',

\ i

ment is to be made4po the neareSt centimeter.
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Measure the boundary lines of the.same closed figures. Each

measurement is to be made tp the nearest millimeter.

Whicii is the more precise unit of measure, the centimeter or

the mi\llimeter?

7. The meaSurement of the line segment below is one decimeter.

(a) Use sour ruler to help you divide it into 10 equal parts.

(b) What is,the measurement of each part called?

(c) Divide brie of these`parts into 10 equal parts.

(d) What Ishe measurement of each of the parts called?

(e) What is the measurement of.a line segment 10 times as

long as the decimeter called?

Use your ruler to draw line segments each of whose measurement

is:

(a) 2.54 cm

(b) 10 mm

(c) 5 cm

(d) 25.4 mm

(e) 50 mm

(f) 10 cm

(g) 100 mm.

1
*9. If a meter' is defined to be of the distance on the

earthls surface from the north pole through Paris to the

equator

(a) How many meters are in the circumference of the earth?

(b) How many dekameters are in the circumference of the earth?

(c) How many hectometers are in the circumference of the earthR

4
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(d) How many kilometers are in the circumference of the/earth?
v

(e) How many decimeters are in the circumference of the earth?

(f). How rnariy centimeters are ir the.circumference of the earth?

(g) How many millimeters are in the circumference of the earth?

Research.problem:

(a) The micron isa,unit pf measure which is used to measure

1 1 1bacteria. Smaller units are called then, Imp -rum of\N

a micron and are used-to-measure viruses, components of

'cells and large molecules. Some of these units also ser1N

to measure the wavelengths of,some radiations. What

fraction of a centimeter is a mldron?-

(t) Atpmic meatirements required the use af an approximate

uriit of length: The Angstrom (abbreviation A). Fo'r

Lista e, the dimensions of the atoM are of that 'size,'
. 1 !

while
f

he nucleus has a radius
of71757535

(of an A. What

fraction of a centimeter is an 4ngstrOm?

The meter is ncw defined in a 'new way. The new definition
a

appears on page E33 of the twentieth yearbook of the

National Cpuncil of Teachers of Mathematics. Look up the

definition and report it to your class.
a

(d) The earlylhistory of the metric system is described in

/
,the above reference book.. Prepare a report for the class

based upon your reading of pages 22-33 of this reference

book.

Now\ that you are familiar with the various units of metric
\

linear measurement, let us study the metric units of area, volume

weight, ar capacity.

se*
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In Chapter 7 you were asked to find the 4reas of the interior

of a variet of simple closed curves; Youdiqere also asked to

find the v 1.1mes of the interior of various rectangular solids.

You recalit you finally chose a square region as-the best unit of

measure iior the area of the interior of the closed curves. The

interio of a cube was chosen as the unit of measure for the

volume of the Interior cf the rectangular solids. )
- . .

\
e meiric,unIts for measuring areas is also a square region,.

The easurement of the edges of this square is one meter. The

are of the interior of this square region is one square meter

.

(a reviation 1 m
2
).

/ Figure 1 below is a picture of mievquare centimeter (1 cm2).

Figure 1

I. Viol:KIT) OF A METER

lom=1-,OF A METER
MO

2 X

r44 am- 10,000

We can now show tile multiples and subdivisions of the square meter.

Table 2

Length
km

(1000 m)

hm

(100 m)

dkm

(10 m)

0m dm

(45 m)

*cm

-147 m t-rou m)

Area
/

/

*km2

(10002m2

hm2

(1002m2)

dkm2,

(102m2)

*m2 dm2

(762mr)

*cm2

(-100'0-1m2)

*nun2

(

10002
1 m2)
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Exercises 8.:7b
-

1. COmplete each Of the following:

Sample: There'are 162 or 100 m2 in 1 dkm2

(a) Thyre are 1002 or m2 in 1 hm2.

(b) There are 10002 or m2 in 1 km2.

(P) There are (4)2 or m2 in 1 dm2.

(d) There are (Tbi;)2 or

(e) There are
(1001:3)2 or

m2 in 1 cm2:

m2 2
in 1 mm .

2. Use your ruler to fitld the measurement of the length and

width of Vile rectangle below and find the area. Make 'all

measurements to the nearest cm.

3. Use your ruler to find the measurement of the length and

width of the rectangle above and calculate the area. Make

all measurements to the nearest mm.

457

The metric unit of measure for measuring volume is also the

interior of a cube. The Measurement of each edge of this cube is

I meter. Tne volume of the interior of this cube is 1 cubic
%meter (aboreviation 1 m3I. Figure two below is a picture of1

cubic (...;ntimeter (1 cm ).
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Figure 2

3 iI CIL g ;
MO MI

100

We can show the multioles and.subdivisions of the cubic meter in.

Table 3.
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Exercises 8-7c

1. Complete each of the following:

Sample: There are 103 or 1000 m3 in 1 dkm3.

(a) There are 1003 or in3 in 1 hm3.

(b) There are 10003 or m3 in 1 1cm3.

1
(c) There are (75)3 or m3 in 1 dm3 .

(d) There are (.1-6t)3 or m3 in 1 cm3.

(e) There are or m3 in 1 mm3 .

1000
2. The rectangle measured in problems 2 and 3 of Exercises 8-19D

is,the base of a rectangular solid. The measure of the height

to the nearest cm is 6 cm. Calculate ihe volume of the.interior

of thia rectangular solid. Remember the volume of the interi

of a rectangle solid is equal to the product of the number of

units of measure in the length, width and height.

3. The measure-of the height of the rectangular solid mentioned

inthe above problem is 59 mm to the nearest mm. Calculate

the volume of the interior of this rectangular solid using

the area of the rectangle calculated in problem 3 of'Exercises

8-7b.

The metric unit for the measure of weight was intended to be

the weight of the water contained by a vessel whose volume is one

cubic cefttimeter. The weight of 1 cubic centimeter of water is

called a gram. Thus, the instant we know the volume of the interior

of a container we immediately know the weight of wate't it can

contain. For example if the volume of the interior of a container

is 500 cm3 ;then the weight of water it can contai is 500 gr s.

500 grams % .1 pound.

7



Table 4

Length hm dkm *m *cm

Area (1000)2m2

km2

= (10)
2m2

dkm2

* 1 2 2(.0)

dm2
.

*(745)2m2

cm2

1)2m2 '.
(100)2 2

hm2 1000
mm2 .

Volume *(1000)3m3

km3

= (100)3m3

hm3

(10)
3m3

dkm3

*m (1115)3m

dm3

= *(......1)3m3

100
cm3

*cgm

(74- gni)

-1

*( 1)3m3

3mm

*mgm

gm'

, 1 ,

q370

Weight *kgm

(1000-.gm)

hgm

(100 gm)

dkgm

(10 gm)

*gm dgm

(71
5 gm)

8

co

0
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Eercises 8-7d

Write in expanded forM:

\(a) 4444.444 gms

1:)) 567.8 gms.

What is the weigh of water .(in gram), that can be contained

by the rectangular solid of problem 2 of Exercises 8-7c?

What is the weight'of water (in\kgms) that can be contained

by the rectangular solid of problem 2. of Exercises

6apa?1tfis another name for volume, but it\ refers to.thos

vessels that are supposed to contain something, while volume

refers to any portion of three df ensional space.

A box is a rectangular solid The volute of its interior

can be found as in problems 2 and 3 of Exercises 6-7c. To speak

of its cacacity is to hint at whati it can contain.

In everyday lire in America, Je say the capacity of a tank

is so Many gallons,, its\volume is o many cubic feet, and the

------weight of its contents '1.s so many runds. It is usually customary

\

to talk of the caPaCtty\of a milk ottle as aquart or two pints

and not the weight c>f the milk or 1he volume of the milk. To

talk of capacity weuse a special tnit of measure..

In the metric 4stem the unit f capacity is the liter. It

, \

is defined to be the\capacity of a ube whose edges eadh measure

10 centimeters or_l decimeter. Thu a cube whose edges measure

A1 decimeter has a voluMe of 1000 CI It can contain a weiiht_of

1000 grams of,water ana its capacity is 1.1iter. 1 liter is -about

ore quart.

We can now show the multiples and subdivisions of,the liter.



Table 5

Length ,

dkm *cm

Area (1000)2m2

km2

(100)2m2

hm2

1

1

----,

(10)2m2

dkm2

*m
, 1%) \2
In 111\

dm2 \

.

*(
1.2 2

TOZ1) m
em2

( 1N2m2
'1000',

mm2
Volume *(1000) m

km3

(100)3m3 =

hm3 ,

(10)3m3

d1m3

.

(4)3m3

dm3

( 1)3m3
1 3

*(7:535) m100

cm-
1

Weight *kgm

1000 gms

hon.

100 gms

dkgm

10 gms

*gm dgm

1
-r, gm \I-75

*cgm

1
m ,

*mgm
2.

Trycro gmCapacity *11

1000 1

hl

10Q 1

dkl

10 1

dl

1
1

*cl

1. 1

*nil

I 110
.......

100 1000

8 Do

.4"

C.4

-



The table above clearly shows the use of the decimal system

of notation.. However it does not conveniently reveal the 1 to 1

correspondence between the units of measure for volume, weight,

and Capacity.
jI

Table 6 below shows this 1 to 1 correspondence more clearly

Table 6
A

Volume Weight of Water Capacity

1 cubic centimeter 1 gram tl milliliter

1 cubic/declimeter 1 kilogram 1 liter
(1000 cmi) (1000 grams) (1000 milliliters).

1 cubic meter 1 kiloliter
(1000 cubic decimeters)-1 metric ton -1(1000 liters)

Exercises 8-7e

1. Write ih.expanded form:

(a) 6666.666 liters

(b) 2.03 liters

2 What is the capacity (in milliliters) of the rectangular
.4,

solid mentioned in problem 2 of Exercises 8-7c?

3. What is the capacity in liters of the rectangular solid

mentioned in problem 2 of Exercises 8-7c?

Now that you have lived with the metric system of weights

and measures, perhaps you might be interested in converting frcm

the metric system to the English system. Table 7 gives a

\ conversion list.of the more commonly used measures.



Table 7

Metric English
,

2.54 centimeters m 1 inch

,611 meter ^., 1.1 yards

1 kilometer =1 or .6 miles
5 -

1 kilogram 2.2 pounds

1 metric ton R. 1.1 tons

1 liter 1 quart

Exercises aw7f

1. Convert eackf the following Metric measurements to equivalent

English measurements. (You may refer to the table of conversions,

if necessary.)

(a) 25.4 cm 1.1

100 meters

200 meters

400 meters

800 meterV

in. (the length of the usual slide
rule)

A few of the standard
distances for track
and field events.

^4 yds.

PJma yds.

num, yds.

yds.

(f) 1500 meters A:), yds.

(g)

(h) 100 kilometerrei miles.

(i) 10 kilograms 1;e
)

lbs.
...

(j) 100 kilograms p6 .

lbs.
k

`(k) 4 liters !Ay, quarts Ad gallons.

(1) 60 1,iters IA; quarts j gallons.

(m) 10 metric tona ;,1,L American tons 0 lbs.°

(n) 100 metric tons A; American tons A, lbs.

10 kilometers AL miles
w
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a F nd the vd,kumik, In cubic inches an4/in cUbic feet ,(nearest

10th) of a ctibieal tank 6 ft. 9 inches each w!iy. If the

tank is fille,d with water find 4t1::weight. Time yourself.
N\

Note': 1728 cubic inches = 'A cubic' o t.

1 cubic foot of wae weighs 62.k. bs.

tb) Calculate the Volurfie in me ers a the weight in kilograms

of a cubical tank 2.07 m ters each wa filled viith water.
--,. -

Time yourself. (Note: There are 1000 litris in' cubic.

meter. 1000 kilograms/is the weight of 1000 liters.

(c) Compare the time needed to solve problem (a) with the

time needed to solv.! problem (b). Which problem required

more of your time? (

Research problem:

Use the Twentieth Year ook of the National Cot4lcil of Teachers

of Mathematics as your\referepce book.

(a) Collect a list of 411 the various units of measurement

for length, area, volume and capacity that you can find

listed in your reference book. Bring this list to school.

(b) Write a compoition on "Why I Prefer the English System

of Weights and Measures to the Metric System\or "Why

I Prefer the Metric System, to the English System" You

may use your reference book to aid you in getting

information.

Which weighs more, a potxnd of gq1d or a pound of feathers?

To summarize our work with the metric system we present the

following table: (From this table you can derive all of the

multiple* and subdivisions we presented in Table 6).
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1 centimeter (cm)

1 meter (m)

1 kilometer (km)

1 liter (1)

1 154logram

.1 metric ton (t)

Table 8

Length

10,millimeters (mm)

100 centimeters (cm)

1000 meters (m)

Capacity

= 1000 milliliters

Weight

1000 grams (g)

1000 kilograms (kg)

8-8. Summary

The ratio of a number a to a number b (b 0) is the

quotient41.

2. Two physical quantities are said to be proportional to one

another if the ratio.of their measures is always the same.

3. Property 1. Any fraction, t, can be expressed as a .percent by

findingcsuch that = cmcx1-4 m c.
4. A rational number§ can be written in decimal form by dividing

a by b.

5. Properq 2. To find the number of decimal places' when two

numbers are multiplied, add the number c)f decimal places in

q

the two numbers.

6. A commission is the payment, often based on a percent of tielling(

'price, that is paid t'O a salesman for his service.

7. A discount is the amount subt.racted from the marked price.

.
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8; Sale price or net price is the marked price less the discount.

9. A decimal numeral ends onterminates if it is obtained by a

division which is exact, or in which there occurs a remainder

of zero.

10. A decimal numeral is a repeating decimal or repeats if, from

some decimal place, a digit or block of digits repeats.

11. Every rational number may be named by a decimal numeral which

either terminates or repeats.

12. Conversion Table

Metric

2.54 centimeters

i meter

1 kilometer

1 kilogram

1 metric ton

1 liter

13. Table of Metric Units'

1 centimeter (cm)

1 meter,(m)

1 kilometer (km

'1 liter

1 kilograM (kg)

1 metric ton

k'S

English

1 inch

ma 1.1 yards

0.6 miles

2 pounds

1.1 tons

1 quart

10 millimeters (mm)

100 centinters

1000 meteri

1000 milliliters (ml)

1000 gramp (g)

1000 kilograms
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9r1. Two Lines in a Plane

Geometry had an influence on the way in/which man lived as-early-

as 4000 B.C. Clay tablets made in Babylon Some 6000 years ago show

that Babylonians knew how to find the area of a rectangular frd.

They used the same relation you learned in Chapter 7.

The great pyramid at Giza in Egypt was built about 2900 B.C.

- The constructions of this and other pyramids show that Ute ctitians

too must have knorn much-about geometry. About 1850 B.C., Egyptian4

manuscripts were being written Which show that the Egyptians.were
(4,

developing geometric rules. One of these was the gexpral rule for

finding the area of a triangle.

Whfin a iniematician begins at investigation, .e usually starts

with a Igery stailile case. After he feels' ;hat he understands this

case, he may then proceed tolmore cpiplicated
N

tolget a feeling for spatial relatXplish

f
more about figures formed by twoilins.

situations.

ips)et us begiti by

In order

studying

Figure 9-1-a shows that the intersection of iinesJ and );
2

is point A. Rays on 12 are AB and-W-,& (Recall that AB mene the

I 0 --+ray with A as endpoint and containing point B.) Rays on Li are AE

and AD.

1

4
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Figure 9-1-a

Observe that there are four angles formed by the rays in Figure

9-1-a: angle BAE, angle BAD, angle CAD, and angle CAE. We shall

speak of these 'angles a.s angles determined by /1 and 12. .In this

_chapter, then we shall speak of two intersecting lines as deter-
,

e

mining four angles.,

Look at angles CAD and DAB. These two angles have a common ray,

AD, and a common vertex, point A. Any two angles which have a com-

mon ray, a common vertex, and whose interiors have no point in com-

mon are called adjacent Angles. (Adjacent means 'nei hboring.")

Thus, angles CAD and DAB are adjacent angles. Are there any more

pairs of adjacent angles in thp figure? Yes: DAB am BAE, BAE and

CAE, CAE and CAD, are all pairs of adjacent angles.

Are angles BAD and CAE adjacent angles? No, they are not! But

they are both formed by rays on the two lines 11 and 42. In this

chapter, When we speak of a line we will always mean a straight line,

extending without end in both directions. When two lines intersect,

the two pairs of non-adjacent angles determined by these lines are

9 7
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given a special,name, vertical angles.. Note that here "vertical"

-is.not associated with "horizontal," Thus, angles BAE and CAD are

a,pair of vertical angles.

In Figure 9-1-a, consider the line .-j3-e containing the rays ig

and AC. Recall that in Chapter 7 you learned that if we place a

protractor with vertex at A 'so that AC is the zero ray, then AB cor-

responds to the number 180 on g protractor.

' A line divides a plane into two half planes. In Figure 9-1-b,

the two half planes determined by it are shown by the shaded area
1 ,

above and the non-shaded area-below i
1 1

Figure 9-1-b

In Figure 9717c the two half planes determined by 12 are

shown by the shaded area below i and the non-shaded area above
2
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Th Figure 9-1-c

Thus,- two intersecting lines separate a plane into four regions.

The interior of one of a pair of vertical anglesis the-intersection

of two of these four half planes. Figgre 9-1-d shows the interior

of angle BAE as the intersection .of the two half planes described

above. The interior of angle CAD, the other angle in the pair of

vertical angles, is the intersection of the two remaining half planes.

Can you see the two half planes which include the interior of angle

CAD?

Figure 9-1-d

-- 4
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Two angles whose measures #11 degrees add up to 180 are called

supplementam'angles. In Figure 9-I-a, angles CAE and CAD are sup-

plementary. Are any other pairs of angies in this figure supple-
_df

mentary? les: L_CAD and LBAD; LEAD and LBAE are pairs of sup-

plementary angles. Can you find any other pairs of supplementary

'angles? In Figure 9-1-a the supplementary angles are also adjacent

angles. 'In Figure 9-1-e, the measure of angle M is 40 and the mess-

ure of aigle N is 140. Angles M andli are supplementary angles.

Figure 9-1-e

You learned in Chapter 7 to measure angles. We shall frequently

talk about the Nleasure of an angle" in this chapter so it iscon-
..

venient to have a symbol'for this statement. To indicate the number

of units in an angle, we will use the symbbl "m" followed by the

name of the angle e'nclosed in parentheses. For exaMple, m( LABC)

means the number of units in angle ABC.

As we learned, any angle can be used as a unit of measure, but

in our work so far the degree has been the only standard unit. We

will use the dee.ee as the standard unit unless something else is

specified. Thus when we write m( L ABc) m 40, we Will undirstand

angle ABC is a 40 degree (40°) angle. Note that since m( LABC) is

a number, we write only m( L._ ABC) a= 40, not "In( L ABC)
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Exercisetial

, Use Figure 9-1-f in answering 1 through 3.

Figure 9-1-f

(a) Name the angles adacent to LBAE.

(b) Name the angles adjacent to L DAC.

(c) Name the angles adjacent to L BAD.

2. (a) Name the angle which with LBAE completes a pair of vertical

angles.

(b) Name another pair of vertical angles in the figure.

(c) When two lines intersect in a point, how many pairs of

vertical angles are formed?

3. (a) Use a protractor to find the.measures of the vertical angles,

4.BAE and L_DAC.
44

(b) What are the measuresoof angles CAE and BAD?

(c) What appears to be true concerning the measures of a pair

of vertical angles?

Draw sets of two intersecting lines as in Figure 9-1-f.

,Vary the size of the smiles be.tween the lines. With a

/01
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t.t

protractor find the measures of the interiors of each pair

of vertical angles. Do they appear equal?

Study your answers to Problem 3. Then state your results in the

form of a general property, by copying and completing the fol-

lowing sentence:

Altur=2:3.: When two lines intersect, the two angles, in each

pair, of angles which are formed have 7 measure.

*5. You have found by experiment a certain relation to be true in a

a

number of cases. Let us see why this relation must be true in

all cases.

(a) .In Figure 9-1-f what is the sum of.the measures of LBAD

and LBAE?

(b) WhEr.. is the sum of the measures of L CAE and LBAE?

(c) If the measure of LBAE is 6o, then what is the Measure of

LBAD? P,&LCAE?

(d) If the measure oflanglt; BAE is 70, then what is the Measure

of L_BAD? Of L.CAE?
0

(e) What c9n you say about .the measures of angles BAD and pAE

when the measgre of angle BAEchanges? Explain why angles

BAD and CAE in Figure 9-1-f must have the same measure.

The following figure is similar to Figure 9-1-f. Let x, y, and

z represent the angles DAB, BAE, and CAE respectivel5f. The

angles are indicated in this way in the figure.
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Copy and complete the following statements:

(a) m(L x) m(4.59 m

(a) m( z) + m( y).

(c)

9

aimmimmoe
c.1

If in( L y) is known, how can you find m L x ? How can you

find m( L. a)?

(d) Write your answer for part (c) in the form of a number sen.

tence as is done in parts (a)and (b) by copying and com-

pleting the following:

(e) Write a number sentence to show the relation between m( L x)

and m(

Imagine two lines in space.

(a) ,T6 there any possible relation between two lines in apace

,Which would not occur between two lines in a plane?

111), Find an illustration.in your classroom to explain'your

'11

answer.

I r)
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Ik

Three4inea In;a Plane

The Greeks were the first.to Audy geometq as a body of knowl-
,

edge. Thales (64o B.C. - 546 B.C.) studied in Egypt and introduced

the study of geometry into Greece. The discovery of the property

dealing with pairs of vertical angles which we'studied in-the prevfous

section is credited to Thales. As you study geometry you will learn

about other properties that he and other Greek mathematicians dis-

covered.

In the previous section we primarily studied figures formed by

two lines in a plane. In this section we will study figures formed

by three lines in a plane.

'Draw a figure similar to 9-1-a. Can you draw another line,

through point A? Can lines ./
2'

and have a common poinf
3 r,

of intersection? Ybur figures should look something like, this:

4

Figure 9-2,.-a

Will three line's drawn on a plane always have a commonToint of

intersection?. Look at Figure 9-2-b where line t intersects lines

and In -the language of sets we would say 21 (1 t..is nOt

the empty set, and / t is not the empty set. A line which
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iniersects two or mOre lines in distinct points is called a.

t is a transversal of lines 1 and
2

Figure 9-2-b

Eactimlat2.2.2

Draw a figure similar to the one at

the righU. Lines ;t
1

and t
2

do not

intersect. (t
1

t
2'
is the empty

set.) Line t3 intersects t
1

Call

the point of intersection A. Line t
3

paansversal of those' Since line t- intersects i and
1 2s.

intersects t
2'

Call the point of interSection B.

(a) How many'pairs of vertical angles are there in your figure?

(b) How many pairs of adjacent angles 'are there in your flgure?

(c) Is line t a transversal of lines t and .t
2
?

3 1

Draw two lines m
1

and m
2'

which intersect in point Q. Draw a

third line, m
3,

which intersects m
1

and m
2,

but,not in. point Q.
,

Call the intersection of m and m
3

point S, and call the
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0

the following quistions: a

erhection of rn2 and m
3

point R.

) What ii tname of the set'of

points made u.'P'..of segments SQ,
\

QR, and RS in your )gure?

..(See Chapter 4 if you dorlft

4

know.)

(b) How many.pairs of vertical ang14are.there

(\c) How many .pairs of adjacent' angles ice there

UseAilgure 9-2-c in answering

in your

in your

figure?

figure?

(a) Name the transversal

'and te24 what lines it

intersects .

(b) In this drawing, how

many angled are deter-01

nined by the three lines?
Figure 9-2-c

(c) How many pairs of vertical anglesjare there in psis drawing?
re

.(d) What do you kn-ow about the meaLlrps of .each of a 1.:a1r of

vertical angles?
a

(e) Doed m(angle h) m(angle f)? How ean you tell?

(f) Does M(angle c) 'T(anglew d)? How can you tell?'

(a) How many pairs of adjacent angles are there in Figure 9-2-c?

(b)' What do you kriow about the sum of the measures of any pal:

of adjacent angles in Figur
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(a) Are angles c and d in Figure 9-2-c-supplementary?

() 'Are angles a and d in Figpre 9-2-c,rd1ementary?
. ,

(c) Are the angles An each pikir of cd.facent angles in Figure

9-2-c supplementary?

(d) If the Measure- of L. h is. 6-0, what' is ..itiemeatiure of g?

-Of e? Of-Z:111'

(e) If vhe-measure of Lh is 90, are-angles h and f sup-
.

plementary'?

(f) If m( L h) rn( L g ), are angles and g .supplemen-

t a ry ?

1.Ndtice that one of the rays which forms angle b in Figure

ie'.a part of a ray wh4h.forms angle f, and the in'terigrs

of both the angles are onlpie same side of the transversal.

_ 'Angles placed ip this way are called corresponding angles.

(a) Name another pair of corresponding aniles on the same Side

of:the transversal a, angles -b and f in Figure 9-2-c.

,(b) Are angles a and e corresponding angles? w(Note that

the ray on line- t which forms angle a is only A part of

the ray on line 't mhicp forms angle e, but none of ,the
f

rays formifig angle e. are parts of the rays forming angle

a.)

(c) Are L c. and g coesp'onding angles?

(d) How many pairs cif corresponding angles are in Figure 9-2-c?
:

(0 If the meastire of Lb is 80, can yOu tell what the measure

of L f

6 b.
1 ,
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(f)

, 481

.1r the Measures ofL a anci-Le are 90, what can you say

tabout the measures of 'all 'tne anales in Figure 9-2-c?

tg)- If the measures of La and Le are 90, are angles, h and

b supplementary angles?

(a) How are the figures in Problems 2.11,rand 3 alike?

(b) How are the figures different?

) Can you think of another way to draw a set of three-lines

in a Plane? (Do not use the interiection of three lined in-

a point.)

(d) Copy and complete the following statement:

"The union of the,intersections of,each two lines of a

group of three different lines lin _the same plane consists

of ? , or 9 , points . "

41.8. BRAINBUSTER. Look,around you and find illus-trations of sets of

three lines lite those in the tigures you drew in this exercise.

Now imagine the intersection of three planes ir space. What

figures are formed?

9-3. Parallel Lines and Corresponding Angles

A civil engineer mupt build two,Atraight roads intersecting a
a

higtiway, but ndt intersecting each anther. In .the following figure,

the highway is represented by the transve;sal, t ; and the roads

are represented by the lines r1 and r2
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Figure 9-3-a

In the langu'age of geometry, the engine6r is asked to build the

roads so that

t is not the empty set,

t is not the empty set,

r is t4e empty set.
2

That is, the engineer wants to build the roads

will be parallel. Neither ri

so that

nor' r
2
is parallel to

The engineer wants to tell his workers what angles

should form with the highWay.

Class Exercise and Discussion

r and r
21

t.

the road

Make a drawing like that above, with points A and B about 1
2

inches apart. Make the measure of La 70-and the measure of
#

Lb 40. Do the roads intersect if extended? If so, on which
11

side of to the left'or the right?,

2. Drak another figure making the measure of La

Lb 40 Do the roads intersect if extended?
CT

side of t, the left or the right?

30 and that of

If so, on which
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Make at least six experiments of this kind With various measures,

for angles- and b In at least two,cases use the same meas-

ure' for La that you use for L b. Record your results like

this:

Measure oft_ a
in degrees

Measure of Lb
in degrees

Intersection of
r
1
and r

2

70 40 left of t

30 4o right of t

40 40 ?

4. Copy the follcwing table. Predict whether r
1

and r inter-
2

sect and, if so, where. Make a drawing to check your prediction.

(You may extend the table and choose your own measures of angles

if you wish.)

_

Measure of La
in degrees

Measure of Lb
in degrees

Intersecticn of
r
1

and r
2

50 80

50 50

50 40

5. After class discussion of Problems 1 through 4, copy and com-

plete the following statement:

Property 2. When a trafisversal intersects two lines which

lie in the same plane Ida Ells:of corresponding, angles,have

different 0 then the lines
.

II 0
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What about the case where the corresponding angles have equal

measures? Write a statement for this case. Copy and complete:

Property 2a. When a transversal intersects two lines in the

same ? 2nd a pair of corresponding }lules have equal" meas-

ures, then the lines are ? .
amsowelio tampammo

Exercises 9-3

Make 3 figure like the one below. What angle forms frith angle

x a pair of corresponding angles? Label it angle p. If 2angles

x 'and p have the following measurements; do and 1
1 2

intersect above to below to or are they parallel?

Copy and comp e e:

Measure of x
in degrees

Measure of p
in degrees

\

21 and i 2

Are
Parallel

Intersect
above t

:Intersect
below t

f

( a ) 120 140 ,

(b) 120 120 ,

) 120 90
.

(d) 90 120

(e) 90 90
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(f) go 70
,

(g) Ito

(h) Ito lio

(i) 4o 20
.

,

List several examples of parallel lines ihat you find in the

classroom.

*3. Lay a yardstick or a ruler across some of the paral) l lines you

find in Problem 2 so as to form a transversal. Do this so that

the intersections with the parallel lines are at a minimumIdis-

tance apart. Measure this distance in..each case. What is the

measure of the angle formed by the transversal and each line

when the minimum distance is found?-

9-4. Converse (Turning a Statement Around)

We have seen that if certain things are true, then cer.tain other

things are true. For example:

(a ) "If two angles are vertical'angles, then the angles have the

same measure."

Suppose we make a new Statement by interchanging the "if" part

and the "then" part. This is the new statement:

(b) "If.two angles have the same measure, then the angles aril

vertical angles." A statement obtained by interchanging the "if"

clause with the "then" clause is

statement. The second statement

first statement.

called a' "converse" of the first

written above is a converse of the
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If you "turn a true statement around," will the new statement

always be true? .Let us look at two 'statements and their converses

and decide.

I. "If Mary and Sue are'sisters, then Maryand Sue are girls.'"

Converse of 1: "If Mary and Sue are girls, then Mary and Sue

are sist(Irs." Is the original statement true? Is the converse also

true?

Now consider the next statement:

2 "If Lief is the son of Eric, then Eric is the father of

Lief."

Converse of 2: "If Eric is the father of Lief, then 1.,ief is the

son of Eric." Is the original statement true? Is the converse

true?

We can see from these two illustrations that, if a statement is

true, a converse, obtained by interchanring the "if" part and the

"then" part, may be true or may be false.

3. Is statement (a) above, dealing with vertical ankles, true?

Is'the converse statement, (b), true? We cannot accept a converse

statement as always being true. Sometimes when a true statement is

"turned around," a converse is true. Sometimes when.a true state-

ment is "turned around," a converse is false.

Exercises 9-4

Make a drawing where a,converse of statement (a).

is not true. Must am two anglies- which have the
i,;/

a,
.

in Section 9_4

same measure



always be vertical angles?
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2. For eaCh of the following statements write "true" if the state-
,

ment is always true; "false" if the statement is sometimes

(a) If Blackie is a dog0-then Blackie 1. S a cocker spaniel.

(b) If it is night, then we cannot see the sun.

(c) If it is July 4th, then it is a holiday in the-United

States.

(d) If Robert is the tallest boy in his school, Robert is the

tallest'boy in hA class.

(e) If an animal is a horse, the animal has four legs'.

(f) If an animal is a bear, the animal has thick fur.

3. Write a converse for each statement in Probleth 2 and tell

whether the converse is true of false.

4. Read the folloying statements. Write "true" if the statement

is always true; !false" if the statement is sometimes fal6e.

(a) If eifigure is a circle,, then the figurg is a slmple,

closed curve.

(b ) If a figure is a simple closed curve composed of three

iine segments, chen the figure is a triangle..

(c) If two angles have equal Measures, they are right angles.

(d) If pro lines are' parallel, then the lines have no point in

common.

(e) Ifytwo angles ate supplementary, they are adjacent.
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(f) If two adjacent angles are both right anglet, they arp

supplementary.

Write and state truth or,falsity of a converse statement

for Property 2a (Section 9-3):

Property 2a. When a.transversal intersects two lines

in the same plane and a pair of corresponding angles hiVe

equal measures, then the lines are parallel.

(b) To test the truih or falsity

of this converse, first

draw two parallel lines.

This can easily be done by

drawing a figure as shown,

making corresponding angles ,

a and b of equal measures.

By Property 2a, m
1
and m

2
are parallel. Now draw any other.

,

transversal of ml and m2. Call it ti. Measure the angles

in each pair of correspondir;Ig angles along tl. Are they

equal? Compare yodr results with those of your classmates.

(c) On the basis of this work, do you think the converse of

Property 2a stated ina) above is true or false?

*6. WI4ite'and state truth or falsity of a converse statementfor

Property 21 When a traneversal'intersects two linRs which lie

in the same plane and a pair of corréspondilg angles have dif-

'ferent measures, then the lines intersect. Does the statement

;5
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seem to be true or false? You can test your results by making

drawings as in Problem 5.

*7. Can a converse for a false statement be true? If so, can you

give an example?

9-5.. Triangles

You have been discovering angle relations in a figure composed

of three lines, two Parallel lines and a transversal. Suppose the

lines are arranged so that each line is a transversal for the other

two lines. Would such a figure appear like this figure?

In the drawing above J is a transversal for i and 1
2 .3- 2

is a transversal for i
1

and
3

. 1
3
is d transversal for 2: and .

1

I.
2' Ai B, and C are three points and AB, BC and CA are segments

joining them in pairs. In Chapter 4 (Non-Metric Geometry) the

union of three points not on the same line and the segments joining,

them in pairs was said to be a triangle. Our sketch, according to
.0

this definition, contains triangle ABC. The points A, B, and C are
/

called thevertices of the triangle and the segments AB, BC, and CA

are called the sides of the triangle.
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Which of the figures below are triangles? 'If a figure is not a

trianile, tell which requirement of the definition is.lacking.

(8)

The triangles in the group below are members of a particular set

of triangles bedbuse they have a common property. What is the common

property? What do you notice about the lengths of the sides of the

triangles? (The symbol 3" means three inches. The symbol 31 means
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Note that each triangle has .a.t least two sides iihich are equal in

length. The triangles "of this set, and all other triangles that

share this property, are called isosceles triangles.

The trianglea In the group below are members of another particu-

lar set of triangles. What is the common proPertytin this set of

triangles?

2'

Note that each triangle has three ,sides which are equal in length.

Another way of saying this is that all sides in the same'triangle

have,equal measures. All triangles of thA,s set, and all: other

triangles that share this property, are called equilateral :triangles,.

%

The word "equilateral" comes from the words, "equi"imeaning equal

and "lateral" meaning ,side.

,The triangles in the following group are members of still

another particular set of triangles. What is the common property

in this set of triangles?
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2 YO

4 1 YD

'9 5

Do two.sides in any of the above triangles have 'thq same Aeasures?

Do any of the triangles have three sides with equal measures? No
_

two sides in any of the triangles above have the same measure. The

triangles in this particular set, and all other triangles having the

same property, are called scalene triangles.

Wore is a picture of a soda straw

and here it is creased at two points

)

0
ready tb be folded so that the ends come to t ther like this:

What k.nds 'of triangles could be represented'in this way by

folding the folloyIng straws:

(b)

1"
z

If
2
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c)

(d )

'11

2

2" 2"

493'

Now you are to draw some triangles Draw an angle, and name the

vertex A. Locate a p6int B on one ray o the angle, and a point C

on the other ray. Draw segment BC. Your dawing should look some-

thing like this.

The union of AB, BC, and AC is called "triangle ABC.'" *Notice that

in your,drawing, point C and B are the only points shared by angle

A and side BC. Angle A and side BC are said to be opposite each

other because their intersection consists of just the endpoints of

BC. Is L_B opposite AC?- Why? Is LZ opposite AC? Why? What

other angle and 'side are opposite each other in your drawing? Why?

Draw another triangle'as befoie, but this time very carefully

locate point 13 and point C so that AB and AC are equal in length

120

:

4
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as shown belOw:

What kind of a triangle is ZiABC? Why? Make a tAcing of angle B

and try to fit the tracing upon angle C. What does this procedure

suggest about the measure of angles.B and C? 'Make several more

tracings and fittings for the isosceles triangles on the second page

of this section. What do you observe? Copy and complete the'
a

lowing statement:

1-

Property 3. If two-sides of a triangle are 9 in length, then

the angles ? these sides have jneasures.

'Now make a drawing like the One below. brew AB about four inches

in length. Draw 40 degree angles at A and B as shown. Locate points

C and D at,some converaent place on the rays of these angles.

A

Notice that we have drawn two angles whose measures are the same.

Extend AC and BD. Name their point orintersection R. Thus triangle'
/

ABE ip determived.



a
' 'What do you obderve about.the sides opposite -LA and 4. B in

thi.s triangle? Make several other sketches according to the dirpc-

tions"given. Keep angles A and.B acute and equal in measure, butt

vary the measure for different triangles. Whet do you observe about

the sides in each figure?. To what special set of triangles do your

figures appear to belong?

Copy And complete the following statpment:

Property.. If two angles of a triangle are 9 in measure,

then.the sides these angles. are 9 in lengt11.

Have you noticed that this statement resembles the,statement

completed, as Property 3 previously? What new word learned by study-

ing Section 9-4 could be used to describe the relationship between.

thede ,two statements? We will call this statement the conversegof

Property 3.

,,Class Discuspion Probths

,

1. Could the three sets of triangles we have diScussed (isosceles

equilateral, and scalene) be determined by some common.property

pertaining to angle measures'instead.of side, measures? What

advantages or disadvantages wdul.4 this Method of classification

have?

How could the converse of ProPerty 3 be used to.show that a

,triangle'having all three .oft,itd angles equal in measure !pet

'necessarily be an, equilateral triangle?
,
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Exercises 9-5

Draw a triangle with two sides of the same measure. Such a tri-

angle is called an isosceles triangle.

Draw a triangle which has three sides with-the same measure. It

is called an equilateral triangle.

3. Draw a triangle in which no two sides have the same meaiure.

Such a triangle is cailed a scalene triangle.

4. If a triangle is isosceles is it also equilateral? Explain your

answer.

5. If a triangle is equilateral, is it also isosceles? Explain your

answer.

4'

Draw an equilateral triangle and letter the vertices P, Q, and

R. Match each angA with its opposit, side by listing them in

pairs.

B:ItAINBUSTER:

(a)' Coula a triangle be represented by folding the soda scraw

."

shown in thii figure? Ekplain your answer.

'f

Could a triangle be represented by folding the soda straw

shc:44n here? Explain your answer.

Ii
State a property about the lengths of the sides of a tri-

angle as suggested by your-obserVations in-parts..(a)

and (b).

14:3 -c
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8. OPTIONAL: Copy the following patterns. Fold on the dotted

0

'IL 97

lines after cutting along the edges and paste the flaps.. 'Note

the equilateral triangles. Try to enlarge these patterns for_

better results.

FLAP

4

FLAP \
N I %

%
% / % / %

% /
% / % .-,V /

% / %/ % I .. %
%

.I
% /% / % I %

. ,
r \ . %

/ 4/r

tetrahedron

(four faces)

FLAP

octahedron

(eight fades)

9-6. Angles of a Triankle-

c.

d'In the previoUs section we studied abouk special propertf.es for

,certai&triangles. In this section we come to a property

foall rianglesfJ

Clais Exercises and Discussion

'EwaW a triangle; Maiting each side abbut two or three inches in
46

length. Cut out the triangular region by cu';:ting along the

I '0.



sides of the triangle. Tear. off two of the
- colimrs or this re-

--

,gion and mount the whole figure" on cardboard or a sheetof paper.

as shown figure below. Note: CornersB and C are pla:ced

around the vertex A. (The corners may be pasted or stapled in

place.)

Measure the angle DAC. Compare the results with those of

your classmates. What is the measure of L_DAC?

(b ) What do you.observe about angle 1, angle 2, and angle BAC

in this new arrangement?

Cut the interior of a triangle ABC out of paper and mark off the

midpoints D and E of the sides AB and BC ref;pectively. (The mid-

,.point'is halfway from one endpoint-of-a line segment to the other

endp9int. Each shment of a pair of segments mill then have the

same length. Thus AD and DB will have the same length, and BE

and EC will have the same length.

Fold over the segment AD so that A lies over some point G

of the line segment AC as shown in the following-drawing.
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Similarly, fold over EC. Where does point C seem to fall?

Finally, fold along the segment DE. Where does point B seem

to fall?

(a) Where do the segments DB and EB lie?

(b) What is the sum of the measures of the angles of

triangle ABC?

Does this experiment work with other triangles? Check

your results with those of your Classmates.

Does the property you found in Problem I fit these

observations?

3. Copy and complete the, following statement:

Property 4. The sum of the measures in de_grees of the angles

of Am triangle a

Consider the triangle ABC shown on the following page with rays

AP and B. Line RS is drawn through point C so that the measure

of L y and the measure L yl'are equai. (We will: use a nevi

notation, y to name an angle. yv is read "Ly prime.")
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Use a property to explain "why" in the following questiOns when-

ever you can.

4*-110

(a) Is RS parallel to AB? Why?

(b) What kind of angles are the pair of angles

marked x and xl Is m( L x) = m( x-')? Why?

(c) What kind of angles are the pair of angles

marked a apd zt ? Is m(2L z) m( L zo)? why?

) L 5r) zo L Why?

(e) zn( Lx) m( y) m( L z) m( x (Lyt) + m(LzI)

Why?

(f) In( x) + m(L.. y) + m(iL z) is ihe sum-of the

measures of the angles of the triangle.

(g) m( L xf) rn( 51') + m( L zi) = 180

(h) m(L. x) + y) + m( z) = 180

(1) We conclude therefore that the sum of the

Why?

Why?

Why?

measures of the angles of-the trtangle is AO. Why
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This is a proof of Property 4. We will not study many Proofs

this year, but in some Exercises, you may-be asked to try to dis-,

cover a proof. As you study more geometry in later years you should"

become quite able to discover proofs.

Notice that in this proof we drew just'any triangle. Does the

proof apply to all triangles? If you are in doubt about this, you

might draw some other.triangles quite different in shap'e'from the

one in this section, label points, angles, segments, rays, and lines

in the same way. Then, try the proof above for the figure you have

drawn.

Exercises 2-6

1. What is the measure of each angle of an equilateral triangle?

2. What is the measure of the third angle of the triangles if

two of the angles of the triangle have the Allowing measures?

(a) 40'and 80.

(b) 100 and 50.

(c) 70 kid 105.

(d) 80 and 80.

3. Suppose one angle of an isosceles triangle has a measure of 506

Find the measures'of the other two angles. Are two different

,sets of answers possible?

4. If two triangles, ABC and DEF, are drawn so that m( BAC) =

m( L EDF) m( L_BCA) =, m(if_ EFD), what will be true about

angles ABC and DEF? Upon what property is your answer based?

4w 8
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5. in each of the following the measures of certain parts of the

triangle.ABO are given, th6se of the sides in inches and those
LI

of ihe angles in degrees. You are asked to predict the measure

of 'some other part. each case, give your reason.

Given Find Property.

(a)
,,..

m( L ABC) a 6o, m( L BCA) = 40 m( L CAB) ?

(b)

(c)

m( L cAB)

m(L ABC)

and m(ö)

= 52 m( 4 Bel) . 37.

m 4o, m(7F) .

= 2.

m( L ABC)

m( LACB)

?.

(d) m(AB) = 3, m(AC) m(BC) . 3. m(LBCA)

(e) m(i_ ,BAC) . 100, m(E_ BCA) m 40,

4,

.

m(AC)

.

and m(AB)

*6. In the figure at the right

and
2
are parallel.

(a) Does m( L y) = m(L. n

Why?

(b) Does m( y) m( L 1.3)?

Why?

(c) Try to prove that

m( n) m( Lu).

(d) Discuss with your classmates the things which make a proof

good.

4

After the class discuision, rewrite.your proof- in accordance

with the.points brotight out by you and your classmates.
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By the proof asked for in.Problem 6, it has been proved,that the

measures of angles a and b in the figure belovi'are equal if
4-31P

line r is parallel to BC. Use this property to prove that

the suM of the measures of the triangle DEF shown below is 180.

9-7. Parallelograms

Distance Between Parallel Lines

Look at the figure below showing lines through point A and

meeting line r.

Use a protracor to cheek the measures of angles given below. The

measurement cif angles here is in,degrees.

m( LSD m 40 .m(l_ scA) = 90 m( L SBA) = 150

I3b
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Oive the following measures.

m(LTDA) = m(L. 'NA) = m( LTBA)

Measure the segments AD, AC', and AB.

Which is the shortest?

9-7

7Copy.the figure and draw other lines through A which intersect r.

Measure,the segments on these lines.from A to the inteFsentiors'onf

the lines with r.

be you find any of these segments that are shorter.than AC? Note
*,

that AC is perpendicular to r.

On the basis of you experie e here, c..y and complete the follow-

ing 'statement:

The shortest segment from a point A to a point of a line r is

the segpent from A whIch is to r.

The length of this shortest segment is often called the distance

from A to r.

In the following figure, lc, and k2 represent parallel lines.
a

Lines a, b c, are lines through three points Do Es F of k which
1%

rare perpendicular to k
2 That is, the lengths of FA, EB, and DC

,

are the distances from F, E, and D to line k2. One often draws a

'small square, as in the figure at A, B; C, to indicate that an

angle is intended to be a right angle.
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_

I.

Figure 9-7-a

505

Drawing a line, such as a through D and perpendicular to k
2'

can be conveniently done by using

a card or sheet of paper with a

square corner. The figur'e at the

right illustrates this.

In Figure 9-7-a above there

are 21 other right angles \besides

those marked.. Can you findthem?

How do you know they are all right

angles?

AMIMMIMMMArall-1-1111MM

"1.In Figure 9-7-a measure the lengths of FA EH, and DC. Do they

appear to be equal in length? This commcn length is called the dis-

tance between lines k and k2 . Thus the distance between two
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parallel lines may be described as the lengt any seglient con-

tained in a line perpendicular to the two lines, and having an

endpoint on each of the lines,

Parallelograms'

In Chapter 4 you were introduced to the idea of a simple closed

curve. A stinple closed curve which is a union of segments is called

.a polygon,. In later work you may sometimes see the.word !ipolygonn .

applied'to curves Which are not simple, but for us it will mean a

simple closed'cuTve. Unless it is indicated otherwise, we shall also

understand that a polygdn lies in a plane.

'Polygons with' different numbers of s±des (i.e., segments) are

given special names. You already know that epolygon with three

sides is ca4ed a triangle. .Similarly a polygon with four sides.is

called a quadrilateral, and a polygon with five sides is called a

pentagon.

. Quadrilateral Pentagon
.4

^

In a quadrilateral two sides (segments),which do not intersect

are called opposite, sides. (Hop Vlot0,0, you describe two opposite
14.3
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A
. II 4p..'

*So

9-7 507

*sides by referring to their intersection. 'Name the pairs"of oppo-
, \.

site sides in the above quadrilateral.

.44

A particularly important kind of quadrilateral is*the parallelo-

gram. This is a quadrilateral whose opposite 3ides lie on Parallel
4

lines. The figure ABCD below represents a parallelogram. Name its

nairs of oppOsite sideez

A.

In the future, if two segments lie on parallel lines We will speak

of the segments as parallel. Thus we can say that the opposite sides

of a parallelogram are parallel.

pro_sejn_y_.2.t. A auryof opposite sides of a parallelogram are

parallel, and pqual, in length,,

or course we already know opposite sides are parallel. For the

equality,measure the sides in the parallelogram above. Do you find

that the opposite sides have equal length? Draw several parallel-

ograms and measure the lengths of the pairs of opposite sidei. Do

you agree with the property (underlined)-above?
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i'he' figure at the right repre-

sents a.rectangular sheet of papet.

(Notice that a rectangle is

special` kind Of parallelogram. )

Take such a piece of paper and

tear or cut it into twojwts by

firqt folding it along the dotted

line as shown. By laying one piet,!e on'the other, show that the

initeriors of triangles ABD and BCD have the same size. Is the area

the'interior of one of the triangles equal to one-haff the area of

e interior of the parallelogram? Why?

In Problem 5 below you are asked to repeat the above steps using

arallelograms of different shapes.

Exercises 9-7

1. Identify several pairs of parallel lines in your classroom, and

measure the distances between them.

2. Identify several examples of parallelograms in yoUr classrpoin.

ich of the following.figures are parallelogramst., assuming that'

segments which appear td be parallel are parallel?

j



fr

I.

Draw per endiculars to lines in'appimimately the positions

illustrated through points A as

piece of paper. 'Do not draw In.

A

indicated. Use a separate

your book.

(C)
A

(a)

5. Draw a parallelogram and cut carefully along its sides. The

resulting palDer represents the interior of.the parallelogram.

Draw a diagonal (a line joining opposite vertices) and dut the

paper along this diagonal. Compare the tjb triangufar pieces;

What.do you con'clude about these triangular pieces? Carry out

the"same process for two clher parallelograms Of different

shapes. Write a..statement that appears to be true on the basis

of _your experience in the probleo.
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For.each of the sets ofparallel lines in the figure below, draw

a line perpendicular to one of them. (Do not write in your book.

Copy the lines in approximately these positions on a separate

piece of paper.) Are the lines which are perpendicular to one of

'wo parallel lines perpendicular to the other also?

(a) (Lr)

17'

(C )

List the parallelograms in the following figure.
A

M G

Assume the segments AB, DL, EM, FG ara parallel, that the seg-

AM! lim
mepts 03 and AC are parallel, and that segments KE and BC are

parallel. (There Are 9 such parallelograms,)

8. Without measuring, list pairs of s'egments in the above figure

which are equal in length. Should there be 18 such pairs because

there are 9 parallelograms, or are there possibly more?

i 37
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The following questions..refer to

a figure which is a quadri-.

la eral, as suggested by the

drawing. Each question, how-

ever, involves a differen't

511.

quadrilateral.

(a) XL is parallel to OM, LM is parallel to KOIKL. has a length

of 3 in. and OK a length of 6 in. What are the lengths of

LM and OM?

**(b) KLf1 OM is the empty set, LM AM( is the empty set. 124

has a length of 4 in. and OM is three times as long as

LM. Find tl-;e lengths of KL and OK.

(C) t1 OK is the empty set, OM ñ KL is not the empty set.

Can two opposite sides have the same length? Can both

pairs of opposite.sides have this property? (Draw figures

to illustrate this.)

10. Copy and complete the following statement of a. property:

If a line is perpendicular to one of several parallel lines,

then it is

Why is this property true?

*Prove th9 property. (You may assume that a line perpendicular

to one of two parallel lines does intersect the other.)
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978. Areas_of.Parallelograms and Triangles

arallelogram, as you have learned, is a quadrilateral (a four

sided fgure) in which the opposite sides lie on parallel lines.

Does the set of parallelograms cor.ltain the set of rectangles?

As you have already discovered, the opposite sides, of a. parallel-

ogram have the.same length. =Which pairs of sides in the figure be-

low have equal lengths?

At each vertex of the parallelogram there is an angle whose

interior contains the interior of the parallelogram. At vertex A

this is the angle BAD. Name th3 angles at each of the other ver-

ticès. These are called the angles of the parallelogram. If the

sides of the parallelogram are extended by dotte.:1 lines as shown in

the figure on the following page, there are several cases of parallel

lines cut by a transversal. How many cases do you find?

Copy the figure on the following page.-and mark the angle of the

parallelogram at vertex A as sh6wn. We will call this angle of the

parallelogram "angle A." Similarly mark angle B of the parallelogram
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your figure which have the ,ame

measure as angle A in the same

way angle A is marked. Do the

same for angles having the same A
1IN 0 411"

'measure as angle B. In each case

513

Ms. "IP* VIR.

give the reason why the label is

'cOrrect.

If you have Proceeded cor-'

rectly, all the angles determined by the lines in the figure are

now labeled. On the basis of the results just obtained, complete

the following statements:

m( L A) + m( LB) =
GIMIIMMIAmINPP.

The angles of a parallelogram at two consecutive vertices

are 9
eireelmoNeena

The measures of the angles of a parallelogram at two oppo-ite

vertices are 9

According to the results above, what can you conclude about the

parallelogram if L A is a right angle? Can you be sure it is a

rectangle? (Do you recall from Chapter 7 how td find the area of

a.rectangle?) If the figure is not a rectangle then LA and LB

are not right angles, and one of them ii an acute angle. Why?

Suppose the acute angle'isiL A. From point D, draw the segment DQ

perpendicular to the'base AB of the parallelogram as shown in the



figure at the right. Since we

knOw that AD and BC have the same

length, imagine.the triangle AQD

moved rigidly, that is, without

changing its size and shape, into

the position of triangle BQ0C.

Then point Q1 lies on the exten-

sion of AB. How do you know?

The figure QQICD i therefore a rectangle. (How do you know it

has right angles at C and D?) Moreover the.rectangle QQ1CD and the

parellelogram ABCD.are made up of pieces of the same size and thus

have the same area according to Property 3 in Section 2 of Chapter 7.

To find the area of the parellélOgram it is only necessary therefore

to find the area of the rectangle, which we already know how to do.

If you do not recall this, refer to Section 7 of Chapter 7.

Notice that the base AB of the parallelogram has th same length

as siae QQ! of the rectangle. How do you know that is true? The

other side of the rectangle, QD, is a segment perpendicular to the

(--)
-,parallel lines AB and CD. Such a line is called an altitude*of the

A

parallelogram to the base AB. The, length of the altitude is the dis-

tance between the two parallel lines and, as we have already seen, is

. the same wherever measured. Thus it actually makes no difference

whether we consider the altitude from D or that from C or 'that from

any point of DC.

/ /



On the basis of the discussion above copy and complete the fol-

lowing statemient: "The'number of square units'of area in the in-

terior of a parallelogram .is the 9 or the.number of linear

units in the, and the number of linear units in the

9 to this base.

Either side of a parallelogram may be considered as a base. For

example, examine the figUres ipelow Where the same parallelogram is

looked at in two ways,.

A Q

ALTITUDE Or
BASE AS

Fiip2re 9-8-a

1

1

A
R

ALTITUDE RS
BASE 70

In Figure s'-8-a we have, for convenience in each case, turned

the parallelogram into a position so the base is horizontal. This

is not At all necessary, and you should practice.thinking of any

side of a parallelogram as a base, no matter what its position. For

example, it might have been better to show the two cases in Figure

9-8-a without moving the parallelogram, as follows.
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. -1

A 0

SASE AT

AMTUDE 1113

Figure 9-8-b

BASE MY

ALTITUDE RN

9 a

Thus we really have two ways of finding the area of any parallel-

.0gram. The discussion above.actually does not cover the case in the

right hand figure above where the point R does not lie on the segment

AD. The rule you stated above is true in any case however. For the

Justification in the case of the figure on the right see the "Brain-

busters" below.

Notice that if a parallelogram is a rectangle, the lengths of the

base and the altitude are simply the "length" and "width" of the'

rectangle, so the method above is the same as our earlier one in

Chapter 7.

Consider any triangle ABC as

shown at the right. Through C and

B draw lines parallel to segments

AB and AC and meeting in some point

S. The figure ABSC is therefore a

parallelogram. . The

called the altitude

segment CQ through Coperpendicular to line
4-,
AB is

of the triangle ABC to the base AB.* The length

143



of altttude CQ is the distance from C to line AB. Notice that AB/

an/d CQ are also a base and an altitude of the parallelogram.

In Section 7 you discovered that the interiors of _triangles ABC

_and SCB are the same size. Since their interiors cover the Whole

interior of the parallelogram, it follows that the area of the in-

'

1

terior of triangle ABC is one-half that of the interior of the

pdrallelogram ABSC. Using the method above for the parallelogram,

copy and complete the following statement: uThe number of square

units in the area of the interior of a triangle is the

of the number of linear units in the . and the number

of linear units in the to this base."MMIIIMMIMM!=NIMM

Since any side of a triangle may be considered as the base, this

rule actually gives three ways of finding th area of any triangle.

This is illustrated in the following figures showing the same

triangle using each of the 3 sides as the base:

A B A C R S C
BASE 10 BASE re'
ALTITUDE ,Cie ALTITUDE lig

Figure 9-8-c

SASE Eff

ALTITUDE EC
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:Here the same triangle has been shown in three positions, so

that in each case the base is shown as horizontal. This is not

necessary, and you will want-to practice thinking of the bases and

corresponding altitudes in different positions. For example, it

might have been better in Figure 9-8-c not to move the triangle but

to show the three cases as follows:

BA4E

ALTITUDE a

BASE a
ALTITUDE n

Figure 9-.8-d

BASE At

ALTITUDE §-5
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Exercises 9-

Find the areas of the interiors of the parallplograms shown,

using the dimensions given'.

Find the areas of the triangles shown using the dimensions given.
(d) (e)(0)

3. A ri8ht triangle has sides of

5 yards and 12 yards as shown.

Find the number of square

yards in its interior.

4. A man owned a rectangular lot

150 ft. bY lop ft. From one

coiner, A there waS a path to

the point M in the center of

the longer opposite side as

ashown. Find the areas of the

Cpi
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,

of-the two pieces into which the path divided the lot.

If b is the number of linear units in the length of the base of

a parallelogram and h the number of linear units.in the length

of the altitude to this base, write a number tentence showing

how to find the number A of square units in the area of the

interior of the parallelogram.

If b is the 'number of linear units in the length of the base

of a triangle and h the number of linear units in the,length'

the altitude to the base, write a number sentepce showing how

tO\find the number A of square units in the area of its interior.

7. MeaSinue the bases and altitudes of the parallelogram below and

thus find its area in two ways. How weli do your results agree?

Since measurement is approximate'l-they may not be exactly the

same,"but.shOuld be close.

D

tl
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Measure the bases and altitudes in the triangle ABO on the

next page and thua find the area of,this triangle in'three

different waYs. How Well do your rescilts agree? As in

lem 7, they May. not be identical, but should be fairly cl6se.

9. BRAINBUSTER. Look at the parallelogram ahd rectangle, elow
-

whose bases have equal lengths and whose altitudes also have

equal lengths..

IN ./1., 4,11. am! VM

put the interior of the parallelogram into pieces.which can be

rea'ssembled to form the-interior of the rectangle. (First copy

the.parallelogram onN-another sheet of Paper.)

10 BRAINBUSThR. -Let QRST be any parallelogram not a rectangle, as
f.

shown.
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1

4

523.

Prom vertices Q Eind S where the angles of the parallelogram

acute, draw the perpendiculars QV and SU, giving a t.ectangle

QUSV. Let b be'the nUmber of units i4 QR, h the number of

units in US, and X the number of units in RU. Show that the

number A of.square units of area 4\4\the interior of QRST is

given by the number sentence A m .bh (Hint: The-area

the interior of the parallefogram is the area of the interior

of the rectangle minus the areas pf the interiors.of the two

trfangles.) This discussion justifies the rule for finding the

area of a parallelogram fbany case.

9-9. Right, Prisms

n Chapter .7 you learned about-rectangular prisms. Here some

other kinds of prtsms.will be introduged. Let us imagine two tri-

angles nf exictly the-same size and shape lyirig,in parallel planes.

Triangles ABC and AIBICI in the figure below represent such ti,iangles.,

-
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If the segments are drawn oining corresponding vertices, three

Ipadrnaterals (four-sided polygons) are obtained. In this case

they are ABB1A BMW! and CAAICI. If the triapgles are.so placed

with respect to each other that these quadrilaterals are all rec-

tangles, the resulting figure is called II triangular rlght

The six points A, B, C, AI, Blvd' are called ttie vertices.of

the prism, the various segments shown in the figure are its edges,

and the interiors of the two triangular ends and of the three

rectangular sides are called its faces,_ To distinguish them from

the 1.nteriors of the rectangular sides, the interiors of the two

triangular ends Are o:ten called the bases of the prism. How many

edges, v§rtices, and faces are there on a triangular prism?

Very likely you have seen solids made from glass whose surfaces

are triangular prisms. When held in sunlight such a solid has the

effect of bending-the light rays to produce the familiar rainbow

affect. 'In fact, such solids are often called prisms.'

If, in place of using the interiors of triangles for bases,

we use the interiors of other polygons, the resulting,figures are

other.kinds of prisms. (Recall the definition cf polygon from

Section 7.) For example, look at the fiiure shown on the next page

ln which the ends are pentagons (five-sided polygons) of the same

-size and shape in parallel planes, and so related that thn quadri-

laterals ABB1A BCOB, etc., are all rectangles. This figure is

called a Rentagonaright,



In general a right prism is a figure obtained from two polygons

of the same size and shape sc located in parallel p3anes that when

the segments are drawn joininicorresponding vertices of the poly-

gons, the quadrilaterals obtained are all rectangles. The prism

consists of the interiors of these rectangles, the interiors of the

original polygons, and the segments which bound these interiors.

The interiors are called the faces,of the prism, the segments are

its eggigs, and the points where two or more edges meet are called

vertices. The bases of the prism are the interiors of the original

polygons.

As was indicated, the figures described here are called right,

prisms. Later you.will meet more general prisms for which the

quadrilaterals mentioned are allowed to be any parallelograms

rather than necessarily rectangles. In this chapters.however, we
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consider only right prisms, and whenever the word prism is used it

will mean right prism. The rectangular prisms discussed in Chapter

7 are, of.course, simply the right prisms whose bases are the in-

teriors of rectangles. These prisms have a very interesting.

property. Any such figure can be thought of as a prism in'three

.
different ways, since any pair of opposite faces can be used as

bases. No other figure can be thought of as a right prism in more

than one way.

In the drawings of the prisms on the preceding pages, it has

been .convenient to show the planes of the bases as horizontal. How-

ever, there should be no difficulty in identifying such figures when

they occur in different positions. For.example, the figure 1Jelow

represents a triangular prism with bases ABC and AIBIC!, even though

-it is shown resting on one of its rectangular faces.

Let us consider now the problem of determining the volume of

the interior of a prism. Turn to Section 8 of Chapter 7 and reread

the discussion of the volume of the interior of a rectangular prism.

This discussion showed that if the area of the base were 12 square
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unitv then by using a total of 12 unit cub:s\f volume (same of

which may be sybdivide4),we could form a layer one unit thick across

1the bottom of the prism. If the prism were 3units high, it would
2

1
1take 37 such layers to fill the prism or a total-of (12)(37) unit

cubes, so the volume is 42 cubic unIts.

In this discussion it was not necessary to consider the actual

shape of the base. In fact the same reasoning applies to finding the'

volume of the interior of any right prism, no matter what the shape

of the base, for the interior of any right prism can be considered

as consisting of a series of identical layers piled on each other.

We thus obtain the following conclusion:

The number of cubic units of volume in the interior

of a riOat prism is the product of the number of square

units of area in the base and the number of linear units

in the height.

In this statement the term height means the perpendicular distance

between the planes of the bases. It is the length.cof the segments

from any vertex of one base to the corresponding vertex of the

other base. Notice especially that the height is not measured

vertically unless the planes of the bases happen to be horizontal.

In the last figure, for example, the height is the length of any

one of the segments AA1, BB1, or CC1.
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As an eAample let Us find the volume of the interior of the

trWgular prism shown below.

The bases are the interiors of triangles, and by Section 9-8 the

1
number A of square inches in this triangplar base is A m mi(6)(8)

24, so the area is 24 sq. in., but the number of inches in the height

of this prism is 25. Thus by the statement above the number of cubic

inches in the volume is 24 25 600, so the volume is 6o0 cu,.. in.

Exercises 9-9

Find the number of cubic units of volume for each of the prisms

shown below:

(c)



,2. Find the'number of cubic units of volume for each of the prisms

shown below:

(b)

-
,

Area of the intericq.
of the pentagon is
21 square inches.

3. The columns in front of a building are in the shape of prismS

18 ft. high. The bases are the interiors of hexagons 15

inches on a side. (A hexagon is a polygon with six sides.)

If the columns are to be painted, find the number of square

feet of surface for each column to be painted. (Notice t!.at

the bases--i.e., the ends--are not to be wiinted.)

4. A pup tent in the .shape of a

triangular prism is 7 ft.

32%long. The measurements of

one end are given in the

drawing.

(a) If this pup tent has both

ends and a floor, how many square feet of canvas is used

in its construction? (Make no allowance for seams.)

(b ) If the tent has bath ends but does not have a flooi, how

1.3u
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much canvas is used?

(c), 'How many cubic feet of air are in the tent?

5. If B stands for the number of square units-of area in the base

of a prism, and h is the number of linear units in its height,

write a number sentence showing how to find the number V of

cubic units of volume in the interior of the prism.

6. A container in the shape of a prism is 11 inches high and holds

one gallon. How many square inches are there in the base? Do

you know the shape of the base? (A gallon contains 231 cu. in.)

7. A triangular prism has a base which is the interior of a right

triangle, with the two perpendicular sides 3 inches and 6

inches. If the prism is 20 inches high, what is the volume in

cubic inches?

8. A trough in the shape of a triangular prism is made by fasten-

ing two boards together at right'angles and putting on ends.

If the inside, measurements are

6 inches, as shown, and if the

trough is 12 ft. long, find

him., many cubic feet of water

it will hold.

9. Make models of triangular and

pentagonal prisms from stiff

paper. Either make your own

patterns, or use those on the following pages.'e )
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10. How many edges, faces, and vertices are there on a triangular

prism? a penta4onal prism? a hexagonal prism (6 sides)?,

an octagonal prism (8 sides)?

L:s
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Pattern for Pentagonal Pri 3M
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9-10. Summary

Chapter 9 dealt largely with some of the relationships which

.exist between lines on a plane. Section 1 dealt with propertiesvof

two lines in a plane.. Here you studied paift of angles called ver-

tical angles and observed the following property:

Property 1. When two lines intersect, the two angles in each

pair of vertical angles formed have equal measures.

In Section 1 adSacent angles and supplementary angles were also

considered.

Section 2 dealt with properties of three lines in a plane,

introducing the ideas o; transversals and pairs of corresponding

angles. Do you recall the different kinds of figures that may be

formed when three lines are drawn on a plane?

In Section 3, information from Sections 1 and 2 was used to

. investigate, two important properties.

Property 2. When a transversal intersects two lines in the

same plane, and a pair of corresponding angles have different

measures, then the lines intersect.

Property 2a. When a transversal intersects two lines in the

same plane and a pair of corresponding angles have equal measures,

then the lines are parallel.

In the language of sets, Property 2 refers to two lines whose

int4rsection is not the empty set, while Property 2a refers to two

lines whose intersection is the empty set.

6,)
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Converse statements were considered in Section 4. Examples

were,given to show that the converse of a true statement might be

true, and- that the converse of another true statement tight be
-eN

false, You were asked tdoiiite a conveise for PPoperty 2 and for

Property 2a; as follows:

Converse of Propely 2. If two lines in a plane intersect,

-then if they are intersected by-a transversal any Pair of corres-

ponding angles have different measures.,

.Ci_nillreLec.2L.14:12......_y_.oert2a. If two lines in a plane are parallel,

then if they are intersected by a transversal any pair of corres-

ponding angles have equal measures.

You will remember that you,found these converses were both

true.

Section 5 introduced the names for different sets of triangles;

isosceles, equilateral, and scalene. Scalene triangles are those

having no two sidAs with the same measure. Isosceles triangles are

those having at least two sides equal in length, while equilateral

triangles are the special set of isosceles triangles for which all

three sides have the same 1ength.40' In this section we discovered the

following Property of isosceles triangles, and found that its con-

verse is also true.

Property 3. If two sides of a triangle have the same length,

'then the angles opposite these sides have equal measures.
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Converse of Property 3. If two angles of a triangle have equal

measures, then the sides opposite these angles have the same 1engths.

In Section 6 we observed:

Property 4. The sum of the measures, in,degrees of the angles

of any triangle is 180.

You obtained this property by using the inductive method of

reasoning when you tore the corners from a triangular region and

placed them as adjacent angles. You also learned to prove this

property by the deductive Method when you used other properties to

show that

m( < x) + m(< y) + m( < z) = 18o

where x, y, and z stand for the angles of a triangle.

The parallelogram studied in.Section 7 belongs to the special

set of polygons called quadrilaterals. Do you remember whatquadri-

lateral means? A parallelogram belongs to the special set of

quadrilaterals whose opposite segments lie on parallel lines. This

was included in Property 5.

Property 5. A pair of opposite sides of a parallelogram are

parallel and equal in length.

,You also learned in this section that the shortest segment

from a point to a line'is perpendictilar to the line, and that two

parallel lines have a constant distance apart.

You used certain properties of parallelograms in Section 8 in

finding the areas of a parallelogram and a triangle:

t

6
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(a) The pumber of square'units of area in:the itterior
s

( of a parallelogram is the product of the number of

linear units in the base and the numberoof lihear

(b) The number of scivaie units of area in the'interior.

units in the altitude to this base.

of a triangle.is half the product of the number of

linear'runits in the base and the number of linear

units in the altitude to this base.

Section 9 dealt with volumes of interiors of right' prisms, and

was'an extension of the work with rectangular prisms in Chapter 7.

Hereyou learned to find the volume of the interior of any right

prism:

11The number of cubic units of volume in the interior

of tp right prism is the product of the number of square

units of area in the base and the number of linear units

in the height.

9-11. Historical Note

fr
Some of the geometric ideas we study about in Chapter n were

`

discovered by the Egyptians and Babylonians almost kooloo years ago.

. For example,`they knew how to find the\area of a triangle and used

this knowledge in surveying and measuring fields.

Thales, mentioned in Section 2, is credi ed with the discovery

that the measures of the base angles of an isosceles triangle are

equal. There is some evidence that Thales also knew that the sum

/64
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%of the measure.s in degregs of the angles in a triangle is 180.

There were many other famous Greek mathematicians. Their work

made ancient Greece famous.as tbe "Cradle of Knowledge." We will'

discuss only a few of these men. Pythagoras (569 ? B.C. . 500 B.C.)

organized schools at Croton in s9uthern Italy Which contributed to

further progress in the study of geometru You will learn about

some of the discoveries credited to him next year. Eilclid (365 ?

B.C. - 300 ? B.C.) became famdtis by writing one of the first geom-

etry textbooks called the ,Elements This textbook has been trans.

latedj.nto many.4floguages. It has been usd in teaching gebmetry

classes for some 2,000 years wiihout muCh.change. Its form has been

somewhat modernized to fit nresent needs. All of the properties we

have studied in this chapter may be found in the-Elements.,

From the 7th century until the 13th century very little progress.

was nide lnmathematis, From t.he 13th.century, howev6, the study

of geometry snd oth0 mathematics splsead rapidly throughout Europe.

Mathematicians bekan to examine new ways or studying elementary

mathematics. You will learn abdut the work .of, men such as Rene

'bescartes (1596 - 1650,France); Blaise Pascal t1623 i62, France);

Pierre Fermat (1601 - 1665, France); Karl Priederich Gausla (1776

1855, Germany); and others as you continue your studies of mathe-

matics.

Ai the kesent time many new mathematical discoveries are)*

being mide in many parts of the world. There are still many importa4
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unsolved problems in geometry. As one example, suppose you have a

.lot.of marbles all exactly the same size. How should you pack them

in a large container in the best possible way, that is, so as to

get as many marbles as you can into the given volume? Nobody knows

for sure. We know a very good way to pack the marbles, but nO one

has ever proved that it is the best possible way.

Originally geometry meant a study of earth measure. The word

"!geometrys,omes from two Oreak words, "geo" meaning earth and

Nietry" meaning measure. Through the years geometry has come to

mean a study of such elements as points, lines, planes, space,

surfaces, aid. solids. These elements are used to describe the

shape, size, position, and relations among objects in space.
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HAPTER 10

CIRCLES

One of the most common and most useful simple closed curv,es is

the circle. No matter where you are, it is probable that you will

be able to see one or more objects which suggest a circle. Find

some in your classroom now, and find as many as you dan;in your

home. Perhaps there may be a traffiecircle near your school. Do

you think a circle is a good figure to use in this way?

In Chapter 4 you learned about simple closed curves, and in

later chapters you dtudied some of the characteristics of several

kinds of simple closed curves, such as parallelogrami, redtangles,

And triangles. dn this chapter you will study some of the properties

of a circle as a mathematical figure. You know that a line or a

simple closed curve may be thought of as a set of points. First

let us see how we may describe a circle as a set of points.

10-1. Circles and the Compass

Choose a point on a, sheet of paper and label it point P. Then

use your ruler to mark at least ten points, each at a distance of

3 *inches from P. Vhat figu-_-t do these points suggest? If you have

located the ten p7.1rLt.a in widely different directions from P, they

should su&gest a circle.

To draw the complete circle, use a compass. Most of you are

already familiar with the compass as a \device for drawing circles.

(.+ instrument for indica'Ang which direction is north is also

ca1l01 e compass, but wf.! are not concerned with that kind of compass

here.) Tc iraw the circle with a compasS, adjust the arms of the

'164
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cOmpass so that the distance between the sharp po.nt and the pencil

tip Is 3 inches. Put the sharp point of the compass at the point

P. Then pivot the,compass about this point, making the Pencil tip

trace a curve. When it returns to the starting point you have a

circle. It is clear that a circle is a simple closed curve. You

drew it in the manner described in Chapter 4 for drawing a simple

closed curve.

In your circle, point F is the center of the circle. Choose

one of'the points you located at a distance of 3 inches from.F,

and label it point T. Draw the segmentin. Your figure should

look like the one below, except that yours should be larger.) This

circle may be called "circle F", meaning a circle which has as

center point F. Sometimes we name the curve by a letter, as "circle

The segment in is called a radius of the circle. A radius is

any line segment which joins the center P to a point on the circle.

Draw a second radius and call it 'PY. When we speak of more than

one radius we say "radii' in and Ts? are radii of the circle, How

many radii may there be?

We use the word "radius" in another way too. It means the

distance from the center to any point on the circle. The radius.of
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the circle that you drew is 3 inches. There is just one distance

which is "the" radius of a circle, but "a" radius may be any line

segment with the center and a point on the circle as its endpoints.

We can now describe a circle as a set of points. The circle

with center P and radius r units is the set of all points in a

plane at distance r unitstfrom F.

Look at your dralang again. Choose.any new point in the plane

and call it point Q. Draw the ray PQ. On the ray FQ measure a

distance of 3 inches from P. The point you obtain will be on the

circle. Call the point S. Is IS a radius of the circle?

The compass haS a second use. It is used for-transferring

distances. Draw a line .1 and label two point's F and R on'

.Draw a segment 7 anywhere on your paper. Without using a ruler,

we wish to find a point Q on FR such that the length of list! is the

length of A.

Take youx compass and adjust its arms so that when you put t

the sharp point at A, the pencil tip is at B. .Then, without chang-

ing the opening of the arts, lift the compass and place the sharp

point at P. Draw a small isart of a circle crossing the ray PR,

still without changing the opening of the arms of the compass. Call
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the point of intersection Q. Then the length ofill is the length

M.4E.

Exercises 10-1

In the problems below you-will have practiee in using your compass

to draw circles and to transfer distances. Read the directions

careful.1y, and label each point, circle or line segMent before you

go on to the next direction.

1. (a) Label a point P on your paper. Draw a circle with center

F and.radius 7 cm. Call it.circle C.

(b) Label Q a point of circle C. Draw a circle with center

Q and radvm 3.5 cm. Draw another circle with center P

and radius 3.5 cm.

What does, the intersection of the last two circles seem toc)

be?

2. In this problem, you are to transfer some distances to.your

paper from the figure below.

P
Q R

(a) Draw a vertical line m on your paper, and label a point

A on the lower part of the line.

(b) Use your compass to locate point B above A on line m 0 so

that AB 25 PQ. (Note that "AB", with no symbol above it,

means the measure of segment75.)

(c) Locate point E above'A on line m so,:that AE PR.

(d) Locate point r above A on m so that AP .5 PS..
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With B as center and MP as radius, draw acircle.

If your drawing is accurate, there will be two labeled

543

1471,

points on the circle. Name the point.

3. (a) Draw two intersecting lines which are not perpendicular,

and call the lines Land . (Notice that 'we have named

both lines with the same letter, but have written numerals

after the letters, and a little lower. You will recall

that such numerals are caned "subscripts". 1, is read

" tsub.one", or sometimes just " f one.")

(b ) Call the point of intersection'of fl and 4 point B. With

B as center and radius 1 inch draw a circle.

(c ) Label the intersection of the circle with // points R and

S, and the intersection with points T and Y.

(d) Draw TIT, TR% Tv, andlT7. What kind of figure does RTSY

seem to be?

A -Draw a line 1 and label points X and Y about 1 inch apart on

(a) Draw the circle C
1 which has its center at X and passes

through Y.

(b) Draw the circle C
2 which has its center at y and passes

through X:

(c) Label Z as the other intersection of circle C2 and line I.
(d) Draw the circle C

3 which has its center at Z and passes

through X.

(e) What is C
1

C ?
3

(f) What ls C
2

r C
3
?

(a) Draw two intersecting lines and

intersection of 4 and 4 .

AIL Label as B the
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(b) Label A s point of and,C a point of iz, so that the

length of TA is not the length oflgl.

(c) Use your compass to mark a point Al on a such that Al is

not on BA and AlB AB.

(d) Mark a point C1 on CB, but not on BC, such that BC m BC.

(e) Draw Iris 77, and :AM. What kind of figure does

ACA1C1 look like?

(f) How many triangles are represented in your total figure?

10-2. Interiors and Interseetions
4.

A circle is a simple closed curve. Consequently it has an

interior and an exterior. Suppose we have a circle with center at

P and with radius r units. A

point such as A inside the circle

is less than r units from the

center P, while a point outside

the circle, like B, is more than

r units fromn P. Thus is is

easy, in the case of the circle,

to,describe precisely what its interior and its exterior are. The

interior is the set of all points at distance less than r units

from P. The exterior is the set of all points at distance greater

than r units from P.

Given two sets, we have frequently worked with the notion of

their intersection. A circle is an example of a set of points.

Consequently we may raise questions about intersections involving

circles.

Let us choose a point P and any length. Let us draw the circle

Slab
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with center at P and with ihe selected length as'its radius. (With

your compass, make the drawing on a piece of paper. Your picture

should look like the figure.)

Next let us choose any point Q on the circle. (After we make our

choice, the diagram may Opear as shown.)

We now ask two questions. How many points on the circle are also

on the ray PQ? What is the name of each? To answer these questions,

you may find it Much easier to draw the rgy.on your paper and then

inspect the picture.

(In generaI*you should acquire the habit of putting on paper what-

ever you need in order to understand the ideas you are stu'dying.

Notice how we have done this, step by step, in our discussibn.

Follow this suggestion throughout the remainder of the chapter.)

With the same situation as in the previous paragraph, how
0 *

many points on the circle are also on the ray QP ? (Did you draw

the ray QP before you attempted to answer?) Do you feel the need
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to label one or more points which we have not yet named? Can you

describe carefully (in words) the location "of each extra point which

you believe ought to be named?

Now shade lightly the interior of the circle. What is the

union of the circle and its interior?

(Did you need to look up the word

union" in Chapter 4 in order to

answer ihis question?) No point of

the circle also lies In the interior

of the circle; sometimes we say that

the intersection of the circle and its interior is the empty set.

The set of all points which are either on or inside the curve is

the union of the circle and its interior. Anothe'r way of thinking

about the union of the circle and its interior is the following:

the union is the set of all points whose distance from the center

P is either the same as or less than the of the circle

(what word, belongs in the blank?) Let us use the letter D to

represent the union of our circle and its interior.

What is the intersection of the set D and the line PQ ? In

what way is.the set D njl quite different from the intersection

of PQ and the circle?

In Figure 10-2, the point P is the center of the- circle, the

four points A, F, B, 0 lie on the circle, the intersection of the
*-41.

,lines AB and FO consists of the point P, and the two lines are

perpendicular. Copy,the diagram on a piece of paper. (The steps

in copying are as follows: with compass draw the circle, mark

the center P,

f7j



draw the line AB through P, uve a

protractor to obtain a right angle,
4-,

draw FG pependicular to AB, label

the points.) Shade the halfplane

which contains F and whose boUndary
,

is the line AB. tA colored pencil

or crayon is-good for shading; but

if you do not haVe one handy, just
F;gure 10-2

shade lightly with yoursordinary pencil.) Let u4 call this half-

plane H.

In the same picture on your paper, indicate very' clearly the'

intersection of the.halfplane H and the circle. Does A belong

to thia intersection? Does G? Does F? Does P? Can you count

how many points belong to this intersection? Choose (and label

,as M and N on your diagram) two points of this interiection which

also belong to the interior of the angle BPF. Similarly choose

one point (Cell it K) which lies on the'circle and also in the

interior of the angle APF. Identify the intersection of the circle

and the angle MKN. Then identify the intersection of the interior

of the circle and the interior of the angle MKN.

Exercises 10-2

1. Let C be a circle with center at P and radius r units. Let

S be any other point in the same plane. (Are you drawing the

figure, step by step, as the problem is describing it?)

(a) How many points belong to the intersection of the circle
--*

C and the ray PS?
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(b)- HoW many points belopg to the set C n PI ?

(c) Do your answers to parts (a) and"(b) depend upon where

you,chose the point S?

(d) HOw many points belong to the set C () 113? Does this

answer depend on the choice of S? If so, how?

2. In a plane, can there be two circles'whose intersection consists

of just one point?

Choose two points and label them P and Q. Draw two circles

witiz center at P such that Q is in the exterior of one circle

.and in the interior of the other. Label the first circle C

and the second circle D.

4.. The diagram at the rieit is a

copy of Figure 10-2. We let

the halfplane on the F.;side

of be called H. Let J be

the hilfplane on.the B-side

of "g.

(a) What is the set if () J?

(b) What is the intersection of all three of the nets, J and

H and the Cirele?

(c) Does the-diagram suggest to you that the circle has been

separated into what might be called quarters? If so, clp

you describe several of these portions?

(d) Can you find a portion which might be called half of the

circle? Can you describe it in the language of inter-

sections or unions of sets? Can you identify several

such portions? More thin twd.?
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5. Choose two distinct points P and Q. Draw the circle with

center at,P and with the segment 15Z as a radius. Then draw

the circle with center at Q and with P on the circle.

(a) What is the intersection of' these,two c4rcles?

(b) Can you draw a line which pauses through every point of

the intersect4m of the 1114124scirc1es? More than one such

line? 'Why?

(c) In your picture ihade the intersection of the interiors'

of the two circles. (If you hav )colored pencil handy,

use it for shading; if you do not, use your orainary pencil

and shade lightly.)

(d)- (In this part, use a different type of shading or, if you

have one handy4puse a pencil of a different color.) Shade

,the intersection 0f the interior of the circle with

celer P and the exterior of the circle with center Q..

(Before doing the shading of the intersection, did yoil

find it helpful to mark separately the two sets whose

intersection is desired?)
\

(e) Make another copy of the pictuTe showing the two circles,

and on it shade the union of the interiors of the two

. circles.

6. The twtcircles are concentric,

that is, they lie in.the same

plane and have the same center.

(a) Describe the intersection

of the two circle's.

11 a
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(b) 4105 a word description of tha shaded region, (You should

use in your response such words as "intersection,"

-"inXerior," "exterior." ),

*7, Helier .to the fir.re 4n Problem 6. The intersection of the

exteidore of the two circles may be more simply described. How?

The centef.of each circle

Ions

lies on the other circle: Copy

the figure' on your paper. Shade"

the union of the exteriors of the

two ciiicles.

Choose two' distinct points P and Q.. Draw the Draw

the circle with center at P and with Q on the circle. Draw the

circle with center at Q and with P as a radius. Draw a line

which passes through each point of intersection of the two

circles, and callsthe line L. By inspecting the diagram; make

in oloservation about'a relationship between the line L and the

line 1'4% Use your protractor to check your observation.

10.3. Diameters and Tangents

Closely associated with the word "radius" is the word "diameter."

We have seen that the word "radius" can be used in two different

ticays. By way of review, a radius of a circle is one of the segments

joining a point of the circle and the center; the length of one of .

these segments,is th radius of the circle.

A diameter of a circle is a line segment which contains the

center of the circle and whase e points lie on the aircle. Just

as a circle has many radii, so i has many diameters. For the

-'circle represented in the figure, 1hree diameters are shown, namely
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7E4 !Mr, and W.,/ 16 many radii

. are shown in the figure?

a
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A set of points which is a diametiirmay be described in

another way. A diameter ofa circle is the union or two different

radii which are se4nents oilthe sane line. Howdoes the length of

a diameter compare with thetlength of a radius?

The length sf any di ter of a circle we eail the diam'eter

of the circle. The diameter is a distance, and the radius is a

distance. The meEisure of iNe diameter is how many times the measure

of the radius?

If we chopse any unit of length, and if we let r and d be

the measures of the,radius and the diameter (of ths,same circle),

then we have thettimpo-tant relationship': d = 2.r. What replace-

ment for the question mark makes the sentence r = ?d a true

statement?

The line and the circle, in the figure remind us of a wheel

(without flange) resting on a'

track. How many points on the

circ/e are also on the line?.

Name each such point. We may say

that the line is tangent, to the

Circle, and the single pt:)int T of

their intersection may be called

the point of ,tangency. Figure 10-3
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iuestions

1. In Figure 10-31 the line DE separates the plane DPX into two

'halfplanes. How can 5iou describe' the intersection of the half.-

'Lane containing X and the circle? What is the intersection

of the halfplane containing P and the interior of the circle?

Can you draw a circle and a line in the same plane silch that

'their intersection is the empty set?

3. Can you draw a circle and s line such that their intersection

contains four points?

How many lines are shown

,in the figure? How many

of these'lines are not,

tangent to the circle?

Name each point of

tangency shown.

5. Suppose that we are given a circle and a point on the circle.

How many radii of the circle contain the given point? How many

diameters of the circle contain the given point?

xercises 10-3

How many illustrations of the tangent notion do you find in

this Pattern?

i 7.1
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2. During the next week, everywhere you go; keep watch for all

the examples you can find which represent the idea of a circle

and alline tangent to the circle, that 1..s, of a ;ine and a

--circle whose intersection consists of a,single point.

The diameter of a certain circle is 42 cm. How many centimeters

from the center of the circle is a point on the circle?

4. Draw a circle C with center at the point P. Draw ihree diameters

of C. Draw a circle with center at P whose radius is equal to

the diameter of C.

'(Waming: this problem requires very careful handling of the

compass.).

(a) Near the middle of a sheet of paper, mark a point Q.

(b) Draw a large circle C with center at Q, and keep the open-

ing of the compass arms fixed after the drawing is completed.

(c) Mark a point U on the circle.C.

(d) With the compass, find a point V on the circle C such that

177 has the same length as71.

(e) Again with the compass, find a third point W on C such

that W has,the same length as17.

(f) Continue on around, locating points X, Y, Z on C (use

compass three times) such that the length of each of the

segments 717, 71% IT is the same as the radius of the circle.

Now compare the length of the.segmenM with the iadius

of the circle.

(g)

If you had a fine quality compass .1f.nd if you were able to

perform the construction with great care, the simple closed

curve UNWXYZ would-represent a "regular hexagon."
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-(h) What name might you give to each of the segments trIts

11% and TIn

6. In the diagram the point Q is the center of the circle and the

center of the square EFOH.

(a) What is the inter-

section of the circle and

the square?

(b) What is the intersection

of the line (61 and th3

circle?

(c), What neW name have we given to theToint T?

(d) How many other lines (segments of which are represented

in the figure) are tangent to the circle?

(e) Name all the points of tangency ycu can.

On your paper make a sketch of the diagram for Problem 6. (A

careful drawing is °not needed here.) On your copy, draw the

quadrilateral RSTU.

'(a) How many sided of this quadrilateral are segments of lines

tangent to the circle?

(b) What is the intersection of the interior of the circle and

the exterior of the square EFGH?

(c) Describe carefully the intersection of the exterior of the

circle and the intericw of the square EFGH.

(d) What is the intersection of the interior of the cirele and

the exterior of the quadrilateral RSTU?

*8.( Refer again to the carefully drawn figure in Problem 6.

(a) Do you think that ali three of the points Rs Q0:T lie on

one line?
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(b) Do you believe that the three points U, Q, S iie on one

line?

(c) Make an estimate of the size of the angle QTG. ban you

check your estimate with a protractor?

(d) Make an observation about a relationship between the line

QS and the line FO. Can you check your observation with

a protractor?

Draw any circle and any line tangent to the circle. Draw also

the line which joins the center of the circle and the point of

tangency. Do you believe there is an Important relationship

between these two lines? If so, what is it?

*10. We knowfrom the description of a circle that all radii have

the.same length. How do we know that all diameters of a

given circle have the same length?

10-4. Arcs and Central Angles

In Chapter 4 we learned that-a single point on a line separates
the line into two pieces. This idea of separation led us to see

that on a line single point determines two half-lines.
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Does a single point on a circle separate the whole circle

"into two portions? A sin$le point such as Q in the figure above

does not separate the circle into two parts. What does it take to

Separate a circle? ,In the figure to the right above do points X

and Y separate the circle into two parts? Notice in the figure to

the right how the two points A and

B separate the circle into two

parts, one of which contains R and

the other of which cotitins Q. No

path from R to Q along the circle

can avoid at least one of the points, A or B. In summary we would

say that it 'takes two different points to separate a circle into

two distinct.parts.

Recall that if three different points A, Qs and B are points

on a line as in the figures below, Q would be considered "between"

A and B. ThiL is tied in with the separation properties of a point.

on a line.

A Q B Q A

This notion may seem so obvious tliat you wolider why we even bothered

with it. Let us consider a different situation.

In the figure above a confusing variety of observations could

be made. On the circle (or on any simple closed curve for that

,.1
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\4matter) Q could be considered etwien A and B. However if we
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think of the clockwise path froi Q around to A, we could say that

If', is between Q and A. Can you i'ook at the diagram and interpret

A as being between B and Q?

.0n a line "betweenness" and "\!separation" are closely related.
.\Contrasted with this is the fact taat on a circle, or other simple

closed curve, a single point does n t separate the curve into two

parts. This is related to an unsati factory notion of betweenness

on the whole circle.

In our earlier discussion of geometry we have found"it useful

both to talk about and to use segments of lines. It will often be

just as necessary for us to consider portions of a circle, or &trios.

In the'figure to the right the

points A and B separate the circle

with center at P into two portions.
0

Each of these pieces together with

A and B is an arc. A and B are

called end-points of the arc. We

must keep in mind that any two distinct pol:Its on a circle determine

two different arcs having th,se two points as end-points.

Do arcs have any prcperties

similar to the properties of line

segments? In the'figure to the

side consider the shorter of the

two arcs determined by A and B.

It is the arc which is associated

with the interior of L APB.
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connects a point F of PA with i point G of F. ObserVe that there

is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the set of points

of the arc and the set of points of the segment. Rays with end-

points at P which intersect Tra can be used to establish this one- -

eo-one correlpondence. A point of segment illtAnd a point of the

arc correspond to each other if they are both on a ray with end-

point at P.

Here we have established a natural one-to-one correspondence
4

between the set of points of an arc and the set of points of a seg-

ment. This relationship should giVe us a firm basis for relating

some of the properties of portions of circles.with those of line

segments. 1.t can be seen that just as a point may separate a seg-

ment into two pieces, snare may also be separated into two portions

by a point. Thus the fact that one point may be "between" tw-o other

points on an arc is not true with a whole circle. As with a segment,

g krc has a "starting" point and a "stopping" point, the two end-

points.

With only two points on a circle, A and B, e cannot easily

distinguish the two arcs which

these two points determine. There-

fore on the figure at the rtght we

have marked and labeled a point be-

tween each of the two end-points on each of the arcs. These two .

points are conveniently located somewhere near the middle of each

of the arcs. Now we can use the symbol AeTa to represent the arc

containing M and ANB to represent the arc which contains N. In

place of Alla we can use i-Ta. What other symbol represents the same

arc as lai?
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Draw 'a circle and a diameter and label A and B the end-points

of the diameter. The two arcs determined by these special end-,

imints are semi circles. !mother convenient way of stating the

condition on the points 1.3 simply that A and B are the end-points

of a diameter of the circle. However if the two points A and B

and the center do not all lie on the same straight line, then we

have an angle associated with the rays PA and PB. This angle,

LAFB, with its vertex at the center of the circle. is called a

central angle. Central angles are measured in the same way as

other angles and the unit of angle measure is an angle of one degree.

We will often find it necessary to compare one arc with another.

Therefore we will find it convenient to deVise some method for

measuring arcs. You will recall

that in measuring angles we used a

scale based on a set of 360 rays

from a point. These rays form 360

angles whose interiors are all the same size. (Most protractors

Rhow.just half this scale.) If this set of rays is drawn from a

point which is the center of a circle the sides of each one-degree
angle determine an arc. The sides of the 360 angles determine

360 such arcs each of which is called "one arc-degree." In the

figure at the side the measure of arc alig in arc degrees is equal
to the degree measure of the corresponding central angle. For
instance if m( LAFB) = 80 then m(111: ) 800 where we are

thinking of a special kind of unit in the latter case, the are,

degree. Its symbol (9 is exactly the same as that for the angle
degree.
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On the set of numbered rays of-the angle scale the numbers 0

and 180 correspond to opposite rays, that is, rays which lie on

the same line and have the same end-point. The union of these two

rays forms a line whose intersection wilh the 'Circle is ihe pair of

elid-points of a diameter. These two points determine a special arc,

a semi circle, which We have mentioned earlier in the chapter.

Thinking of this angle scale we can think of the semi circle having

an arc degree measurement of 1800 since it woulS consist of 180

one degree arcs. Corresponding to th9 semi circle (a special kind

of arc) is a special kind of central angle with a measurement of

1800. Some people find it convenient to speak of the central angle

of 1800 as 'a "straight angle". (why does "straight angle" not agree

witn our definition of angle?)

In the figure above are shown two concentric circles (concentric

circles were defined in Problem 6 of Exercises 10-2.) Arcs Alt and

'24 must have the same arc degree measure because they share the

same central angle, LOPH. You will recall that the degree measUre

of an arb is identical with the degree measure of its corresponding

central angle. However 15-appears longer than Focus' your

attention and thought on the fact that in this case we are talking
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about the distances along two arcs as being different. Two arcs
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may have the same arc degree measure but have different lengths.

The reason will be apparent when mu study Section 5 of this chapter.

Exercised 10-4

In the figure at the right the

pair of points A and B separate

the points X andY. Which:

points, if-any, do the pair of

points listed below sel)arate?

Cal B, Y (b) A, Y.

2. In the figurt at the right

determine with the' use of your

protractor the measure of the'

following arcs. Ihdicate.your

results.with correct use 'of

symbols, for example mai) 15.

X, Y (d) A, X

(a) ICR: (b) 1137....CD (c) 15ff (d) 1RRT ( e ) CDE

1Construct a circle with radius approximately l. inches. In
2

this exercise mark off the points in a .lounter-clockwi!de path

around the circle after starting anywhere on the circle with A.

Mark off and label arcs with the following measures:

(a) 10 (b) m(1-5). . 15 (c) *BD) . 50

(ci)- m(DF) 170 , (e) What is m(BC)?

4. Demonstrate a one-to-one correspondence between the sets of

points on the two semi circle's of a given' circle which are

determined by a diaMeter.
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How many arc degrees are in a quarter of a circle? one-eight

of a circle? one-sixth of a circle? three-fourths of a circle?

6. Draw a circle with a radius of 2 incbes. Starting at any point
r

on the circle use a compass with the same settin402 inches) to'

describe a series of equally spaced,marks around the circle.

CAUTION. Be careful that your compass setting does not change.

(a) Do you get back to exactly the same point'where you started?

(b) How many arcs are marked off?
#

(c) What is the measure of the central angle of any of these

arcs?

(d) What is the degree meadure of any one of these arcs?

7. Given the arc ABCDEF, or more briefly AP determine t4Q following:

(a) a n (b) A n 15/e (c) Ab

(a) 6b n (e) 5ñ a
10-5. Length of a Circle

In the figure, circle C and

circle 'D have the same center, P.

Name a diameter of circle C; of

circle D. Which circle has the

longer diameter? Which circle

'seems to be thg longer"?'

Apparently the longer circle

has the longerdiameter. This

suggtsts-)that there may be some
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definite relation between the avngte of a circle and the length of

its diameter. (The length of a'acircle is calledA.ts cir umference.)

'We shall use two methodq, to study Vie relition,of the lIngth4

of a circle to the length of its diameter. Problem I in Exercises

10-5a below gives you directions for Method I, and Problem 2 givesr

you directions'for Method II.

Exerclses

(Method I.)
.

(a) Choase three circular objects in your home, and use A tape

measure_to find the length of each circle. (If y.ou dcr not-

have a tape measure, use a piece of firm string,t_and then'

measure the string.)

(b) Measure the diameters of the same three circular objects.

ince it may be.hard to locate the center of the pircle,

measure the diameter several times to obtain as goodla

measure, as possible.

(c) Arrange yolir results in a table, litke.thiil

Name of object Measure gf.circle Measure of diameter c-d
c d

4ater glass #1,4

(d) To compare two,guantities, we find their differAnce, or

find their ratio. Find thedifferenc, between the circum-

ference and diameter of each of,your.Lircular ob,le0s,.

and write the results in the third,,column, head, "c d".
,Do the differences seem to te the same?

(7
di

Find the ratios, by d,ividing the mehsdre of the length,of
.

each circle by the measime.of it!; diameter. Write the

1 i) N...
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quotient, to the nearest tenth, in the fourth column of

r table. Do the ratios seem to be about the same, for

a'l three circles?

(f) The results in the fourth column should suggest that the

circumference of each circle la about ? times as long

as its diameter.

(g) Compare the ratios in youra column with those of your

classmates. What seems to be true about them?

(Method II.)

(a) On stiff paper or cardboard mark a point P and draw a circle

with center P. Make the diameter of the circle between 2

1
inches and 2 inches. Then cut along the circle so that

2

you have a circular figure with the circle you drew as its

boundary.

(b) Draw a line about 10 inches, long, and label a point

near the left end of the line-point A. Then locate point

B on so that the segment 711 has the, same length as the

diameter of your circle.

(c) Lay out a number scale on line I , with 0 at point A and

1 at point B. Extend the number scale to the number 4 or 5.

(d) Now mark a point on your circle and name it point C.

Place the 4rcle so it is tangent to your number' line, with

C at the zero point.

(e) Carefully 2,611 the circle tct the right along the number

line. Each; point on the circle will touch a point on the.

Continue rolling:the circle until point C is again

on the line. Mark the point where C touches the line point D.
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(r)

(g)
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Between what wholg\!lumbers is point D? ,4t1m4te, to the

nearest tenth, the decitial number which corresponds to

point D. ,

When you rolled circle P along the number line, each point

on the circle touched exactly one point of the line, and

no two points of the circle touched the same point of the

line. What segment bn the number line has the same length

as the circle?

What segment on the number line has the same length as the

diameter of the arcle?

How does the length of the circle seem to compare with the

length of its diameter?

Does this result agree with your answer to Problem l(f)?

Do the results of your experimentation in ProbAems 1 and 2
0

suggest the following statements?

1. For any circle, the ratio of the length of the circle to the

length of its diameter is always the same number.

This rumber is a little greater than 3.

If expr?riments i,re carefully done, resu.lts suggest that this

number is between 3.1 and 3.2.

Mathematicians have proved that the'first conclusion above is

correct. A special symbol is uaed for the number which'is the ratio

of the length of a circle to the length of its diameter. This sym-

.jool is written "wm and is read "pi". (It is a letter from the Grlask

alphabet, and is the first letter in the Greek word for "perimeter.4)_
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We may state the relation of the measure c of a circle to'

the measure d of its diameter as: = r or c = r.d.
d .

Suppose you know the length of a circle and wish to find the

length of its diameter. Since c is the product of the factors

r and do

What is the relation of the length of a circle to the length

.of its radius?

Since - d = 2-ro and c = r.d

then c = r-(2.r)

or c =' (r.2).r

or' a = (2.r).r

And since' d is the product of the two factors (2r) and r

777

and c 2r

The Number r

The number which the symbol "7" represents is a new kind of

number. It is clearly not a whole number. Neither is it a rational

number. Recall that any decimal expansion of a rational number 10

i repeating decimal expansion. Mathematicians have proved that iT

cannot be a repeating decimal. A decimal expreision for r to 10,000

decimal places was published in the year 1958.
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Here is the,decimar for r to fifty-five places.

3.14159 26535 8971)3 23846 26433 83279 50288 41=71.693 9 36510 58209...

(The three dots at the end indicate that the decimal expression

continues indefinitely.)

If you examine this decimal ior the number r you see that it

4s difficult to locate the point on'the number. line to which it

corresponds. However, by examining the, digits in order we can find

smaller'and smaller segments on the number line which contain tile

point for r.

'Study the following statements:

1. r 3 + .141592... Therefore r > 3, and r < 4

Why:: (3 < r < 4.)

2. 7 = .3.1 + .041592... Therefore r r < 3.2.

(Why?) (3.1 < r < 3.2)

3. r = 3.14 + .001592... Therefore 7 > 3.14, and,r < 3.15.

(Why?) (3.14 < r < 3.15)

What should the next stal:ement be?

In the figure 10-5-a is shown a number line suchas you used in

Problem 2, Exercises 10-5a. The circle with diameter one unit in

length is shown in its first position at point 0, and also in its

position after rolling along the number line. rrhe apProkimate

position of the point which corresponds to the number r is the point

of tangency, C.

Line I in the figure illustrates Statement 1 above. The point

corresponding to r is on the segment with endpoints 3 and 4.,
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III

./ .1 .2 .3 .4

3 / "..."

/. p! .02 43 .04 .05 48 .07

3A 3,2

I aj

The segment on Line I with endpoints 3 and 4-is shown enlarged

(ten times as large) on Line II. The segment is subdivided to

show tenths, so the points of division correspond to the numbers

3.1, 3.2, 3.3, etc. Statement 2 tells us that the point for r is

on t'-e segment with endpoints 3.1 and 3.2.

The segment with endpoints 3.1 and 3.2 is shown enlarged (ten

'times as large) on Line III. The points on Line III subdivide it
a

into tenths, and correspond to the numbers.3.11, 3.12, etc. From

Statement 3 we know that the point corresponding to r is on the
It

segment with endpoints 3.14 and 3.15.

What numbers should be at the endpoints of the segment marked

IV? How should the points of subdivision be la'oeled? On what seg-

inent of line IV is the point for r?
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1.400k aaain at line III. Notice that the whole negment oil line

III was made 100 times as large as it would actually be on the num-

ber line I, on which the circle was rolled. Using just threp.digits

in the decimal for r w have shown that the point r lies on a

1particular segment which is very small - ;just of the segment of
100

the number line between the points 3 and 4.

If you used one more digit, you could show that the endpoints

of a 'segment which contains.r are

A

and

Exercises 10-512

In Problems 1 and',3-6, use r 3.14.- In Problems 7-8, use r

1. Find the missing information about the circics described.

"(a) Circle C: Radius, 4.2 cm. Diameter, Circumference ?

(b) Circle D: Radiusi- ? Diameter, 5.6 in.' Circumference ?

(c). Circle E: Radius, ? Diameter, ? Circumference, 25 ft

(a) Find, to three decimal places, the difference between r

and each of the folloiAing rational numbei.s:

1c1 22

(b). Which of the rational numbers ip problem 2 is nearest r?
22

(c) Using
'

find the followirg:
'7

(1) The length of a circle whose diameter is 14 in.

(2) The length of a circle with radius 21 ft.

(3) The diameter of a circle with circumference 132 in.

(4) The radius of a4birc1e with circumference 44 ft.

1(5) The circumference of a 6ircle with radius 10- in.
2

. 3. A circular lampshade 12 in. in diameter needs new binding around

the bottom. How long a strip of binding will be needed? (Dis-

regard any needed for overlap.)
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A striP..of Metal 62 inches long is to be made into a circular

hoop. What will its diameter be?! Would it bq large enough for

the hoop for a basketball basket? (Official diameter is 18

inches.)

A merry-go-round in a playground has a 15-foot radius. If you

sit on the edge, how far do you ride when it turns cnce?

6. A Wheel move' a distance of 1-2 feet along a track when the wheel

turns once. What is the diameter of the wheel?

A circle with a diameter of 20 inches is separated by points

into 8 arcs of equal length.

(a) What is the length or the whole circle?

(b) What is the lngth of each arc?

(c) What is the arc measure of each arc?

(d) On this circle, how long is an arc of one degree?

s8. In the figure-, circle C and circle D have

the same center P. The radius of circle C

is 3 in. and theradius of circlD is 5

'in.

(a) Find.the length of each circle.

(b)" If angle UR contains 70 degrees,

what is the 'arc measure of arc ft? of arc

(c) What fractional part of circle C Is arc R What fractional

' part' of circle D Is ITT'?

(d) What is the linear measure of arc a? of arc Ft?

9. (a) Find, to four decimal places, the decimal for 2*.

(b) Find, to five decimal places, the decimal for ay.
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10. Sometimes it is a good idea to use r as 1 numeral, instead of

using a decimal for r. Answer the following questions using. .

r as a numeral. ye say the answer is expressed in terms of r.

(a) If the 1.2ngth of a circle is 54 r in., what is Its

diameter? its radius?

If the diameter of a circle is 13 in., what is the length

of the circle?

If the radius of a circle is 3.6 cm., what is the length

of the circle?

Suppose that the diameter of circle C is.three times as long

as the diameter of 'Circle D. What is the ratio of their cir-

cumferences? (Hint: Think of lengths for. the diameters, ana

then find the circumferences. Use r as a numera1.)

12. BRAINBUSTER. Suppose a tight band is placed around the earth,

over the equator. Then suppose the band is made. 1 foot longer

which loosen6 the band, and that the band is the same-disance

from the earth all the way around.

(a) Could a mouse crawl under-the band?

(b) Could you crawl under the band? If not, how much longer

would the band have to be to make it possible for you.to

crawl under it?

Tnlat mathematical property cotild you use to answer these

questions?

10-6. Area of a circle

In the kitchen at your hOuse you may find a circular frying-

pan called a, nine-inch skillet. The bdundary of the frying surface

represents a circle, and "nine-inch tells the diameter of the
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circle. Some electric skillets ale square-shaped., Perhaps,in

your.kitchen there is an eight-inch square frying-pan. If you look

at a .nine-inch cirCular pan and at an eight-inch square pan, you

may ask which is bigger. By "bigger" we mean more surface usuable

for frying. In
t
other words, we may ant to compare the area of

the interior of the circ.Le with th area of the interior of the

square. =After a careful, inspection of the two skillets, you likely

would conclude that the areas are 'so close that you cannot decide

by appearance which is greater.

Since each side of the square is elght inches long; v,e know

the area of the interior is sixty-four square inches. But we have

not yet seudied a method of coMputing the area of the interior of

a circle, whose diameter ii known.

When speaking about a circle in everyday language, we custom-

arily abbreviate the phra,K"the area of the interior of the circle"

and,,simply say "the area of the circle". Very often the' area of" a

circle is expressed in terms of the radius of the same circle.

In the figure, the point P is

the center of the circle and the center

of the square ABEF. Let.the measure of

a radius of the-circle be r. Each of_
4 4

the segments IT and 1157 is a radius.

Explain why the measure of the diameter

A

TM is 2r. What is the measure of the segment V? What is the measure

of the segment-MS? Explain your reply. What is the measurc of the

interior of the square ABEF? Does the intericnv of ABEF have four

times as much area as the interior of square AZPV?
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Zow does the area of tilt interior qf the circle compare'with

the area of the interiorof ABEF? Do you belleve.that a.c14.rtle

whose radius is r units ha's an area which is less thlan 4-r2 units? .
,

After a careful inspection of the figure do you estimate that

the measure of the interior cif the circle is more than one-half

tkie measure of the.interior of the square? More than two-thirds?

More than three-fourths?

Now let us try approximating the area of a circle by a

rather careful measurqment. You may wish to review in Chapter 7

the basic notion tZ, a unit of measure and how we estimate a size

by finding how many units are contained in the figure.

On the next page, at the top, iS shown a square,.each of whose

sides is one unit long.. The large figure shows a circle.whose

radius is ten units in length. The region has been cosiered with

units of area. Count how many ofthe units of arear,do not meet

the exterior of the circle at all.

Several of the units of area have the property. that 4n*arc of

the circle separates them into two parts. In some cases the larger

part is inside the circle. Mark each square with this property,

and then count how many there are. In-spept the squares for which

the smaller part is inside the circle. Is the total area of these

small pieces inside the circle an approximation to the total area

of the pOrtion of the marked squares outside the circle? DoyOu

believe that a good-way to estimate the area of the portion of the

region near the circle itself is to disregard these small pieces

and to count the marked squares in full (as if they were completely

inside the circle)? Now that you have finished your counting, what
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meaiure, in terms.:a.,:the.givAl unit of area, dc, 5,614'think should

be given to the interior of the ciiCle. Compare your response 14th
,

. %

that of your,igassmaiMS.

Now-take a sheet' of rectangular graph paper, and on it draw

(with' your cor4ass) a large circle. Wang the shortest unit of

length Pri4ed on' the paper, measurt5 the radius of the circle.

Count the number of units of area which the'interior. of the circle

'ahas. As before,, when a unit square is separated-by an arc of the

circle, count it if you elpimate that more .than half of the interior

of, the square is inside the circle; But do,not".count it if-you

°believe that the greater portion,is otitside the circle. Your

'observed measure-of the area is how'many times the second power of

the"measure of the racrius?,

'We have_obtained by medsurement.an estimate of the area of

certain circles. Now we wilI adoi)t a different approach toward the

problem of de,:termining the aea. Let us consider a circle and

suppose that the number r is 'Vie measure of a: 'radius. Suppose

that many radii of the circle are drawn in a,regular pattern. The

diagram now resembles a wheel with many tpokes. In Figure 10-6

we chose to have sixty-radii. In order to have.a definite number

to speak about.in the remaindel: of the discussion, will continue

to use this choice 60. The-sixty 'rays.separate the.circle into
"rn

sixty arcs, all of the same length. They also separate the interior

of the circle into sixty regiqns, all of the same area.
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We fix,our attention on a typica.1 one of these regions, as

showri in the figure. This region appears

to be nearly triangular; indeed, only a

short portion of its boundary, namely the

arc AB, is not straight. Perhaps we can

approximate the area of this region.by

finding the area of the interior of a

trian4le. (Do you, recall the method for

computing the area of a:triangular reifton?)

We choose the triangle whose base is as

long as the arc AB and whose altitude is B

the same as the distance of P from the Arc.

Since the length of the entire circle is 2r-r, the length of
1

the arc is z5 awr.

The distance between P and the arc is simply the radius of

the circle.

Thus for the approximating triangle, aa described, the area
1of iis interic:r is. 1 (.64 Zargr) = .1- r r.2

-6-6 .7

An approximation to the area of the regioll bounded by the
1

curve ABP isq-00.7rr-9 . Since there are sixty such'regions inside

the circle (Figure 10-6), an estimate of the area of the circle is
1 0

60 timesT53.7x0-.,, that is, irr2.

How does this approximation compare with the results obtained

by actual measurements which you made earlier?

In realiti the interior of a circle with radius r units of
e

length has exactly %DT2 units of area. Thus, although our method

of development used an approximating steP, our result agrees with

2
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'the correct result that may be firmly establiphed in more advanced,

mathematics.

As an application, let us return to the comparison o 11e

rrying-pans. The nine.inch skillet has a radIu5 of"2 inches. The
2
Sir

number of square-inches in its.area then is r 2 "77, which is

nearly 63.6. (What decimal approximation to r was conveniently

used in this case?) In cdnclusion, which hap the greater frying
A

surface, the nine-inch circular skillet or the eight-inch square

rrying-pan? Is there enough difference between them to be of

significance to the cook?

Exercises 10-6'

I. InZormation is given for four circles. The'letters rs d,

c, A are the measures. of the radius, the diameter, the length

(or circumference), and the area respectively. Find all the

mipsing data. Use 3.1.ds an Approximation to 7.

A Note that r(20)2 ry (3.1)(400) .

20_ '1240 1240

MIGIMANIONNININD

222

0.093

IMPOMMIMMII 0.1.11M

dam181010!

2. Which has the gre'ater frying surface--an eight-inch circular

skillet or a seven-inch square frying-pan?

A circular drum-heans tWelve inches across. What is the area

of the drum-head?

Which method is easier for finding the area of a circle--to

measure the racill's and calculate the area with the aid of 717,2,

or'to measure te area directly with an appropriate.unit of

0



measure? Should both methods yield the same result?
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5. The earth is about 150 million kilometers from the suh. The

orbit (or path) of the earth around the sun is not really

circular, but approximately so. Suppose that the orbit were a

circle; then the pathwould lie in a plane and there would be

an interior of the orbit (in the plane). What would be an

estlimate for the area of this interior?

6. A yzectangular plot of land, 40

feet by 30 feet, is mostlY lawn.

The circular flower-bed has a

radius of 7 feet. What ls the

area of the portion of the plot

that is planted in grass?

7. The figure represents a simple

cIosed-curve-eomposed-'ag an arc

of a circle and a diameter of

the circle. The area of the

interior of this simple closed curve, measured in square inches,

is 8v. Do not use any approximation for r in this probleme -

(a) What is the area of the interior of the entire circle?

(b) What is the second.power of the radius of the circle?

(c) How long is a radius of the circle?

(d) How long is the straight portion of the closed curve

represented in the figure?

(e) What is the circumferegce of the (entire) circle?

(f) How long is the circular arc represented in the figure?

(g) What is the total length of- the simple closed curve?:

z
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13. The center of the longer circle

lies on the shorter circle. The

intersection of the two circles

is a single point. This point

and the centers of the two circ

iie on one lie. If the interior

of the shorter circle is chosen as

unit of measure, what would be

ihe measure of the region inside the longer circle and outside

the shorter circle?
v'

9. Another way to disbover a relationship between the radius of

10-6

a circle and the area of the same circle is the following.

Perform the suggested gteps. On a piece of stiff paper draw a

large circle with your compass. Mark the center P of the

circle. (See left-hand figure.) Use yoUr protractor to
_

assist you in drawing eight lines on-P-Whidh-will separate the

NM*

interior of the circle into sixteen regions all of the same

area. (See right-hand figure.) Can you calculate how many

arc-degrees each of the sixteen al:cs will have?
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Cut away the 'portion of the paper outside the circle. Cut

through the interior of.the 'circle along the fully-drawn

diameter. In each of the two halves, cut with great care along

the dotted radii from P almost to the circle itself. The

eight angular portions should hang together somewhat like

teeth.

With both portions cut in a toothed fashion, fit the tWo pieces

together. (Only a few of the

sixteen teeth are shown in

this figure.)

The upper and lower boundaries

of the completed pattern have

a scalloped appearance. If they were straight, the entire

figure would be the interior of a (fill the blank

with the best choice dr a name for this simple closed curve.)

As an application of results from Chapter 9 you may estimate'

the area of the interior of this curve by using the measures

of its apparent base and its apparent altitude. How does your

result compare with the product of r and the second power of

the radius?
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10. BRAINBUSTER. A barn is 40 feet long and 20 feet wide. A

chain 35.feet long is attached to thebarn at the middle of

one of its longer sides.. Another chain 35 feet long is

attached to the barn at:one of its corners Either chain may

be used to tet1-.er a cow for grazing.

,(a ) Which chain gives the tethered cow the greater area of

land over which to graze?

(b ) How much difference is there between the areas of the two

regions? (Use 3.1416 as an approximation to r.)

-10-7. Cylindrical Solids

In Chapter 7, you studied the rectangular iolid, its volume

and its surface area. In Chapter 9, you studied the pliism, its

volume, and its surface area. -Here we shall study another solid

which is frequently found in everyday life. Instead of having a

rectangular region ati;.a base, like a box, suppose a solid has a

ciRcular region as a base, like a tin can. We call such a solid

a cylindrical soiid (or sometimes just a cylinder). You are

familiar with other examples of cylindrical solids suCh as water

pipes, tanks, silos, and some drinking glasses.

In the figures above, the left hand and middlesdrawings

reprpsent "right" cylinders and the right hand drawing represents

2,3
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a "dtanted" or "oblique" cylinder. We rarely deal with slanted
0

cylindrical solids in ordinary life. Therefore in this chapter

we shall assume our solids are "right" cylindrical solids.

We list some tmportant properties of a (right) Hcylinder.

(1) -It has two bases (a top and.,a bottom) and each is a

circular region. Their areas are equal.

(2) Each base is in a plane and the planes of the two bases

are parallel.

(3) If the planes of the bases are regarded as horizontal,

then the upper base is directly above the lower base.

(4) The lateral ortside surface of the cylinder is made up

of the points of segments-each joining a point of the4-

lower circle with the point directly above it in the

upper circle-.

There are two numbers or lengths which.describe a cylindrical

solid. These are the radius of the base of the cylinder and the

altitude (or height) of tkie cylinder. The altitude is the (.perpen-

dicular) distande between the parallel planes containing the bases.

For a right cylinder, the a1tit;46 can also be thought of as the

length of one of the segments lying in the lateral surface and join-
.

ing the two bases.

We now ask ourselves about methods of finding the volume of a

cylindrical solid. In one sense there is a fairly easy method. If

the solid is like a tin can and will hold water (or sand) we can

fil.1 it up and then pour it into- a.standard container. We would

like to know ,:ihat the answer is without having to do this every

time and for some cylinders this would be very impractical.
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Recall how we found the volume of a box or of a (right) prism.

We first considered a box or prism one unit high. The number of

cubic units 311 this box or prism would be theisame as-the number

of square units in the base. ThU's the measure of the volume was'

clearly the measure of the area of the" base times one. If the box

or prism had an altitude of tirt units; then the measure of the

volume would clearly be twice as much as the measure of the area of

the base. That is, it would be 2 times the measure of the area of

the base.

In general, if the area.of the base were B square units and

the altitude of the box or prism were h units then the volume

would be B.h cubic units.

Exactly the same situation occurs with a cylindrical solid.

The measure of the volume of the cylinder is simply the measure of

the area of the base times the measure of the altitude., The area

of the base of a cylinder ib Tr2 square units. So the volume is

171,2.h cubic units.

We now have one basic principle which applies to boxes, to

other,prisms, and tck c7Ilihders. .TLe measure of the volume is the

measure of the area of the base times the measure of the altitude.

444
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You should 1earne'and remember how to compute the volume of a

cylindrical solid. For most of you it is probably better not to

memorize the formula rr2h as such. To compute the volume of any

solid ofthis type we simply multiply the meaure of the area of the'

base by the measure of the altitude. And the altipude is simply

the (perpendicular) distance between the parallel planes which

contain the bases. If you think of the geometrical figure,and what

it is you want to rind,' then most problems of this type are very

easy.

A note on Tcagatatlm. When ,making computations involving r,

it is usually easier to use a decimal approximation for r only at,

the last step of the arithmetic. In this way we use long decimals

as'little as possible. Consider 7.52-8. We note that 52 = 25

and that 25'8 = 200. Therefore r.52.8 = r-200 (3.14).(200) =

628. This procedure is much simpler than multiplying 344 by 25

and then multiplying the result by 8.

Exercises 10-7

A silo (Nith a flat top).is 30 feet high and the inside radius

is o feet. How many cubic feet of grain will it hold? (What

is its volume?) Use r, 3.14.

2. A cylindrical water tank is 8 feet

the radius) of its base ii I foot.

feet) of water which it can hold.

of r. If you use an approximation

to the nearest (whole) cubic foot?

13. There are about T gallons in a cubic foot of water. About h w2

many, gallons will the tank of Problem 2 hold?

high. The diameter (not

Find the volume (in cubic

Leave your answei, in terms

for r, what is your answer
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. 4. Find the amount of water (vf'1ume in cublc inches) which a

10-7

100 foot length of pipe will hold if the inside radius of a

cross-section is I inch. Use r -t 3.14. (A cros-section

is shaped like the base. A'cross-section is the iptersection

of the sOlieand of a plaue parallel to the planes of the
#

bases-and between theme)

5. Find the volume of a cylindrical solid whose altitude is 10

centimeters and the radius of whose base is 3 centimeters.

Leave your answer in terms of r.
t.

6. 'Irk the problem of (5), what would.the volume be if the altitude

were doubld (and the base 'were left unchanged)?

7. In the problem of (5), ,what would be the volume if the radius

of the base were doubled (and the altitude were left'unchanged)?,

8. In the problem of (5), what would be the volume if the altitude

were doubled and the radius of the base were also doubled?

(Thilik or first doubling the altitude and then doubling the

radius of this nevl cylindrical solid.)

*9. In general, what is the effect on the volume of a cylindrical

sblid obtained by doubling the altitude? By doubling the

radius of the base? By doubling both the doubling both

the radius of the base and the altitude?

10. BliAINBUSTER. What is the amount (volume) of metal in a piece

C

of water pipe 30",long if the inside diameter of a cross-

section is 2".and'the outside is 2.5". Use r RI 3.1.

10-8: Cylindrical Solids--Surface Area

Li the previous section -;e ha e -considered questions abput

the volume of a cylinder. Nou'we ask about the.surface area.
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'-lhere are two questions we might ask. What is the surface,area of

the curved part (the lateral area)? What is the total surface area?

It is easy to see the relation between these two if we think of the

.solid itself. The total area Is the lateral area plus the area of

thq top base plus the area of the bottom base. But the areas of

the top and bottom bases are the same. And the measure of each is
_

. In'
2 where r ib the measure of the radius of the base. So if we

- ;

knew how to find the lateral surface area, 'We would also knOW how

to find the total area.

The label of a tin Can covers the curved surface of the can.

The area of the label is the lateral area of the cylinder. How

are labels made? They are made and printed in the form of rectang-

ular regions. The height of such a rectangle is the height of the

cylindrical solid. The length of the base is the length of' the

base circle of the cylinder. (or, when made, it is this length

plus a little more to allow for overlapping.) The lateral area of

a cylinder, then, is the area of a rectangle which will just cover

it.

have observed that the lateral area of a cylinder is the

area of a,certain rectangle. The altitude.of the rectangle and the

altitude of the cylinder are,the same. 'The length'of the base of

the rectangle and the length of the base circle of the cylinder are
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the same. Therefore tlie measure of the lateral area-of the

cylinder is the product of the measure of the length of the base

circle and the measure of the height. Hence., the measure,is

2rr-h. And-the mEasure of the total area is then ?Tr.h + 2rr2.

There are some curved surfaces, like the surface of a ball,
,dd

which cannot be-treated in quitr.this simple a way. Rectangular
-

regions, or .other flat surfaces', just donut wrap nicely around

ihem. The areas of such surfaces can be han6led in other Kays. It

is fortunate dlat cylinders have "easy" curved surfaces.

Which new 'formulas of this chapter should yOu learn? .There

are-two of vital importance. You should know these'by heart and

without fail.

(1) The measure of the length-of a circle is 2rr (or rd).

(2) 'The measure -of the area of a circular region is,rra.

The formulas for the measures or the volume and surface arei.of a

cylindrical solid nee,4 notope learned, as such, if you are able to

think of what the formulas represent.

You should understand and know the basic general principle for

getting the volumes of many -sdlids. For boxes, for other prisms,

and for cylinders this principle tells us that the measure of the

volume ii the measure of the area of the base times the, measure of

the altitude.

. Finally, in manywoblems such as surface area you ,should

think of the geoMetric objects and.what it is about these.that 'you

want to know. As an example, the lateral surface represents (if

cylindrical solid is,obtained by thinking of what the lateral

surface represents (ir flattened out).., Then we get the meAsure of
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the lateral area gs the measure of the lEngth of the base circle'

times the measure of the,..beight of the solid, For the measure-of
.

the total surface area we need only add to this measure twice the

measure of the area of the base.

Exercises 10-8

1. Take an Ordinary tin can. Measure it and make a label \for it
,

*'
that will fit without overlapping. Your label will be in the

form of a . Its height will be the of the

*tin can. The length of its base will be the length of the

of the tin can. Actually try your label

to see that it fits.

Take another tin can of-different size than that of Problem+

Make a label for it without doing any measuring. You should

determine the desired laize of the label by comparison with the

tin can.

3. !dith -a tape measure or string (to be measured) figure out the

lateral surface area of the tin can of Problem 2 by measuring

the length of the base circle and the height directly.

4. Measure the diameter (and then figure out the radits).of the

bast circle of the tin can of Problem 2. Using this and the

height find the lateral surface area of the tin can. Should

your answer.agree with the answer you got in Problem 3? '-'

_Find the lateral surface area (in square centimeters) of a

cylindrical solid whose altitude is 8 centimeters and the

1radius of whose base circle is 1- centimeters. U6e r :k1 3.14.2

6% Find the total surface area of the cylinder, of Problem 5.

9
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How 4any.square'meters of sheet metal.do ypArneed to iiiake a
(

.
. ,

,

closed cylindrical tank whose height is,1.2 meters and the

raaius of whose baze,circle is .8 meters? How many.square

meters do.you need if the tank is to be.open on top?

8. .A srlall town had a large glindricaf water tank that needed

painting. ',A gallon of paAnt cove, about'400 square feet. How
e

',much paint is needed to cover the %hole tank if-ihe radius of

theloase is .9 feet and the height of the tank is 20 pei? diAre

your answer tc, the nearest tneth of\:a gallon.

Exercises 10-9. Review of Chapters.9 and 10

It is often helpful to use diagrams to show relations. For'

example

may represent 2 3

Relations which involve sums as well as products illay be shown

by diagrams.

may represent

2 (3 + 5) = 2 3 + 2

.. 6 10

You have studied ways of comvuting,perimeters, areas, and-

' volumes for a number of geometric figures and their interidlls;

and you have expressed these methods biciefly in number sentences

, or formulas.

Below are twelve diagram's for several of these formulas, and a,

list of the geometric figures to which one (or more). of the

formulas applies. Copy each diagram on your paper, and beside'

it write the following:
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\(a) The name of the 'figure' (or' figures) to whIch the diagram

.appliei. (Choose fr'om the list of TigUres below.)

(b) 'That the formula tells 'about the figure: area, perimeter,

volume, circumferencep.lateral area.

The fomula shown in the diagram.(e)
List of figures: paiallelogram.

eectangular prism

a

circle
triangler,'"
rectangle
triangular prism
cylinder:

(3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

btj

4

(io)
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(11) 2

ff

-- 4'

a

eTh-).

In your copies of the diagrams:draw a circle around

each numeral.

(b) Draw a square 4r9urid.each.symbol for a measure you wo ld

have to know in oider to apply the formula to rtic2:1

figure.

Hold a ruler hotizOntatjly across the dlagr to'(10)

,in your text, to.sepirwpe the numerals from the *mbold
4

for measures. Why are thab moxe arrows-below your

in some diagisms than in others?

6(d) Each of the formulas tells hdw to find the measthie nf

quantity which has either one dimension,-two dimensioni,

or three dimensions.' Put a "1", "2 or 11311 beside each

diagram, to show the dimension oC the kind of quantity

to which it relites.

(e ) Do you see any connection beteen your answers for

Questions 2(b)..and 2(d)?

,(f) .Look at the diagrams pf formulas fol.. finding volumes.

(Thtre are three.)

separate the part

Put a B.at the end Aof!one arrow. to'
4

of the fcrmula which gives the ama of

the base from the rest of Vie formula.

2.

.

a

z

+

D

.
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g Make up formulas relating to squares and cubes.. Make

diagrams for the formulas, and tell what each diagram

means.

593

-me

41-1h) Draw the diagrams 11 and 12 in a different way. Write the

formulas for your new diagrams.
A

In the above rigure determine with the use cf your protractor

'the measure of the following arcs. 'Indicate your results with

correct use of symbols.

(a) ab

lb) a
(c) .6a1

(d) a

(e)

4. Each.side of tviiangle EFG

measurtd ass34.6 meters long. The

distansce betweeil E and the center
rMa'

P of the circle is measured as ?0.0

meters. The altitude Of triangle

EFG from E to the side InT is

% 220
.1
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measured as 30.0 meters long.

, a, What is the area of the interior of triangle En..

(b) What is the area of the interior of the'circle? (Use

3.142 as an approximation:t6 r, and roUnd your.answer to

the nearest square-meter.)

On your paper draw a sketch of :the figure and shade the

intersectiOn of the interior of the circle and the

exterior of the triangle EFG.

(d) What Is the area of this intersection?

(e) The halfplane on the Q-side of EF and the interior of

the circle have an intersection. What is the area of this

intersection?

5. Below 'are four figures renresenting simple closed curves.

Each curve Is the union of several segments and one or two

arcs of circles. Each arc either is a .semi circle or is

measured as PO arc-degrees. The dotted segments are not parts

of the simple Closed curves but are useful in indicating the/

lengths.

.For each curve find its tOtal length and find the area of its

interior.

(a)

:6 METERS
1

24 METERSr-
(Use r 3.)
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( b)

595

Each segment is 31.4'

centimeters long. The

distance between the

parallel segments is

1

1 17.9.centimeters. (Use

r % 3.14, and round

final answers to nearest

centimeter or nearest

square-centimeter.)

Unit -Of measure is foot.

(Leave your answer in terms of r.)

*(d)

Unit of measure Is millimeter.

(Leave your answer in terms of

r.)

mow.
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6. 'Find the, volume of a monument mad&

as follows: The base is a rectangu-

lar block of Marble of dimensions

41 by 61 1)7 21 ,1114g1.1 . On top of

this block in the center is a

cylindrical solid of height 81 and

with the radius of the base circle

1'. Dse r .1 3.1.

4.1

10. 9

Find the total area of the exposed surfabe of the monument of

the preceding problem. The underside of the base is considered

as not exposed.
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CHAPIIER 11

STATISTIC.S AND GRAPHS

/ 11-1. Gathering Data .

If you look at the pupils in your classroom it may occur to

you that several pupilsappear to be about the same height, that

some.pupils are taller and some are-shorter. Suppose you want Co

kilow the height of the tallest, the height of the:shoreht and how

many are the iame height. How will /ou go about finding out? You

would first measure the height of each pupil. In this way you will

be collecting fdcts to answer the questions you have in mind. In-

stead of collecting facts we may say you are gathering data. (The

word "date is the plural of the Latin word "datum" which means

"fact".)

Let us suppose that you-find-each -puplIt-s--hetert-corre-c-t-to-

the nearest inch. After this is,done, _the measurement's should be

arranged in such a way that it is possible to select information

from the data as easily as possible'. Making such an arrangement

is done frequently by putting the data in a table,as shown in Table

11-1. If you wished, you might list the pupils by name but here

each pupil is assigned a number.

With the data arranged in this way it is very easy to answer--

suCh questions as.the-following, How tall'is the tallest pupil?

the shortest? How many pupils are 60 inches tall or taller? How

many are less than 60 inches tall? What.height occurs most often?
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Tabie 11-1

Heights of 15Seventh Grade Pupils

-11=-1

Pu

1

2
3
4

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12 .

13

15

Hei hts in Inches

65
64-

63
61
61
61
60
59
57
55
55
,54

54

53
52

This little example about the heights of the pupils in a

class is a sample of the kind of things we do in studying statistics.

Stitistica,ID at least, has to'do with the collection of

data and the making of tables and charts of numbers which represent

the data. The tables and charts usually make it easier to under-

stand the information which is contained in data that have been

gathered. We will use the data in Table 11-,1 later in this chapter

to illustrate some other things that we do in our study of statis-

tics.

Many of the duties of different agencies in the U. S. govern-
_

ment could not be peebitmed-if-the-agenziett. Were not able to collect

a. great many data to use in their work. The Congress of the United

States has.the power "to lay and 'collect taxes---to pay the, debts

and provide for the comriOn defense and general welfare of the

United States." The amount of taxes to be collected dependv on
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many things. 'Name some of them. Certainly one thing on which it

deptrids is the.number of people'in the United States. The Congrpss-N

'must provide for counting the people "within every term of ten years."

The census taken in 1950 showed that there were about 151,000,000

people in the United States. When will the next census be taken?

Table 11-2 shows the population in millions for every,census

taken since 1790. The table shows that the population in.1790 wdt

3.9'millions. This means there were 3,900,000 (3.9 X 1,000,000)

people in the Tr. S. at that tiMe. Is this'an exact or Approximate

number? The column which is headed Percent of increase shows the

percent of incrWie in the population during the preceding ten-year

period.

le

Table 11-2

Population Facts Abou'VNthe United States*

Census Population in . Increase in
Millions

l'ercent of
Ilprease

1790 3.9
1800 5.3 1.4 35.1
1810 7.2 1.9 36.4
1820 9.6 2.4 33.1
1830 12.9 3.3 33.5
1840 17.1 4.2 32.7
1850 23.2 6.1 35.9
1860 31.4 8.2 35.6
1870 39.8 8.4 26.6
1880 50.2 10.4 26.0
1890 62.9 12.7 25.5
1900 76.0 13.1 20.7
1910 , 92.0 16.0 21.0
1920 105.7 13.7 14.9
1930 122.8 17.1 16.1

-131.7 _ .9 7.2
1950 150.7 19.0- 14.5

*Prom Statistical Abstract of the United States, 1956.

et
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Exercises 11-1

. 1. Do you see any general trends in the data shown in the table?

2. In which decade was the percent of increase the largest? Do

you know a reason for this from your study of history?

In which decadewas the percent of increase the lowest? Can

you explain this by history you have s tudied?

The frish Famine occurred in the years 1845, 1846,-1847. 'How

did that affeCt the population of the United,States?

___WAat was the-percent of increase in population from 1870 to

1880?

11-2. Broken Line Graphs

Such data as given in Table 11-2 are frequently represented

by wdrawing a picture". The picture for these data is shown in

Figure 11-1. The two.columns of data in the table which are headed

Census Years, and,Population in Millions are used in drawing the

"PiCture".. _In the "picture" in.Figure 11-1 the census years 1790,

1800, .., 1960 are shown along the horizontal base line. The

distances between the points representing the census years are

equal. Before deciding what the distance between'the points should

be, we first counted the number of census years (17 of them), then

selected the distance between the points so that all points would

be on the base line and far enough apart to make the "picture" easy

to read. The Population coluMn in Table 11-2 shows thai the largest

population to be rePresenied is about 150 millions. Since 150 may

be factored into 5 x 30 we decided to use 30 d ts along the vertical

lines-each dot representing 5 min1on people. Fo.r this reason the

vertical line at-the left was made very long. The distance between

9
4..
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the points on the vertical scale is small enough to get all the

points on the page and large enough to 'make it easy to distinguish

beween the points.
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The "picture" in Figure. 11-1 is called abroken line graRq as

many of you already know. Such graPhs are usually made on cross

section gaper like that d in the graph in Figure 111. Each

point in the graph represents the population for the year whose

number on the base line is directly"below it. 'For example, ti)e

point representing theApopulation of 31.4 millions in 1860 iS

the verti ai line through the point labeled 1860 and on the hori-

zontal line through the point labeled 31.4 on the vertical line at

tkie left. Aetually there is no point on the vertical line,labeled
1

31.4 but you'can tell about where it should be--abouti of the way .

from the point labeled 30 t6 the point labeled 35. After all the

points are located, each successive pair of points is connected

4
with a segment to get the broken line graph.

The graph shows how the population ol%the U. S. changed from

sthe year 1790 to the year 1950. The predicted change for 1950-

1960 is.shdwn by the dotted line segment.

Class_Discussion Questions

---UseFigure 11-1 to answer the questidns.-

1. Did the population increase more between'1900 and 1910 than

between 1800 and 1810?

Does the graph show a decrease in population over any ten-year

period?-

If the Population for 1810 and 1820 had been the same how

would this be shown in the graph?

4. What was the approximate population in 1945? in 1895? How

much had it changed in'the 50 years between these two dates?,
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5. If the yopulation increases at the same rate from 1550 to 1960

as from 1940 to 1950 (if the graph climbs in a straight line

'from 1940 to 1960), what will the population be in 1960? (This.

is written in 1959. If the census for 1160 is known at tbe'

time ylu ansver the qUestion, compare the census and your answer.)

Exercises 11-2

1. Make a broken Jine graph to represent the data given in this

table:

The number of students in F24nklin JuniOr High School In

years 1952-1957 :

1952 --- 86' 1955 196
1953 150 1956 --- 235
1954 --- 164 1957 --- 254

2. Make a broken line graph to represent the data in Table'11-3.

Table 11-3

Popular Vote in Millions Cast for Presidential Candiaates of thelJ.S.
1928 to 1956

Year Republican Party Democ atic, Party

1928 21.4 15.0
1932 15.8 22.8
1936 16.7 27.5
1940 22.3 26.8
1944 22.0 24.8
1948 22.0 24.1
1952 33.8 27.3
1956 35.6 25.7

Observe these instructions:

(a) In the same graph draw one broken line

Republican party and one (in red) for

(b) Find in your textbook, or elsewhere, t

president elected and the name of the

date in each election.

22ri

(in blue) for the

the Democratic Party.

he name of the

unsuccessful candi-
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Use Tables 11-2 and 11-3 to find the total percent of the

,population.who voted.for either the Republican or

Democratic party candidate in.the presidential election

in 194d.,

11-3. Bar Graphs,

Table 11-3 gives the pupil enrollment in the seventh grade in

'thi,U. S. for the year's 1952-1959 and the expected enrollment for

the years 1960-1963.

Table 11-3.

Seventh Grade PupillEnrollment in U. S. 1952-1963

ear Enroilment in thousands

1952 2,1,59

1953 2,224
1954 2,354t
1955 2,521
1056 2,586
1957 2,599

0 1958 2,707
1959

*1960 3,260
*1961 3,302
*1962 3,333
*1963 3,398

'Expected enrollment for the years 1960,1953.

The data in this table are representec by the graph in Figure

112. This kind of graph 'is called a bar graph. The years are

represented along the horizontal base line and the enrollment, in'

thousands is represented along the vertical line a the left

bars are spaced along the base line so that the dis ce -between

any two bars is the same as theswidth of each bar. The number

represented by each bar can be read from the vertical scale. It

2.71.
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p

is the number represented by the point on the veitica1otica4 which

is in the straight linP with,he- top" of-the bar. The number of tile

year is written at theqbottom end of *each bar.
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Exercises 11-3

1962 1963

1. ,If each seventh gradeiftiall 1n 1960 'needs- a mithematics text-
.

book which costs $1.25 what 4.11 be theitota1 amount spent for

books to supply the Wholm seventhrgrade?,
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4

4

11.3

During which year'wasothe enrollment about 3 million Pupils?

3. Betweenk'which two years did the greatest change in enrollment

occur? Use Fig. 1172 to obtain the ansWer, then use Table 11-3

to see if your answer is Correct.

-Draw a bar graph to represent the number of people killed in

different types of accidents during 1956 as shown in this

table:

Motor vehicle accidents 40,000
Falls 20,200
Fires and injuries from fires_ 6,500
Drownings 6,100
Railroad accidents 2,650

11-4. Circle Graphs

A circle graph is shown in Figure 11-3. Such a graph iiiUsed

to show the comparison between the parts of a'whole and between

the whole.and any part. This graph shows the percents of income

which a family spent for food, clothing, rent and miscellaneous

expenses and the percent of income which was put into savings.

4.1 HOW ONE PAMILY SPENDS ITS MONEY

The family spent 30 percent of its income for food', 26 percent for

clothing 20 percent for rent', 2 0. percent for miscellaneous expenses
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and saved 10 percent.. The family's total xne ikjepresented
,)the area.2; the,circle. Any length/can be choseW for the length

of t dius. The length is usually chosen so th t the circle is
large enough to show clearly the parts inlw which

small enough to get it in.the space.

t is divided and

Si, the part of the income spent for fol is 30 percent.we

must havt an area which is 30 percent of the eirdle's area to

Avpresnt this part bf the income. To get,this area we begin by

drawing the ray OP . Label,with A the intersection point of the

ray and the circle. We know that we can divide the circle into 360

equal parts by drawing 360 anglcs of 1 degree, each with its vertex

it 0.. Thirty percent of 360° is 108°. We draws. central angle of

108° with one side oft OA. The other side is OB. The angle AOB is

30 percent 'of 360° and the area bounded by,..tcp&Flosed curve OAQB

_ tis 30 percent of the area of-tothe circle. Hence the interior of the

closed curve OAQB represents.the part of the income spent for food.

How many degrees are_ ire in each of the following: L. BOC,
LCOD, L_ DOE, L._ EOA? Vai a protractor to answer this question.

If the family's income is $6;000 how much is spent' food?

How much is put into savings?

In a certain school there are 480 pupils.. At lunch time 80

pupils go home for lunch, 120 bring their lunch, and 280 buy their

lunch in the school lunchroom. The.circle graph in Figure 11-4

shows the way the pupils are dpided at lunph time. Before making

this cirdle graph we had to find either *let percent pr what

fractional part of the p s go home for lunch, bring their lunch,

and buY their lunch. These frc,-tions and perbents are shown in the

table.
t #
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Fractional
Number of,PUpild Part of Total Percent Degrees

Go home 80 1/6 16 2/3 bo
Bring lunch 120 .1114 90

Buy lunch 280 7/12 tR 1/3 210

Tottia L 480 1 100 360

p.
SOURCES OF,IPUPILIS LUNCHES

Figure 11-4

Now we---iindrthe size of.L.A0B by taking 1/6 of 360° to get 60°,

LECOC by taking 1/4 of 3600 to get 90° and L.- AOC by taking 7/12

of 360° to ket 210°.

Exercises 11-4

Make a circle graph to represent the information n each of the

followi'nis problems. Make one graph for each problem.

1. In 1949 it was found that school-related accidents which in-,

volved,seventh grade pupils in.the U. S. 'happened as shown.,

.(Figures.given are very close approximations to actual figures.)

bo percent of the accidents happened in the school buildings
30 percent of the accidents happened on the school playgrounds
10 percent of the accidents happened on the way to and from school

2. In 1956 the figures for the accidents of problem.1 were as
follows: (Again, figures are Very close approximations.)

36 percent of the accidents happened in, the school buildings

11--)

ol )
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.54 percent of the accidents happened on the school playgrounds
10 percent of the accidents happened on the way to and from school.

3. There were 1955 daytime railroad-motor vehicle accidents report-

ed in 1956. In 79% of these the locomotive hit the auto; in

34% the auto hit-the locomotive, and in 4% thejuto-hit some'

other part of thE train.

In the 1447 railroad-motor vehicles accidents repor ed ha pen-

ing jit night in 1956, the locomotive hit the iii4o in 50% of the

accidents, the auto hit the:docomotive in 22%, arid the auto hit

some other part of the train in 28%

11-5. Measures of Central Tendency
to,

Some information-can be determined easily by looking at all

the data.in table .form. Some Imes, however, a large number of

itema in a table makes.it nfusing to underOand. In this case

It wculd be better to describe the set of data by using only a few

numbers. Finding an average of such a set of numbers is often very
helpful in studying the data given to you.

Do you know ilow to find an average? You have been doing this

for some time, but did you know there are several kinds of averages?

Arithmetic Mean

When you calculate the average from a set of numerical grades

in spelling by adding the numerical grades and dividing the pum by

the number of grades, you accept a number to represent the set of

grades. This useful average with which ru are already familiar is

called the arithmetic mean or the mean. (When the word mean is

,used in this chapter it aiways refers to the arithmetic mean.)
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Let us look dhce more at the beights recorded in Table 41-1.

This table gives a list of the heights, ordered from greatest to

le st, of 15 pupils.

Table.11-1

Heights of 15 Seveth Grade Pupils

6

Pupils Heights in Inches

1

$r 3

5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

65
' 64

63
61
61
61
60
59
57
55
55
54
54

53
52

In describing this set of data, can we choose a few numbers

that best represent these data? One number wpuld be the average,

called the arithmetic mean. In this table the average height

(arithmetic.mean) is 874 (sum of the heights) 58. This measure
15'

of central tendency can be computed without arranging the data in

any special way. It As a commonly used measure:'

Median

Another way of measuring the central tendency of a set of data

is finding, if possiblet a number so that half of the numbers in

the set are greater and half are less than the number found.

The median of a set of numbers is the middle one of the set

when the numbers in the set are arranged in order .of size, either
2:17

0



from smallest to largest or from largest to smallest. In the set

Of heigOts ift Table 11-1 the middle number is 59. This is the

median of the set. Half of the numbers are greater than 59 and half

are less. Seven pupils are taller than 59 inches and seven are

shorter than 59 inches.

The median of a set of numbers is not always a number in the'

set. If there is;an even number of nurnbtn the set, aril the two

middle ones are not equal, the median is commonly taken as th'e

average of the two middle numbers. For example, in the set of num-

bers 8, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17,, 19 the two Middle numbers are 12

and 14. The median is 13, the average of 12 and 14, although 13

is not in the set.

The set of-scores 12, 13, 15; 15, 15, 15, 16 18, 19, 20 has

.10 number6 in it. The two middle ones are 15 and hence the median

is 15. But the third*and fourth scores are also 15 so that 15 is

mit a score such that-5 scores are smaller and 5 are larger than it.

In this set of data it is better to say that.4 scores are 15 and

two scores are smaller and four scores are greater.

In the set of salaries $2050, $2100, $2300, 42400, $2500,

$2600, $27001 $2700, $2700, $3150 the median salary is $2550. The

arithmetic mean ist2520. The median and arithmetic mean are

nearly equal. But, if the largest salary had been $5150 inttead of

$3150 the arithmetic mean would have been $2720 and the median

would have still been/$2550. This illustrates that the usefulness

of the median in describing a set of numbers often lies in the fact

that one, or a few, numbers which are much larger, or much smailer,
'16

than most of the numbers in the set does not affect the smediah but

does akfect the arithmetic mean.

Zas
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Mode

. 11.5

Whicki height occurs more than any other in Table 11-1? How

many pupils have this height? This height is called the.mode.

In sets which you have studied such as the set of natural num-

bers 1, 2, 3, 4, 52 no namber occurred in the set more than once.

But in a set of data some number, or numbers, may-occur more than
H.

once. If a number occurs in.the set of aata more often than any

other number it is called the mode. (We might, say it is the.most

fashionable.) There may be several modes. In Table 11-1 there

was just one. In the set of salaries $2,050, $2,100, $2,300,

$2,400, $2,500, ,$2,600, $2,700, $2,700, $3,150 the mode is $2700.

But in the set of scores 19, 20, 2l 21, 21, 24, 26, 26, 26, 29,

30 there are two modes 21 and 26; (These are equally fashionable.)

If tnere had been another score of 21 in this set of scores, what

would the mode have been? In Table 11-1 if the 12th pupil were 55

inches tall how would this affect'the mode?

The ya.MSX in a set of data is the difference between the

largest and smallest numbers in the set. In the set of salaries

given above the range is $1100 and in the set of scores the range

is 11.
Exercises 11-5a

Find the mode of the following list of chapter test scores:

792 942 85, 81, 74, 85, 91, 87, 69, 85, 83.

2. From the scores in Problem 1, find the:

(a) Mean (b) Median (c) Range
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3. The following annual salaries were received by a,grouP of ten

employees:

$4,000, $6,000, $12,500, $5,000, $7,000, $5,500, $4 506, $5,000,

$6,500, $5,000.

(a) Find the mean of the data

(b)" How many salaries are greater than the mean?

(c) How many salaries are less than the mean?

(d) Does the mean seem to be a fair way to describe the

average" of this data?

(e) Find the median of the set of data.

(0 Does the median seem to be a fair way to describe the

" average" of this data?

4. Following are the temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit at 6 p.m.

for a two week period:
v

47, 68, 58, 80, 42, 43, 68, 74, 43, 461.48, 76, 48, 50

Find the (a) ,Mean (b) Median' (c) Range

Grouping Data

If you were listing heights of a very large group of pupils,

it might be inconvenient to list each one separately. You might-

group the figures in some such way as this:

1

Height in Inches

62-64
59-61
56-58
53-55
50-52
47-49

Number of pupils

12
17
42
57
33
14

In order to find the middle pupil, find the total number and

divide by 2. The sum of 12 + 17 + 42 + 57 + 33 + 14 is 175, and

175
A71 so the middle person will be the 88th one, counting
-12

240
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from the top ot bottom. If we count down from.the top; 12 + 17 +

42 = 71. We need 17 more to reach 88. Counting down 17 more

`in the group of 57 brings us to the upper part of that group. Since

the 88th persoh is within that group, we say that the median height

"of.the whole group of pupils is between 53 and 55 inches. Since the

88th person' comes rather high in that group as we count down, we say

that the median height is likely to be nearer .55 than 53.

Let's check our work and count up from the bottom to the 88th

person: 14 + 33 = 47. We need 41 more than 47 to make 88, so

we Count 41 more and that takes us into the upper part of the group

of 57 as we found when we counted down from the top. Again you

find the 88th person in the group of 57 whose height is between 53

and 55. Thus the median height of the group is between 53 and 55

inches.

Exercises 11-5b

Give an example in which your principal might choose to group

data rather than use individual numbers.

2. 'Find the median of the following age groups. What is the

median age?

Ages in Years ZILber in Group

27-29
(

35
24-26 48
21-23, 68
18-20 18
15-17 94
12-14 . 53
9-11 73
6-8 26

2 4
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Find the median by grouping the fo1161WINgTaata7wrImmiperaturmr:---

(Use intervals of 5, namely 50-54, 55-59, eta. to 90..94.)

62, 74, 73, 91,.68, 84,' 751 76, 80, 77, 648, 72, 71, 86, 82,

55, 72, 50, 63, 71.

Averav Deviation

Another useful method of studying a set of numbers is to find

the deviation or difference of each number,from the mean.

Consider the set of numbers 4, 8, 10, 4

the range of this set of numbers? What is the arithmetic mean of

this set?

Could you find the, difference.(the deviation) between-the

smallest number in this set and the mean? What is the deilation

of the largest number in this set from ihe mear;? The deviations

of the numbers in this set from the mean are 2, 2, 4, 2, 1, 2, 1.

2 + 2 + 4 + 2 + 1 + 2 +
You find the mean of these deviations to be

5, 4, 7. What is

14

another "average" that is. very helpful in studying data. Let us

2. This is called the average4deviation. This is still

see how this measure, the average deviation, helps to throw light

on a set of data.

The total.receipts of the federal governmnt in the years

1946-1955 were as follows:
00"

1
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-Year Billions
,Deviations

from Mean

11-5

1946
1947

44'
145

.11.5
-10.5

1948 tg -.9.5
1949 43 -12.5
1950 41 -14.5
1951
1952 68 +12.5
1953 73e +17.5

. 1954 73 +17.5
1955 69 +13.5

Total 355

The arithmetic mean-of these receipts is the total, 555,

vided by 10, or-55.5.

The third column shows the'deviation of each year's receipts

from he mean, 55.5. The .11.5 means that 44 ii 11.5 below the

mean, r instance, and +13.5 means that 69 is 13.5 above the mean.

Have yau seen minus signs used for temperature.in a way similar to

those in this table? Give other examples of minus signs used

similarly.

Exercises 11-5c

(The Tirst three questions in these Exercises refer to the data

for the receipts of the federal government in 1946-1955.)

1. In which year was the deviation frbm the mean the greatest?

2. In whtch year was the deviation,from the mean the least?

3. Find ihe averag deviation by finding the total of the deviations

-and dividing by 0. The signs before' the numbers are disregarded

since we want to now the size Of the deviations, no matter

which direction t y are from the mean.
0

Find, to the neare t tenth, the mean and the average deviation

of the following t scores:

85, 82, 88, er6, 90, 84, 80, 82, §4, 83.
4 3

*,
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5

417

Find the mean and the average deviation of the test scores

(same test, but in another class):

94, 84, 68, 742 98, 70, 96, 842,76, 96.

Another method of calculating the arithmetic mean is shown in

the following example.

Example. qalculate the arithmetic mean of the set of scores:

10, llv 13, 15, 19, 20, 21, 21, 23

We begin by'making a reasonable guess of Some number for the

mean. Suppose we guess 18. Next we find the deyiation of each

score in the set from 18.

Scofis Deviations from 18

10 .8
11 -7
13 -5
15 -3
19 +1
20 +2
21 +3
21 +3
23 +5

The sum of the deviations of the scores less than 18 is 23.

The sum of the deviations pf the scores greater than 18 is 14. We

take the difference 23 - 14 mg 9_and divide this by the number of

scores which is 9: '9 4 9 =I 1. Since the deviations from 18 were

greater for the scores less than 18 than for the scores greater

than 18 we subtract 1 from 18 to get the correct mean of 17.

Use the method of the above example to find the mean of the

set of scores: 40, 43, 44, 47, 48, 49, 51.

The numbers which we have been finding for the range, mean,

median, mode, and average deviation from the mean for a set of

data are called the Measures of central tenk:ency. This name is

24
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siven to them since by knowing them we can tell whether the numbers

in the data bunch together or scatter out. 411 of these measures

of central tendency are illustrated by use of the following se

salaries of 12 people and their representation in the broken line

graph in; Figure 11-5. Salaries: $4,0bo,. $4,500,,$4,500, Mow,

$5,0009 $5,000, $5,250, $5,250 , $5,250, $5,250, $5,5001 $6,000.

SALARIES OF/XSELECTED GROUP
4114

4500 5000

MEAN IcS42

MEDIAN 5125
MODE 5250

Figure 11-5

5500 6000
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Calculation of averase deviatlon froim the

nearest dollarY:

Salaries

$4,000
'4,500
4,500
5,000
5,000
'5,000.

5,250
5,.250
5,250
5,250
5,500
6,000

an, .$5,042- (to 'the

Deviation from $5,042

.0:642
1. 542

542
- 42

42. 42
+- 208

208
+ 208
+ 208
+ 458
+ 958
ammi

Total $4500

$4500 m $375, average deviation from the mean.
11

.Ranget $6000 - pogo .= $2000.

The locations of the lines which represent the mean, pedian,

and mode show that

shows the salaries

these lines.

these numbers are nearly equal and the graph

are about equally distribUted on both sides of

11-6. Sampling

We all know that a presiplential.election is held every four

years in the Unitiki States. In which year will the next one be

held? ,People are very much iriteretted in the outcome of the

elections. Sometimes, long before'the.elections are held,

organizations makepredictions concerning who will be elected.

These organizatiOns not wily predic t. who'will be elec ut even

'predict the percent df the votea cast that eac andi ate will

. receive. The candidates arld the percent Of vote predicted for each

re

2 4=6
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of them in the election of 1948 by.three different polls is shCiwn

in the tible.

Candidate's

Poll No. 1
Poll,No. 2
Poll No. 3

Dewey TrUman

49.54 . 44;5
49.9 44.8
52.2% 31.1 %

Thurmond Wallace

2 % %
1.6 % 3-.3 %
5.2 % 4.3%

In the election the percent of vote-for each was! Truman

Dewey 45.1%,,Thurmond 2.4%, Wallace 2.4%; Do you see why

election- is called the "surprise election"?

49.5%,

thim

Although neither poll predicted the election correctly, their

predictions'were close. .How did their do it? Did they gol%about

the U. S. and-eak'every voter how he was going to vote? Or, did

they write each voter a letter? Either1 'of these ways would have

,been very expensive and would have takeka a great deal of time.

Instead of either of tese they used Ovethod called sampling.

This means that the organizations who made the predictions selected
.

a "sample" of the population of the U. S. Then, after asking the

People in the "sample" how they would- vote, the organizations pre-

dieted that the vote in the entire country would be in the same

ratio as the vote in the "sample".

If you have ever had a-blood-count, the doctor took a very

small amount of blcod from the,tip of your finger, or from your

ear lobe, and then counteq the red and white corpuscles in it.

This was a very small sample of your blood. The count in it was

taken as a reliable_ representation of the count in all the blood

in.your bbdy. Perhaps you can think of other examples of sampling.

Let us suppose you know that all the employees whose names

'are llited in the employeets directory of a certain large manu-
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facturing firm are Men over twenty-one years of age. Then let us

ask hOw we might use the sampling method to make an estimate-of the

aversge height of thete men. Vu might select the first and last
,

,man listed in the directory and find their aVerage height. Or,

you might select the first name listed under each letter of the

alphabet, or the last name under each letter, or both the first and

last names under each letter. There are many ways a sample could

be selected. Some would be good and some would be bad. Do you see

any objection to any of the methods suggested? The way of selecting

a 'sample so that it will be a good representation of the group from

whcim-the sample is selected is' a very difficult part of the job.

As a project for your class 'you might find the average height

of the boys, or girls, in the class by use of the sampling method.

Choose two or three different samples.' One sample might be obtained

by selecting the boys whose first.names have the same letter.

Another sample might be obtained by choosing the boys whose birth-

days occur in certSin months, for example, in March, July, Novemter.

Then after measuring the height of-the boys in each sample find thee

average height. After all of this is done you might find the

average height of all the boys in the class and compare this with

thi-Sverage.foUnd in each sample. The comparisons would show which

sample was the best representation of the entire group of boys in

the class for determining the average height.
,

11-7. Summary

The subject matter of statistics deals, in part, with collect-

ing data, putting it in table form, and representing it by graphs.

The tabulating and graphing of the data should be done in such ways

213
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that the story told by the data can be interpreted and summarized

easily. The broken line graphs, bar graphs, and cirdle graphs are

just a few of the kinds of graphs that may be used.

You have le'arned that there are many different measures for

the central tendency of the same set of data. The next time yo

see graphs or tables of a set of figures in the magazines, newsI.

papers, or your social studies book, look them over carefully.- If

averages are mentioned, see if you can tell which average is used.

Vhenever the kind of average used is not stated, you have a right

to question whether tkle average used gives the best representation
dies

of all the data.

J7 To help you recall the new terms you have used in working with

statistics, they are listed for you:

Range -- difference betweeL largest and smalleat number in a

_set.

Arithmetic mean or mean -- the sum of all the numbers in a

set divided by.the number in the set.

Median -- the middle number when data are ordered either from

smallest to largest or largest to smallest. When

there is no one middle number, the average of the two

middle numbers is the median.

Mode -- the number occurring most in the list of data. There

may be several modes.

Average deviation -- average of the deviations from the mean.
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CHAPTER 12

MATHEMATIC.AL SYSTEMS

12-1. A_New.Addition

The sketch above represents the face of a four-minute clock.

Zero is the starting point and, also, the end-point of a rotation

of the hand:

With the model we might start at 0 and move to a certain

position (nuieral) and then move on to another position just llise

the moving hand of a clock. For example, we may start with Oland

move 3- of the distance around the face. We would stop at 2. If we4-

follow this by a 4 rotation (moving like the hand of a clock), we
23. After a rotation of 1.7 from 0 we could follow with

This would bring us to 1. The first example could
2be written 2 + 1 gives 3 where the 2 is IT of a rotation from 0, the

+ means to follow this by another rotation' (like the hand of a clock),

would stop at
3

a .4. rotation.

1
and the 1 means rotation, thus we arrived at the position marked

3 (or of a rotation from 0). The second example would be 2 + 34

gives 1 cvl,ere the 2 and + still mean the same as in the first
3

example and the 3 means a rotation of IT. A common way to write this

is; 2 + 3 1 1.(mod 4). This is read "Two plus three Is equivalent

to one,-mDd 4-.0 Mod 4 tells bow many numerals there are on the face

of the clock (that is, 0, 1, 2, and 3) and the system is called the

mod,4 system. Though this nottion may be meaningless to you now
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in Section 12 8 this will be exPlained.more thoroughly.

ExaMple Find 3 '4- _3 (mod 4).

Example 2. Find (2 + 3) + 3 (mod 4)

12-1

2 + 3 Uff 1 (mod 4) 1 + 3 0 (Mad 4)

(2 "I' 3) 3 NE 1 + 3 Ns 0 (mod 4)

The following table illustrates some of the addition facts in

the mod 4 system.

Mod 4

0 1 2

0 0 1 2

3

2

3

1

We read a table of this sort by following across horizontally

from any entry in the left column, for instance 2, to the position

below some entry in the top row, such as 3. The entry in this
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,position in the *table fs then taken as the result of combining the

element in the left column with the element in the top row (in tkt.i.t1,\

order). In the case above we' write 2 + 3 Ma I (Mod 4). Use the

table t6 check that 3 + I au' 0 (mDd 4).

Example 3. Complete the following number sentences to make

them true statements..

(a) 3 + 4 ag ? (mod 5)

the mod 5 systim represented by the face of a clock should

have five positions; namely, 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4.

3 + 4 wia 2 (mod 5)

3The 3 means a rotation of from O. This is followed by
5

4
a rotation which ends at 2.

5
(b ) 2 + 3 ME ? (mod 5)

(c)

22 + 3 ME 0 (m45). This is a-- rotation from 0 followed
53

by a rotation which brings us to 0.
5

4 + 3 ME 8? (mod 6)

In the mod 6 system, the positions on the face of the

clock are marked 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

4 + 3 um 1 (mod 6)

If you cannot readily understand this, a sketch of a clock

will help you.

Exercises 12-1

Copy and complete the table for addition mod 4.

2. Complete the following number sentences to make them true state-

ments.

(a) 3 + 3 wa ? (mod 5) (c) 5 + 3 ira ? (mod 6)

(b) 14 + 3 alE ? (mod 5) (d) 5 + 5 :? (mod 6)
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(e) 6 eir ? (mod 7) *(g) 4 + 4 2 (nod )

*(f) T+ 3 Ea 1 (mo'd 4?) *(h) 3 + 3 + 2 'Ea 1 (mod ?)

3. ftke a table for addition mod 3 and for addition mod 5.

. 4 Find a'replacement for x to make each of the following number

sentencei a true statement.

(a) 4 + x

.Jc

me 0 (mod 5) (e)

:)(f)

2.(mod 5)3 + x ma

(b) + 1 mm 2 (mod 3) x + 4 E-7-- 3 (mod 5)

(c) 1 + X ES 2 (mod 3) (g) Ga 0 (mod 3)x + 2

(d) 2 + X SO 4 (mod 5) (1) 4 +x mi 4 (mod 5).

Ybu haVe a five-minute clock. How many complete revolutions

would the hand make if you were using it to tell when 23 minutes

had passed? Where would the hand be at the end of the 23

minute interval? (Assume that the hand started from the 0

position.)

12-2. What is an Operation?

We are familiar with the operations of ordinary arithmetic--

addition, multiplication, subtraction and division of numbers. In

the preceding section, a different operation was diacusied. We

made a table for the new addition of the numbers 0, 1, 2, 3. This

operation is completel-y described by the table that you made'in

Problem 1 of Exercises 12-1. The table tells what numbers can be

put together by the new addition, and it also tells what is the

result when two numbers are put together. For instance, the table

tells us that the number 5 cannot be put together with any number

in the new addition since "5" does not appear in the left column

nOr in the top row.. It also tells us that 2 + 3 EE 1 (MOd 4).

2:;!!
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Study the following tables:

(a) 1 2 3 4 (b )+ 3 7 9'

3

2 3 4 5 1

3 4 5 1 2,

4 5 1 2 3

3 6 8 10 12

,5 8 10 12 14

7 10 12 14 16

9 12 14 16 18

0 1 2 3 (d

0 0 1 2 3 1 3 1

1 2 3 4 5 2 1 2

2 4 5 6 7 3 2 3

3 6 7 8 9

2

3

1

From each one of.these tables we can find a certain set (the

set of elements in the left column and top row) and we can put any

two elements of this set together to get one and only one thing.

For instance, in Table (a), the set is (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) since these

are the numbers which appear in the left column and top row. These

are the only numbers which can be put together by Table (a). In

Table (b), the set is (3, 5, 7, 9).. What set is given by Table (c)?

by Table (d)?

Here art some examples from the tables:

6 in Table (c)

2 5 /

3 + 5 = 3 in Table (a)

3 + 5 m 8 in Table (b)

2E3 1 . 5 and 20 2 .

1 0 1 m 3 in Table (d).
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Definition. A binary operation defined, on a set is a way of

combining any two eleMents of the to get a definite thing.

The two elements we combine may be the same one, and the result

of the operation (the "definite thing" which we get) may or may not

be an element of the set.

You are already familiar with some operations defined on the

set of whole numbers.

Any two whole numbers can be added. Addition of 8 and 2 gives

Any two whole numbers can be multiplied. Multiplication of

8 and 2 gives 16.

Addition and multiplication are two dl.fferent operations

defined on the set of whole numbers.

,In discussing subtraction, for instance with whole numbers,

it is convenient to look ahead to the work of the eighth grade.

The expression "6 - 9" is not the name of anything you have studied

in this course. That is, it is not now possible for us to combine

6 and 9 (in that order) by subtraction and get "a definite thing"

and you may wonder whether or not subtraction is an operation. Next

year you will learn that there is "a definite thine (in fact, a

number) which is.called "6 - 9". Because of this, we will consider

that subtraction is a binary operation defined on the whole numbers

(or rational numbers, etc.), even though we are not yet acquainted

with all the results obtained from subtraction.

When an opeiatiOn is described by a table, the elements of

the set are written in the same order in the top row (left to right)

and in the left column (top to bottom). Keeping the order the same

will make some of our later work.easier.
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We must also be careful about.the order in.which two elements

are combined. For example,

2 0 1 = 5, but 2 4.

For this reason, we must remember that when the procedure for

reading a table was explained, it was decided to write the element

in the left column first and the element in the top row second

with the symbol for the operation between them. We must examine

each new operation to see if it is commutative and associative.

These properties. have been discussed in previous chapters; t y are

briefly reviewed here.

An operation + defined on a set is dalled commutative if any

elements, b of the set can be put together as a + b

b + a.

An operation + defined on a set is called associative if any

elements, a, b, of the set can be combined as (a + b) +'c

and also as a + (b + c) and the two results are the same:

(a + b) + c = a + (b + c).

Exercises 12-2

1. Use the tables in this section to answer the following

questions:

(a) 3 + 3 = ? if we use Table (a).

(b) 3 + 3 = ? if we use Table (b).

(0) 3 02 = ? ,(g) (2 0 3) 0 3 I=

( d ) 2 0 3 is ? (h) 2 0 (3 0 3) =

( e ) 2 0 2 = ? (i) (/ 0 1) 02 3c

(0 1 0 1 m (j) 1 0 (1 0 2) =

2.36
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2. Which of the binary operatidns described in the table's in this

section are commutative? 'Is there an easy way to tell it an

operation is commutative when you examine the table for.the

operation? What is it?

Can you tell if an operation is associative when you examine a

table for the operation? Do you think the operations described

in the tables in this section are associative?

4. Are the following binary operations commutative? 'Make at least

a partial table for each operation. Which ones do you think

are associative?

(a) Set: All counting numbers between 25 and 75.

Operation: Choose the smaller number.

Example: 28 combined with 36 produces 28.

(b) Set: All counting numbers between 500 and 536.

( c)

Operation: Choose the larger number.

Example: 520 combined with 509 produces 520.

Set: The prime numbers.

Operation: Choose the larger number.

(0- et: All even numbers between 39 and 61.

Operation:

Example:

(e) Set: All

Operation:

Example:

Set: All

Operation:

Example:

Choose the first nUmber.

52 combined with 46 produces 52.
0

counting numbers less than 50.

Multiply the first by 2 and then add the second.

3 combined with 5 produces 11 (2.3 + 5 11).

counting numbers.

Find the greatest common factor.

12 combined with 18 produces 6.
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(g) Set: All counting numbers.

Operation: Find the least common imultiple.

(h) Set: All counting numbers.

Operation: Raise the first aumbv to a power whose'

exponent is the setorid number.

'ExaMple: 5 combined with 3 produces 53 A

5. Make up a table for an operation that has the,commutative

property.

6. Make up a table for an operation that does not have the com-

mutative property.

'woo-

We have been discussing binary operations. The word "binary"

indicates that two elementS art; combined to produce a result.

'There are other kinds of operations. 'A result might be produced

from a single element, or by combining three or more elements. When

we have a set and, from any one element of the'set, we can determine

a definite thing, we say there is a,unary operation defined' on,the

set.

*7. Can you think of a way of describin

operation by some kind of a table?

Set: All the whole numbers from 0 to 10.

Unary'Operation: Cube the number.

Example: Doing the operation to 5 produces 53 r25.

the following unary
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1

2

3

4

5

. 12.3. Closure

2 3 4

3 4 5

.14 5 1

5 1 2

1 2 3

2 3 4

5s (b) 41 3 :5 7 9.

1 6 8 10 12

2 8 10 12 14

3 10 12 14 16

,4 12 14 16 18.

5

(d)

.

krt

2 1 2 3

3 2 3 1

12-3

Stay the Tables 117 and (b). One interestihg difference

betweenethe tables- is this: In Table (a), the results-of per-
,
forming the operation (that is, the numbers written in the table)_

are always elements of the set on which the operation is defined

(the set of elements which appear in the left column and in-the

tDp row). Ir. Table (b), this is not true. For instance,

5 + 7 12 in Table (b), and 12 is not an (?1-ement of t"1 set

(3, 5, 7, 9) on which the operation of Tablb (b) is defined.

We recall that a set is closed under an operation if it is

always possible to combine any two elements of the set and if the
Nat

result obtained is always an element of that set. The two elements

we start with may be the sane one.
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Example 1. The' iset of'even.numbers losed.under addition.

This means that if lin two even rumbers are'added, the result is

always an even numbei% 2 + 2 '.; 4 (We used the same number.)

.2P 44 + 86 10. 130..

Exam,le. 2. The set of odd nuMbers ls not closed.under addition.

This means hat' if two odd nuillbers are added, the result is not
rsalways an odd nuMber.a0F rexample, 3 5 = 8. Is one example\

enough to 5hQw.hetthe set of odd numbers IA not closed under addi-

tion?- Wo coLa'd give mcire examples; actuallY, the sum of two odd
*

-" numbers is never an odd number.

Example 3. The set of whole numbers is not closed under sub-

traction. For example, consider the two whole numbers 6 and 9. There

fare two different ways we can put these two numbers together using

-subtraction: 9,- 6 and 6 - 9. 'The firslj numeral, "9 - 6", is a

a* for the whole number 3, bu,t the numeral "6"- 9" is not the name

of any whole number. Thus, zuhtracting'two %Thole numbers does not

- always give a whole number.

i".xample 4. The set of unting, numbers is not closed under

division. It is true th is a countihg number, but there is no

counting number Can k ou give some other illUstrefons

closure, that is, sets c sed under an.pperation and setsenot closed

unoer in operation?

Exercises 12-3,

: 1: Study again Tables (a) (d) in, this secti9n. Which tables

determine a Set that is closed under the operation? Which

tables determine a set, that is not Closed under thOroperation?

How do you know?

2
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Which of the sets below are closed under,the corresponding

operations?

(a). The set-of even numbers under addition.

(b) The set of even numbers under multiplication.

(,;) The set of odd numbers under multiplication.

(d) The set of odd numbers under addition.

(e) The set of multiples of 5 under addition.

(f) The set of multiples of 5 under subtraction.

*(g) The set (0, 1, 2, 3) under subtraction mod 4. Remember

that subtraction is :Me inverse operation of addition.

(h) The set of counting numbers less than 50 under the

operation of choosing the smaller number.

'The set of prime numbers under addition.

The set of numbers whose numerals in base five end in

"3", under addition.

3. If an operation defined on a set is commutative, must the set

be closed under the operation?

*4. If an operation defined on a set is associative, must the set

be closed under tl-:c operation?

Make up a table-for an operation defined on the set

\

so that the set is closed under the operation.

(0, 43, 100)

Make up a table for an operation defined on tile set (0, 43, 100)

so that the set is not closed utlfler the operation.

12-4. Identity Element; Inerse of an Element

In our study of the number Lne in rdinary arithmetic, we

observed that the product of any number and either order)

gave that same number ;. that is, the any number and-1 is

267



the number. For instance

2 x 1 = 2, 1 x 2 = 2, .156 x 1 = 156, 1 x 156 = 156.

For aai number n in ordinary arithmetic, n 1 = n and

1 n = n..

In our study of the number zero in ordinary arithmetic we

observed that th3 sum of 0 and any number (in either Order) gave

that same number; that is the sum of any number and 0 is the number.

For instance

2 + 0 = 2, 0 + 2 = 2, 468 + 0 m 468, 0 + 468 . 468

For any number n in ordinary arithmetic, n + 0 = n and

0 + n = n.

One is the identity for muliplication in ordinary arithmetic.

Zero is the identity for addition in ordinary arithmetic.

Definition. An Adentity (or identity element) for a binary'

operation, *, defined t a set is an element, e , in the set,

such that e * a = a slad a * e = a for every element a of .

the set.

What is the identitY for the arithmetic of the 4-minute clock?

If we add two thinu anu get the identity for addition, then

we call them adJitiv.e inverses of each other. For-example, in the

table

0 is the identity

2 + 2 a 0 (mod 4)

+ 1 0 (mod 4)

1 i 3 U (mod 4)

f

Mod 11.

0 1 2 3

1 2 3 0

2 3 0 1

3 0 1 2
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These pairs of numbers, 2 and 2; 3 and 1; are said to be inverses

of each other. Each element of this set has an inverse. The inverse

of 0 13 0; the inverse of 1 is 3; the inverse of 3 is 1.

Definition. Two elements a and b are inverses (or either

one is the inverse of the other) under a binary operation * with

identity element e if a * b = e and b * a = e.

Exerclses 12-4

Study tables (a) - (d) in Section.12-3.

(a) Which tables describe operations having an identity and

what is the identity?

(b) Pick out pairs of elements which are inverses of each other

under these operations. Does each member of the set have

an inverse?

For each of the operations of Problem 4, Exercises 12-2;

(a) Does the operation have an identity and, if so, what is it?

(b) Pick out pairs of elements which are inverses of each

other under these operations.

(c) For which operations does each element have an inverse?

Can there be more than one identity element for a given binary
a

operation?

12-5. What is a Mathematical System?
.

(

The idea of a set has been a very convenient oi,e in this

book--some use has been made of it in almost every chapter. But

there is really nOt a great deal that can be done with just a set

of elements. 1 is much more interesting if something can be 4one

twith the elemen ilk (for instance, if the elements are numbers, they
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can be added or multiplied). If we have a set and an operation

defined on the set, it is interesting to find out how the operation

behaves. Is it'commutative? associative? Is there an identity

element? Does each element have an inverse? The "behavior" of

the arithmetic operations (addition, subtraction, multiplication

and division) on numbers was discussed in Chapters 3 and 6. We

have seen that different operations_may "behave alike" in some ways

(both commutative, for instance). This suggests',that,we study sets

with operations defined on them to see what different possibilities

there are. It is too hard for us to list all the possibilities,

but some examples will be given in this section and the next.

These are examples of mathematical systems.

Definition. A mathematical system is a set of elements to-

gether with one or more operations defined on the set.

The elements do not have to be numbers. They may be any

objects whatever. Some of the examples below are concerned with

letters or geometric figures instead of numbers.

Fxample I. Let's look at egg-

timer arithmetic--arithmetic mod 3.

a) There is a set of elements

tnr set of numbers (0, 1, 2)

(5) There is an operation +

mod 3, defined on the set

(0, 1, 2).

Therefore, egg-timer arithmetic is a mathematical system. Does this

system have any interesting properties?

Mod 3

2611
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The operation, + mod 3, has the commutative property.

Can you tell by'the table? If so, how? We can check some

special cases too. 1 + 2 s= 0 (mod 3) and 2 + 1 EE 0

(rwd 3), so 1 + 2 2 + 1 (mod 3).

(d) There is an identity for the operation + mod 3 (the

number 0).

Each element of the set has an inverse for the operation

+ mod 3.

Study the following tables.

(a) oJ

A r3

A B

RS PQ
S RQP
P QRS
Q PSR

Exercises 12-5

Which one, or ones, of the'Tables (a ), (b)., (c) describes a

:7,athematical system? Show that your answer is correct.

UJE the tables above tb complete the following ,statements

correctly.
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(a) B o A =

(b) AdAa() =

(c)

(d) A

639

(e) Q * R

(f) R * S ? ( j ) B o B = ?

(g) R ? (k) A o A =

(h) Firc) (1) S * S =

Which one, or ones, of the binary operations o, com-

mutative? Show that your answer is correct..

Which one, or ones, of the binary operations o, *,"..ehas an

identity element? What is it in each case?

5. Use the tables above to complete the following stateMenes

correctly.

(a) P (Q. * R) R * (P * S)

(c) P * (Q, * s) (h) (A"-IS)r,J\ =

(d) (P * Q) s = (i) (Or-,0)(NiA =

(e) (R * P) * S (j) Or%) CO 1" %.1 = ?

6. Does either of the operations described by Table (b) or Table

(c) seem to be associative? Why? How could you prove your

statement? What would another person have to do to prove you

wrong?

BRAINBUSTER. For each of the following tables, tell why it

does not describe,a mathematical system.

(a) (b)

the product
I of 3 and 6

a number
between

2 3 and 8

the sum
of 2 and 4

0
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12-6. Mathematical Systems without Numbers

In the last section there were some examples of mathematica..

systems wirthout number3 in them. -Suppose we invent one. What do

we need?

We must have a set of things. Then, we need some kind Of an

operation--something that can be done with any two elements of our

set. ,We have found that the properties of closure, commutativity,

associativity, etc. are very helpful in simplifying expressions.

It would be nice to have some of these properties.

Let's start with a card. Any rectangular shaped card will 'do.

We will use it to represent the interior of a rectangle. Lay the

card on your desk and label the corners as in the sketch. Now

pick the card up and write the letter

"A" on the other side (the side that

was touching the desk) behind the "A"

you have already written. Be sure

the two letters "A" are back-to-back so they are labels for the

same corner of the card. Similarly, label the corners Bo C0 and D

on the other side of the card (be sure they're back-to-back wiA

the B, CI and D you have already written).

What set shall we take? Instead of numbers, let us take

elements which have something to do with the card. Start with the

card in the center of your desk and with the long sides of the

card parallel to the front of four desk. Now move the card--pick

it up, turn it over or around in any way--and put it back in the

center of Your desk with the long sides parallel to the front of

your desk. The card looks just the same as it did before, but the

1
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corners may be labelled differently (a corner that started at the

top may now be at the bottom, for instance). The pos-ition of the

card has been changed, but the interior of the rectangle looks the

way it did in the beginning. '(The "picture" stays the,same. InL

dividual points may be moved.) The elements of our set will be

these changes of position. We will take all the changes of position

that make the interior of our rectangle look the way it did in the

;beginning. (Long sides parallel to the front of the desk.) How

many of these changes are there?

We may start with the card in some.position which we will call

the standard position. Suppose it looks like the figure above.

Leaving the card on.your desk, rotate it half way around its

center. A diagram of this change is:

(71galf way
around
gives:

a

Since the letters "A", "B", etc. are only used as a convenience

to label the different corners of the card, we will,not bother tO

write them upside down. The diagram below represents this change

of Position, and we will call the change 11,mt /
kn fpr rotation).,

A R:
Rotate the card
half way around

.13

What would happen if the ,caxd rotated one fourth of the way

around?

(IZe fourth of
the way around

2 6d
C B
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Does the card look the same before and after the change? No, this

change of position cannot be in our set,' since the two pictures

are quite different.'

Are there other changes of position of the interior of the

rectangle which make it look the way it did in the beginning? Yes,,

we can flip the card over in two different ways as shown by the

diagrams below:

U.

Flip the card over,
using a horizontal axis.

V:

Flip the card'over,
using a vertical axis.

Now you know why you had to l'Iabel both sidei of the card so

Carefully. Remember, the card only represents a geometric figure

for us. Turning over a card makes it different--you see the other

side; but turning over the interior of a rectangle would not make

tt different (of course, some of the individual points Wbuld be in

different positions: but the whole geometric figure would logk

fist the same).

There is one more change of position which we must consider.

It is the change which leaves the 'cardalone (or liuts each individual

point, back in place). Let us calVt "I".

r.

Leave the card in
place

.
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Since; in.our diagrams above, we have always started with the

rectangle in:the.standard position, each change of position can be
4..

represented by the final position. The four changes are diagrammtd

below fol easy reference.

V

Now we have our set; it is (I, V, H, R ). We can start a table

for the operation in our mathe-

matical system. But th table

cannot be filled in yet--we hai.re

no operation! '.:hat-operation

shall we use? How can we "com-

,bine any two elements of our

set" to get a "definite thing"? Could the names of any objects at

all be put in the operation table if we want our set to be closed

under the 'operation?

Here is a way of combining any two elements of our set. We

%till do one of the changes AND THEN do the other one. We will use,

tile symbol "ANTH" for this operation (perhaps you can think of a

better one). Thus "H ANTH V" means "flip the card over, using

a horizontal axis, and then flip the card over, using a vertical

, axis." Start with the card in the standard position and do these

changes to it. What is the final position of the card? Is the

result of these two changes the same as the change R? What does

"V ANTH H" mean? Try it with your card. Now we can fill in the'

270
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atabfe for our operation. Some

of the entries are given in the
'44

table at the' ri ht.

Exercises 12-6

12.6

Check the entries that are given in the table above and find'

the otheri% Use your card.

From your table for the operation ANTH or by actually moving

a card, fill in each of the blanks to make the equations correct.

. (a) ANThH= ? ..

(b) R ANTH ? . H

(c) ? ANTif R m H.
-

(d) ? MTH
,

(e) (R ANTH H) ANTH V . ?
,

(f) R ANTH (H NM V)

(g) (R ANTH H) ANTH ?

,(11) (R ANTH ?) ANTH V

(i) (? ANTH- H) ANTH V . 6

3. Examine the table for the operation ANTH,

(a) Is" the set closed under the pperation?

(b) Is the operation commutative?

(c) Do you think the operation is.associative? Use the

operation table to check several, examples.

(d) Is there an identity for the operation ANTH?

(e) Does each element of the set have an inverse under the

operation ANTH?
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4. Here is another system of changes.

Take a triangle with two equal

sides. Label the corner4.as in

the sketch (14i-%A'sides, back-to-
10

back). The set for the'system

will consist of two changes. T

first change, called I, will be:

Leave the triangle in place. The

444444-

second change, called F will be: Flip the triangle over,

using the vertical axis. F ANTH I will mean: Flip the

triangle over, using the vertical axis, and then leave the

triangle in place. How will the triangli look--as if'it had

beerrteft in place, I, or as if the change O'had been done?

\What does I ARTH F mean? Does.F ANTH I E-or.does

'F ANTH I . I?

(a) ailiplete the table below: -

ANTH I F

(b) Is the set closed under this operation?

(c) Is the operation commutative?

(d) Is the operation associative? Are you sure?

(e) Is there an identity for the operation?

(f) Does each element of the set have an inVerse under the

operation?
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5
)

,, Man a triangular card w th three equ,y sides and label the

12-6

'corners as in the sketch *

. (both sides, back-to-back). ,

The set for this system will

be made up of these six changes.

I: Leave the trianile in place.
Jr

R: Rotate the triangle clock-
1

wise 7 of the way around.

Rotate the triangleAlock-
2

mise of the way around.

T: Flip the triangle over, using

lip the triangle over, u.sing an axf.s through the lower

right vertex.

V: Flip thp trlAngle over, using an axis through:the lOwer

left vertex: Three of these will be rotations about the center_

(leave in place and two.others). TO other three wilc\ be, flips

about the axes. Caution: The axes are" stationary; they do not

rotate with the triangle. For example, thelvertical axis re-

mains vertical--it would go through 1Ldifferent corner.of the r
card after rotating the triangle one third of the way arourlp

its center. Make a tabie for these changes. Examine Ape table.

"--64`lis this operation commutative? Is there an ident y ch

/
ge?

. Does each change haye an inverse?,

6. Try making a table of changes for a square. here a eight

. chienge. What are they? Is there .s..'ln identity chang Ii the
1

operation commutative? ...---f
>

,

.1*

,s



12-7. The Counting bers and the Whole Ntinbezs

The mathematical systems tha we re studiedbar in ihis

chapter are composed of a set and one operation. Exam les are

647

modular addition and the changes of a rectangle or triangle. A

mathematical system given by a set and two operations would appearat.

to.b.s....z<e complicated than these examples. However, as you may

have 'guessed, ordinary arithmetic Is also a mathematical system and

me`know that we can do more than one operation using the same set

of numlpers--for example, we can add and multiply. Can you name

three different sets of numbers considered in ordinary arithmetic?

Can you naMe more than three?

*To be definite, let us choose the set of rational numbers.

This set:together with the two operations of addition,and multi-

iilication forms a mathematical system which wasildiscussed in

chapters and 8 Are there properties of thissys-tem which are

entiFplyldifferent from those.we have considered in systems with

-, only one operation? Yes, you are familiar with the fact that

4: (3 + 5) = 3) +

distributive property. More pfecisely, it illustrates that multi-

. plication distributes over addition. The distributive property is

also'of interest in-other mathematical systems.

inition. Suppose we have.a set and two binary operations,

d o, clefined on the set. The operation * distributes over the

5). This is an illustration of the

!operation ky a * (b o c) (a * b) o (a * c) for any eleMents

b c the set. , (And we can perform all the3e-operations.)
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Exercises 12-7

12-7

(onaider theset of counting numbers:

i'a) Is the set closed under addition? under multiplication?

Explain.

(b) Do the commutative and associative properties hold for

addition? fur multiplication? _Give an example of each.

(c) What is the identity element for addition? for multi-

plication?

(d) Is the set ef counting numbers closed under subtraction?

under division? Explain.

The answers to (a),.(b), and (c) tell us some of the properties

of the mathematical system composed of the set of counting

ilumbers and the operations of addition and multiplication.

2. Answer the questians of Problem I (a), (b), (c) for the set of

whole numbers. Are yaur answers the same as for the counting

numbers?

(a) For the system of whole nUmbers, write 3 number sentences

illustrating that multiplication distributes over addition.

(b) Does addiiion distribute over multiplication? Try some

examples.

4. The two tables below describe a mathematical system composed

of the set (A, Bo Co D) and the two operations * and o.

A

AB AB
A ACC
A BCD

D

AB
BBDD
C'1)CD
DDDD
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(a) Do you think * distributes over ot) Try several examples;

(b) Do you think o distributes over *?.Try several examples.

Ansti4r these questions for each of thefollowing systems.

Is the set closed under the operation? Is the, operation com,

mutative? associative? Is there an identity? What elements

have inverses?

(a) 'The system whose set is the set of odd numbers and whose

operation is multiplication.

(b) The system whose set is made up of zero and the multiples

of 3, and whose operation is multiplication.

(c) The'sYstem whose set is made up of zero and the multiples

of 3 and whose operation is addition.
/
0) The system whose set is made up of the rational numbers

between 0 and 1, and whose operationAs multiplication.

The system whose set is made up of the even numbers and

whose operation ls adetion. (Zero is an even number.)

(f) The system whose set is made up of the rational numbers be-

tween 0 and 1, and whose operation is addition.

(a) In what ways are the systems of 5(b) and 5(c) the same?

(b) In what ways are the systems of 5(a) and 5(b) different?

Make up a mathematical system of your own that is composed of

a set and.two operations defined on the set. Make at least

partial tables for the operations in your system. List the

properties of your system.

*8. Here is a mathematical system composed of a set and two operationa

defined on that set.

Set: All counting numbers.
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Operation *: Find the greatest common factor.

Operation o: Find the least common multiple.

(a) Does the operation * seem to distribute over the operation

o. Try severall'examples.

(b) Does the operation o seem to distribute over the operation

*? Try several examples.

12-8. Modular Arithmetic

In Section 12-1 we studied a new addition done by rotating

the hand of a cl)ck. Using a four-minute clock, we said that

2 4. 3 a 1 (mod 4). The tables which we made described the mathe-

matical system mod 4.

Modularsystemsaretheresu4of classifying whole numbers

in a certain way. For example, we could classify whole numbers as

even or Odd. In this case, every other number from 0 is put in the

same family and the family is named by its smallest member: O.

This is the mod 2 system. Thuz the class of all even numbers is

0 (mod 2). StartinL from 1, every other number belongs to the

same family which 7;.e call 1 (mod 2). For the odds and evens, we

_then have two classes, 0 (nod 2) and 1 (mod'2). The number 5

belongs to the class 1 (mod 2), eight belongs to the class 0

(mod 2).

If We put every fourth number in the same class, we have the

mod 4 system. Here is a sketch of some of the numbers belonging

to the class 0 (mod 4).

1 1 1 (D 1 1 1 CD i i 1 CD I .1 0 >

0 4 a 12 16 2 0
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Every fourth number from 0 belongs to the saMe class. Thus:

numbers which are multiples of 4 belong to the class 0 (mod 4).

Here is a sketch showing some of the numbers which belong to

the class 1 (mod 4).

" 0 "
0 I 9 13 Il

Every fourth number from 1 belongs to the same class, tha

1 (mod 4). Thus the numbers which are 1 plus a multiple of 4

belong to this class.

The two sketches below show, respectively some of the numbers

which belong to the class 0 (mod 5) and the class 3 (mod 5)

of 5.

3 10 15 20

The numbers belonging to the class 0 (mod 5) are multiples

3 8
, r t

13 le

The numbers belonging to the class mod 5) are 3 plus .

multiples of 5.

Our first problems in a modular system used the operation of

addition. If we change the operation to multiplication, we get a

different mathematical system. With both operations, modular

arithmetic is more like ordinary arithmetic than it was with just

one operation.

Below are two partly completed modular multiplication tables.

2 78
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Mod Mod . 8

1 4

12-8

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

I 0 12314 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

2 3 2 4

3 1 3

4

5

6

7

To find the proouct 2 x 4 (mod 5), we found the product of

2 and 4 and then found the class to which it belongs. Thus

2 x 4 im 8; 8 belongs to the class 3 (mod 5) (eight is the 5th

number from 3) . Hence 2 X 4 rah 3 (mod 5). Also, 3 x 2 1

(mod 5). Six is the 5th number from 1.

An example of the computation in the mod 8 table is:

2 x 6 = 12; 12 belongs to the class 4 (mod 8). 2 x 6 E 4 (mod 8).

7

,
4 12

In Section Is a mathematical system, described ,by the table;

was the result of rotations of the hand of a clock. If we think

of the positions as being numbers and the + sign as addition we

would have modular addition. Thus, from the above discussion Of

modular systems, 3 + 2 and-1 are in the same class, mod 40 since

3 + 2 or 5 is the fourth number from 1. Also 3 + 3'and 2 are in

the same class, mod 4, since 3 +-3 or 6 is the f,)urth number from

2.
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Exercises 12-8

1. Copy and complete the mod 5 and mod 8 multiplication tables,

653'

2. Answer each of the following questions about the mathematical

aystems of multiplication mod 5 and mod 8.

(a) Is 1,11.e set closed uncle, the operation?

(b) Is the operation commutative?

(c) Do you,think the operation is associative?

(d) What is the identity element?

(e) Which elements have inverses, and what are the pairs of

inverse elements?

(f) Is it true that if a product is zero at least one of the

factors is zero?

Complete each of the following number sentences to make it a

true statement.

(a) 2 x 4 w (mod.5) Cc) 52 ,w 1 (mod ?)

(b) 4 x 3 m ? (mod 5) (d) 23 m 0 (mod ?)

4. Find the products:

(a) 2 x 3 ME ? (mod 4) (e) 43 ? (mod 5)

(b) 2 x 3 m ? (mod 6) (0 62 ai ? (mod 5)

(c) 5 x 8 ? ;mod 7) *(g) 6256 ar. ? (mod 5)

(d) 3 x 4 x 6 m ? (mod 9)

5. Find the sums:

(a) 1 + 3 (mod 5) (c) 2 + 4 ? (mod 5)

(b) 4 + 3 m (mod 5) -(d) 4 -1-4 m ? (tod 5)

5. (a) Do you think multiplication mod 5 distributes over addition

mod 5?

Do you think addition mod 5 distributes over multiplication

plod, 5?

2190
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Remember that division is defined after we know about multi-

plication. Thus, in ordinary arithmetic, the question "Six

divided by 2 is what?" means, really "Six is obtained by multiplying

2 by what?" An operation that begins with one of the'numbers and

the "answero to another binary operation and asks for the other_

number, is called an inverse operation. Division is the inverse of

the multiplication operation.

'7. Find the quotients:

(a) 2 4 3

(b) 6 4 2

(c) 0 4 2

(d) 3 4 4

m ? (mod 8) (e) 0 4 2 m ? (mod 5)

? (mod 8) (f) 0 4 4 m ? (mod 5)

m ? (mod 8) (g) 7e3a ? (mod 10)

m ? (mod 5) *(h) 7 4 6 m ? (mod 8)

Find the following, remember that subtraction is the inverse

operation of addition.

(a) - 3 (mod 8) (c) 3 - 4 (mod 8)

(b) 3 - 4 (mod 5) *(d) 4 -,9 (mod 12)

Make a table for subtraction mod 5. Is the set closed under

the operation?

10. Find a replacement for x which will make each of the follow

ing number sentences a true statement. Explain.

.(a) 2 x in 1 (mod 5)

(b) 3 x = 1 (mod 4)

(c) 3 x 0 (mod 5)

(d) 3 x 0 (mod 6)

(e) x x 1 (mod 8)

(f) 4 x in 4 od 8)

11. In problem 10 (d) and (f), find at least one ot replacement

for x which makes the numbeisentence a true siaement.

tfr
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12-9. Summary and Review

SummarY.

655

A binary operation defined on a set is a rule of combination

by means of which any two elements of the set may be combined to

determine one definite thing.

.A mathematical system is a set together with one or more

operations defined on that set.

A set is closed under a binary operation if every two elements

of the set can be combined by the operation and the result is always

an element of the set.

An identltx element for a binary operation defined on-a set

is an element of the set which does not change any element with

which it is combined.

Two elements are inverses of each other under a certain binary -r

operation if their combination (in either order) is the identity

element for that operation.

A binary operation is commutative if, for any two elements,

the same result is obtained by combining them first in one order,

and then in the other.

A binary operation is associative if, for any three elements,

the result of combining the firpt with the dbmbination of the

second and third is the same as the result of combining the

combination of the first and second with the third.

a + (b + c) = (a + b) + c.

The binary operation * distributes over the binary' operation

o provided

a * (b o c) (a b) q

for all elements a b' c.

* c)
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aMita2.212Lalestions

1. Find the greatest common factor of 8, 12, and 30.

2. The base two mineral for the number twelve has how many digits?

3. What is the intersection of the set of whole numbers between

C

12-9

1 and 11 and the set of even numbers between 5 and 15?
16 8

4. Find the simplest numeral fur divided by 3.
What is the largest number of rays

indicated in this diggr

2
6 What is the reciprocal fv-- in the set of rational numbers?

9
a

7. Explain one way of detemining if -6 m 4 is a true statement.

1 ,

8. If the length of a line segment is measured to the nearest
2

inch, what is the greatest possible error?
.7

9. Find 75% of 14.

10. Find another name for Li. iii using an exponent.
.

11. If two angles of an loosoeles triangle measure 640 and 580

what is the meas4re of the third angle?

12. Which of the following measures of central tendency will always

be one'of the original data? Mean, median, mode.

1



CHAPTER 13

THEMATICS AT WORK IN- SCIENCE

13-1. The Scientific Seesaw

Have you ever played on a seesaw?

If your weight is 100 pounds and your partner on the pother side

of the seesaw weighs 85 pounds, where does he have to sit to mae
the two sides balance? Will he be closer to the center or farther

from it than you Can you tell how far?

The seesaw is one form of simple machine that is used a greit

deal around home, at work, and in science laboratories. It belongs

to the family of machines called "levers." Of course, not all

levers work like seesaws! You use a lever to open a soft drink

bottle. You use other forms of levers to jack up your car or-to

pry up a stone. Can you think of other examples of levers?

The scIentist uses levers of rather fine construction for many

purposes in his laboratory. The simplest type is the common labora-

tory balance or scale. You probably have one in your science room.

Scientists long ago studied these scientiflc seesaws, learned how to

balance weights, and expressed theiy, findings in a mathematical ./

formula. '-Aaving the formula makes the scientific seesaw much easier

to use and understand.

,Today you are going tooplay the part of a scientist. You will

set up a simple seesaw experiment, make observations, try to dis-
,

cover a rule and try to state the rule in mathematical form.

The experiment suggests how,a scientist makes/observations in

the 1aborat3ry, studies them mathematIcally and draws conclusions

, 284
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from them. He then tries to state the conclusions by means of a

mathematical equation. Finally he uses the formula to predict a

new result ,and then goes back to the laboratory to tgst whether tile

rule works in iimilar situations.

13-2.. A Laboratory Experiment.

YoUr equipment to study the scientific seesaii, will look some-
.

thing like this.

The materials required in your laboratory are:

A meter stick or yardstick.

Strong thread and two bags to hold the weights;

(thin plastic makes very satisfactory bags).

, A set of metric weights. (If a set of weights is

not available, a supply of pennies or marbles

can be used.)

Procedure:

I. Bafftnce the'. Stick by suspending itafrom a strong thread

tied at the middle of the stick. This point at which th stick

is suspended"is called the fulcrum.

2
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2. Hang ten equal w.ght.s on one side of the fulcrum and ten

equal weights on the other side and try to make them balance. Take

two unequal Weights and try to make them balance. Do you find that

you must change the distance to achieve a halance.when the-weights

are unequal::

Note: Solentists usually perform some preliminary 4et3ts to

determlae the best way to set up 'and aili;y ou,t the experiment.

Their first experimental set-up doesn t always work perfectly! You

may find it advisable to make some provements in your equipment

and priocedures at this stage.

When you have your equi ment operating smoothly, you are ready

to take the.first steps in your experiment. Scfentists usyl,ly have

the experiment carefully planned out in advance, but VIP -shall

develOp our plan as we go along.
.

3. (a). 'Hang a weight of 10 grams (or pennies or.marbles if

you do not have the metric weights) at a distance of 12"centimeters

from tr.e fulcrum, and balance it with a 10 gram weight on the other

side. (On a yardstick you may find that ipch is a convenient
2

unj distance.) Observe tne distance of this second weight when

tne lever is in halance.and record the distance in a table, column
^

(a), similar to the one below. Note that w _and d represent Tthe

weight and distance respectively on ongside of the fulcrum. W and

D represent the weight and distance on the other sidesof the

fulcrum. II

0 -

286.
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_

\
ijABLE I

(a) (b) (c ) (a) 4(el,,-(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

w = 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 lo id 10

12 12 12 1. 12 12 la 12 12 12

10 20 L8 15 214%- 12

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

A.11

(b) Now,double the weight W (make it 20 grams) and find

where it must be'placed to balance weight w. Write the ditce in

,your table under "20"; column (b).

(c) Make ,weight W only half.a large as it w in the
.

first case, 4djust°the balance and-read the distance fum he

fulcrum. °Write it in the table, column (c)Aulder "5".

(d) Noti e that ia these first three trials, weight

and its distance 6 fiom the fulcrum remained the same. All

Ichanges- were made n weight W and balanced by changes in D. Use

the weights'indicaed in columns (d) (g) and find the value of D.

ke veyeral other 'changes forN<and write the corresponding

su1ts.-for)3 in your table-7.columns (h), (i), and W.

'

qv
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Now, as indicated in Table II, let weight w be 16 grams

ad its distance from the fulcrum 6 cm. Find how heavy weight w,

will have to be.to balance at 6,.:cm. on the other side of the ful-

crum. What weight will balance the lever 4 cm. from the fulcrum?

16 cm? Tty several other distances from the fulcrum, find the

weight which will just balance the lever, and fill in your Table II.

TAIEiLE II

w 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

d 6 6 6 6 6 6

D 6 4 16

5. -Iry other weights and distances as suggested in Tables
Ir

III and IV and fill in similar tables.of your own.

W

D

TABLE III

20 40 10

20 20, 20 20 20' 20

15 15 15 15 15 .15

TABLE ry

A 18 1,8 18 18 18 -13

5 5 5 5 5 5

w 15 10 30 45

10 15 18

288
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13-3. Caution: Inducive Reasoning at Work!

After a scientist has completed an experiment and collected

data, pe tries 'to analyze it. He tries to discover all the facts

that the data present. He attempts to intinipret these facts in a

connected ana convenient way and to discover a general rule which

the data suggest. His hope is to:state these results in a precise

way, preferably by a simple mathematical formula.

Note that the scientist Studies a number of specific experi-

mental results and from these tries to reach a conclusion which will

hold for all cases. Thi6 is,the kind of inductive reasoning which

we dir 3sed earlier. It should be used with caution. There may

well be occasions When a few examples suggest a conclusion which is

not true in general. Thus, if you.go to New York and meet five

people in succession with red hair, it is not safe to conclude that

everyone in New York has red hair. Also, if you notice that

1) = 1 1 1 4
).44. and 2 you will be in

5 5

trouble if you, assume that you may always cross off numerals in this

way.

When a general rule has been suggested, the scientist' tries to

'verify it by further experiment and, if possible, by deductive

---reabolling: In all thcce- stegs mathematicz and matnpmatioal ..reas.on-

ing are especially important. I.
Let us look at.the results in our tables from this point of

. view. We are trying to determine whether there seems to be a

general:rule which describes all these'relationshigs. If possible,

we wish to express the rule in mathematical terms. If it is a

general law, we should be able to use it to predict where to place

2H.)
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Exercises 13-3

1 a: In Table 1, Tic you notiei any connection between the loca-

tion of equal weights on opposite sides of the fulcrum?

What is it?

b. If 14e1ght W is doubled, w. and d remaining unchanged,

how does its distance D from'the fulcrum change?

c. If weight W is made half as much, how do its distance

D 'frOm the fulcrum change?

Do the valUes for w, d and W, D ;appear to be related in'

any, way? Can you state a general rule that seems to hold

concerning w, d, W:.and D?. State the rule in words and

then in the form ot a mathematical equation in which you

use the symbols w, W, d, and D.

e. Check your rule by applying it to some of the entries found

by experiment in Tables II, III, IV.

2. Use the equation suggested in the preceding exercise to predict

the missing entries in Table V.

,TABLE V

25 35 12 45 21 15 23 11 14 10 100 100 100

d 3 4 5 3 5 4 8 7 5.5 50 50 500 5000

W 15 7 14. 20 12 13 10

7 9 4.5 10 8

Go back to your experiment and check the results in Table V to

see if they actually produce a balance.

?90
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13-4. Graphical Interpretation

In Chapter 11 you learned about graphs and their usefulness in

pr.esentink numerical information in a clear and condensed way.

Scientists often make a graph of the observationS obtained through

experimentation for the help it can give them in summarizing and

interpreting the data.

In the equation wd =.= WD whicil you obtained for yourself in

the preceding experiment, four quantities are involved. This

equation can be interpreted in a ,number of ways corresponding to the

way you followed through in the experiment. In the first part of the

experiment, you chose fixed values for w and d and then found the

values for W and D which produced a balance. Fromieach experi-

ment you got one pair of values which satisfied the relation WD =

120. A graph of WD = 120 pictures all the pairs of values which

produce a bail,nce when wd = 120. The graph, thenp.supplies not

only all t:ile information in Table I but other possible values for

W and D.

The next step is to draw the graph of the relation between

weights (W) and 4istances (D) in Table I.

If you need 'LA.p in draWing the graph, the following sugges-

tions should aid you:

Ta_e_zraph__.,Pajper and. tegin With two_perpendicu1ara1ines_ca13asi___

-axes. The intersection of the axes is named poiht 0.

Label the horizontal axis W and the vertical axis D.

1If you use -4. inch squared paper, a suitable scale 13 one for

each space.
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In Table I, the first weight As 10 and the corresponding dis-

tance is 12. Locate 10 .on the Isr axisj. Follow the vertical line

through 12 on the _D axis. Thla point is called (10, 12). MOe
a small dot for the point. .

Similarly, from Table I, when w = 20, D = 6. Locate 20

on the W aXis. Follow the vertical line through 20 to the point
a \

where it meets the horizontal line through G on the D axis. Thi,s

point is called (20, 6)..

Before you read on, locate and markthe other points from

Table I.. These are (5, 24), (8, 15), (24, 5), (12,10).

Mark the points which correspond to the results you found in

columns (h), (i) and (j) in Table I.

Fill in the blanks in the following pairs for (W, D ) and mark

the corresponding points: (4, ); ( 6); (16,` ); ( 18).

Use WD = 120.

Draw a smooth freehand curve throUgh the points you have g

located. This curve gives you the general pictur-e of the relation

between weights and distances as in Table I. If 'any point seemaN\

to lie t& one side or the other of your smooth curve, check your

computation. Not all ,experiments turn out perfectly and not all

results fall into neat patterns at once. The points obtained from

the measurements you made should fall near the curve, _Often_

scientists expect no more than this from an experiffent of this

type.

The curve that you have drawn is a portion of a curve called

a hyperbola. You will learn more about this curve in your study

of algebra.
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23
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I.acercises lt3-4

1. Stup the graph and then answer these questions:

(a) What happens to the distance as the weight increases?

(b) What happens to the weight as the distance increases?

In order to find the value of W when D is 24, locate 24 on

the axis and follow the horizontal line through 24 until it

meets the curve. Read the value on the W scale'directly

667

f

beneath this point. You should have 5. Find the values of W

from the graph for the.following points:

(a) f. 18) (b) ( 15) ) ( ?

3. Find the values of D from the graph:

(a) (6, ) (b) (c) (15, )

,a. 'It'll whether or not each of the following points is on the

graph:

(a) (10, 25) (b) (is, 8) 1
(c) (5, 5) (ia) (202, 15)

5. Estimate the missing values:

(a) (7,, ) (b) ) (17, )

(e) ( 21) (f) (23, )

6. Draw a graph of the re),ation between W and D given in Table

.II. Use the formula WD = 96 to t'ind the number pairs you

need for lncatinvpoints. Check the valiaes you find with those

in Thble II.

7:- From the graph find D when W is 20; find W when D is 12.

8. What happens to the distance when the weight decreases?

incyeas

9. Does this graph have anything in common with the graph you drew

fOr ,WD = 120?
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13-5. Other Kinds of Levers

In the introduction to this chapter yOu read that "not all levers

fire like 'seesaws. You may be interested in asking about this in

your science class at an appropriate.time. In addition to the auto-

=bile jack, bottle opener, and crowbar mentioned before, there are

other examples of widcly used yorms of the lever. You may think of

ice tongs, nutcrackers, scissors, claw hammers pliers, pruning

shears, and hedge clippers as same Usdful levers.

13.=6. The'Role of Matyiematics in Scientific Experiment

Although the experimen using the lever does hot Use a great
;

deal of mathematics, it does 'Suggest how mathematics is used in

scientific activities. You saw how mathematics%was used in measur-

ing, counting, and comparing quantifies. You noted how observation&

of data were recorded in mathematical terms.

You searched for a pattern by studying the numbers in your

recorded da'ta. By FeasoningJirom a set of specific, cases you

developed a general statement to be applied in all similar situations.

This kind of reasoning is called inductive reasoning. It leads fram

a necessarily restricted number of cases to a prediction or-a general

relationship. This general relationship was stated in mathematiaal
1.

symbols in an equation: WD = wd. Tb establish this general

principle further experimentation *as performea.

.In addition, you drew a graph of ID! = 120 and of wp = 96

to show, how these statements tell the complee story in each case.t.

The graph is another instance .ct the use of mathematies,to interpret

and to summarize a collection of facts. The graph also helped t

reveal the general pattern which was discovered.
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Many scientific facts Wlyre undiscoveivd for thousands of ybak.6

until alert scientists carefully set up experiments.much as you have

done and made discoveries on the basis of observations. Some

examplgs of these are the following:

(a) For thousands of years, people assumed vhat if a keavy

(c)

object and a light object were dropped at the same time,

the heavy one would fall, much faster than the light one.

Ldok Up the spory of Galileo and his experiment with

falling obiects and see what he discovered.

From tim\immemorials people watched eclipses of the sun

and moon td saw the round shadow of the earth bUt did not
0

discover that theves4h was rOund. Eratosthenes, in 230

B.C., computei pie distance around the world by his'ob-

servations of t5-é sun in two locations in Egypt, yet

seventeen hundred years later when Columbus ,started on his

journey, many people still Uelieved the world wis flat.

Look up in a history of mathematics book or.in an Jendyclo-

-,pedia the story of Eratosthenes and this experiment.

Feople'had watched pendulums for many centuries before

Galileo did some measuring and Calculating and discovered

the law which gives the relation between e length of

pendulum and the time of its sAng.

Look up this experiment in a history of mathematics bpok.

, Notice that all these experiments are.based on many careful

neasurements and observations in order to discover the scientific

law. Then the law is stated in mathematictl tarmS. A great'deal

'of science depends upon mathematics in just this way.

2 6
o
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4.

The examples whidh we have given here desdribe lacier fundamental

discoveries all" of which used felatively simple IlatheTatics. Te

scientists of today are using,more advanced mathematics, and many .

of the newer s of mathematics, in their scientific experiments.

Exercises 1j--6
'

1. Some seesaws are-fitted so that they can be shifted on the,

support. Why?'.

Find themissing value in eachcase:

2.

32 L8. 4 YD. /2 La

3.

4.

100 LB. 6 FT. 8 FT.

2 IN,

6

3 IR 5 OL
a

2W

A

Do yau suppose 'a 90 lb. girl could ever lift 1000 pounds?

Justify your answer.

7. A Child who weighed 54 pounds asked his father (180 pounds) to

ride a seesaw 'with him. The 94at for the child was 6 feet from

the fulcrum. Where Should the father- sit to balance the bhild?

An iron bar 3 feet long is.to be used to lift a weight of 75

pounds. The fulcrum is 6 inches from the weight. A force of
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how ,arly pounds. Is needed to lift the weight7

-671

9. Suppbse a 100 pound.boy sits on ,one end of a six'foot crowbar,

1 - ,

5 feet from.the fulcrum. How heavy a weight can he 1iftlat'
2

the other end of the bar?

10. Which points lie on the graph of WD = 60?

(a) (122 5) (b) 2 180) (c)

is'

3

c.

p

9
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